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Abstract

An Investigation of Human Inductive Biases in Causality and Probability Judgments

by

Sai Wing Yeung

Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology

University of California, Berkeley

Professor Kaiping Peng, Chair

Professor Thomas L. Griffiths, Chair

People often makes inductive inferences that go beyond the data that are
given. In order to generate these inferences, people must rely on inductive biases —
constraints on learning that guide conclusion from limited data. This thesis presents
a survey of three topics concerning people’s inductive biases.

The first part of this thesis examines people’s expectations about the strengths
of causes in elemental causal induction — learning about the relationship between a
single cause and effect. These expectations are formalized as prior probabilities in a
Bayesian model. We estimate people’s prior beliefs concerning the variables involved
in such causal systems using the technique of iterated learning and demonstrate that
a Bayesian model using the priors which are produced by this experiment performs
well in predicting human behavior.

The second part attempted to capture people’s inductive biases in causal re-
lationships by expressing them in logical rules, and assign prior probabilities in a
way that favors simplicity. Experimental data shows that it captured how people
responded to causal reasoning tasks and helped explain the biases towards simpler
representations.

The final part of this thesis investigated the differences in inductive biases
between people from North American and Chinese cultures concerning judgment
discrimination — how people differentiate choices of higher and lower values. We
found cultural differences in a wide range of domains. The findings demonstrate the
extents to which cultural influences contribute to judgment discrimination. These
results were attributed to the differences in inductive biases of the two cultures.

These investigations combined to demonstrate the strong and broad influence
of inductive biases on human reasoning, learning, judgments, and decision making.
They suggest the importance of understanding these inductive biases in our attempt
to understand human cognition.
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A fundamental problem in cognitive science is how people are able to learn so
much from so little data. This problem has generated a great many theories and
controversies concerning the nature of human learning. One of the most heated
debates concerns language acquisition. Almost all children are able to learn their
native language with relative ease. Noam Chomsky has claimed that human learners
do not receive enough of the right kind of data such that they could determine with
certainty the correct grammar of a language (Chomsky, 1956). Accordingly, he has
argued that there must be some kind of innate knowledge or mechanism that helps
guide language learners.

More generally, most cases of human learning can be characterized as inductive
problems in which solutions cannot be inferred with certainty. For any given set of
observations, there are often a number of hypotheses that could potentially account
for the data equally well. However, children have been found to be able to generalize
from sparse data in domains such as theory formation (Wellman & Gelman, 1992),
concept learning (Markman, 1991), causal reasoning (Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997), etc.
Some theorists have used these results to argue that people are born with innate
knowledge and domain-specific mechanisms that support such inferences (Carey,
1985; Spelke, Breinlinger, Macomber, & Jacobson, 1992). On the other hand, various
theories have been put forth in an attempt to explain the gap between experience and
knowledge without resorting to innateness. For example, connectionist models have
been proposed as an alternative explanation to psychological nativism (Elman et al.,
1998). More recent works in psychology have explored using people’s inductive biases
in conjunction with probabilistic models to explain how children generalize beyond
give data (Tenenbaum, Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011).

Inductive biases are constraints outside of the observed data that favor some
hypotheses over others. They help learners make inferences that would not be possible
based on the observed data alone. They are especially important when there are
limited data available and many hypotheses can be formulated to account for them.
Inductive biases can come in a number of forms. They may be constraints on memory
and learning, general purpose principles such as preferences for simplicity, constraints
on people’s hypotheses that arise as a result of cultural transmission, or regularities in
people’s environments that they exploit to help make inferences. In Bayesian models,
they are often expressed as the learner’s prior distribution over the hypothesis space.
However, they can also be expressed simply as a preference for certain hypotheses.

Inductive biases as an answer to the problem of induction are attractive be-
cause they explain our ability to learn without necessarily relying on innate and
often domain-specific mechanisms. Models based on these ideas have successfully
explained a number of phenomena which previously had been thought to require
innate knowledge, including acquiring theory-like knowledge (Tenenbaum & Niyogi,
2003), learning higher-order hypotheses (Kemp, Perfors, & Tenenbaum, 2007), and
regularization of language (Reali & Griffiths, 2009), etc.

This thesis investigates the roles of inductive biases in several aspects of cognition
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in areas that have not been previously explored. These include people’s expectations
about the strengths of causes, people’s preferences for simpler explanations in causal
reasoning, and cultural differences in how people differentiate values. Together, these
studies give us insights into how people can generate inferences even with only sparse
and sometimes conflicting data.

The plan of the thesis is as follows:
Chapter 2 studies the kinds of expectations people have concerning strengths

of causes in elemental causal induction — a causal learning task in which there is
only one potential cause and one outcome. We theorize that people’s inferences are
assisted by their inductive biases about this kind of causal systems. We empirically
estimated such biases using the technique of iterated learning. We then collected a
large set of human judgments about the strength of causal relationships to be used as
a benchmark for evaluating different models, using stimuli that cover a much wider
set of contingencies than those of previous research. We compared these judgments
against the predictions of Bayesian models with different priors, as well as those of
several leading non-Bayesian models and found that the Bayesian model with priors
estimated via iterated learning resulted in the best predictions.

Chapter 3 examines a more general problem concerning causal induction — given
a set of underdetermined data about the contingencies of a causal system, how do
people reason about the causal relationships? We developed a Bayesian model to
explore using logical rules to represent people’s priors about causal relationships.
Using a probabilistic context-free grammar, this Bayesian model generates hypotheses
about a causal system in the form of logical formulae. It simulates people’s biases
for simpler relationships by assigning prior probabilities based on their syntactic
structures in a way that favors simpler causal relationships. The prior of each
hypothesis is combined with a likelihood term that evaluates the goodness of the
formula with respect to the observed data to produce a posterior. The model samples
from the posterior of the formulae to makes predictions on people’s responses. Using
a “blicket detector” task, we collected data from people making judgments on causal
relationships with an iterated learning design. We compared their responses to those
generated by the model and found that this model made better predictions of human
judgments than one that is based on the noisy-OR functional form. Moreover, the
logical rules produced by the causal grammar model were found to correspond well
to the implicit rules produced by the human participants.

Chapter 4 turns to a different problem — how inductive biases are manifested
through culture. Past research on inductive biases has focused on factors that
are universal to all humans. In this chapter we examine a type of bias that is a
result of cultural acculturation. We focused on judgment discrimination — how
one differentiates choices of higher and lower values in tasks such as causal or
probability judgment. By comparing the decisions of participants from different
cultures using tasks without normative solutions, we investigated how cultural
differences in inductive biases help guide people in assigning values. Specifically, we
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hypothesized that Chinese people, who had been found to be more holistic in their
epistemology, would assign less differentiating values among their choices than the
Americans, who had been found to be less holistic. We tested our hypotheses using
three studies, in the domains of a) causal relevance, b) probability judgment, and
c) resource allocation. The data supported our hypotheses across all three studies.
The existence of such differences across multiple domains suggests that these cultural
differences may be broadly generalizable and that people from different cultures
draw on certain prior knowledge to make decisions in underdetermined problems.
Additionally, we examined the problem of using the Likert scale in cross-cultural
comparisons and suggested that using the constant-sum scale may be preferable over
the Likert scale for certain experimental designs.

Chapter 5 concludes by relating the findings of this thesis to the general issue of
understanding human cognition. It also discusses future directions this work.

Chapter 2 and 3 are empirical papers written in collaboration with Tom Griffiths,
with Michael Ranney contributing to the ideas and development of Experiment 3 of
Chapter 2. Chapter 4 is a report of research carried out in collaboration with Kaiping
Peng.
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Chapter 2

Identifying people’s expectations
about the strength of causal
relationships
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2.1 Introduction

Inferring the relationship between causes and effects is an important skill that people
rely on every day in order to understand the causal relationships in their environment.
Traditionally, psychological models of human causal induction have focused on the
role of associative learning (e.g., Shanks, 1995) or considered how people’s judgments
might be related to the probability of an effect occurring in the presence and absence
of a cause (e.g., Ward & Jenkins, 1965; Cheng, 1997). However, recent work has
explored how ideas from Bayesian statistics might help to explain people’s intuitions,
using causal graphical models to precisely define the problem of causal induction
(Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008) and to formalize the effects of prior
knowledge (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009).

A key part of Bayesian models of causal induction is the assumptions they make
about the expectations people have about the strength of causal relationships. These
assumptions are expressed in the form of “prior” distributions, reflecting the beliefs of
the learner prior to seeing any data. In previous models of human causal induction,
priors on the strength of causal relationships were specified in two ways — either a
uniform distribution over all possible strengths based on the principle of indifference
(Jaynes & Bretthorst, 2003), or as generic priors based on assumptions about the
abstract properties of the causal system such as the idea that causes are rare but
tend to be strong (Lu et al., 2008). In this chapter we present a new approach to
identifying the expectations people have about the strength of causal relationships,
estimating the prior distribution on causal strengths using the method of iterated
learning (Kalish, Griffiths, & Lewandowsky, 2007; Griffiths, Christian, & Kalish,
2008).

Iterated learning was originally proposed as a simple model of the cultural
transmission of languages (Kirby, 2001). It refers to a process in which a sequence of
agents each learns from data generated by the previous agent. In the simplest such
model we imagine a chain of agents, where each agent observes data generated by the
previous agent (such as a set of utterances), forms a hypothesis about the process that
generated those data (such as a language), and then generates new data to pass to the
next agent. If the agents select hypotheses using Bayesian inference, then as the chain
gets longer the probability that an agent selects a particular hypothesis converges to
the prior probability of that hypothesis (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). Simulating this
process of iterated learning in the laboratory thus provides a way to estimate people’s
priors. Previously, this technique has been used in estimating people’s priors for
functions (Kalish et al., 2007), boolean concepts (Griffiths et al., 2008), and everyday
quantities (Lewandowsky, Griffiths, & Kalish, 2009).

Iterated learning provides a way to directly estimate people’s prior distribution
on causal strengths. This approach has the potential to resolve recent discussion of
the appropriate prior to use in Bayesian models of causal learning, and to produce
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more accurate predictions of human judgments. In particular, iterated learning
allows us to identify people’s expectations about the strength of causal relationships
without needing to make any assumptions about the form of the corresponding prior
distributions. In previous work, proposed priors were evaluated by comparing the
predictions made by the resulting Bayesian models with human judgments about
causal strength (Lu et al., 2008). However, the space of possible prior distributions
is large, and evaluating all possible priors would thus be infeasible.

In addition to estimating people’s prior distribution on causal strengths, we
provide an in-depth evaluation of the predictions produced by Bayesian models using
different priors, as well as several non-Bayesian models. Previous work evaluating
different prior distributions has been based on human judgments for only a small
range of stimuli (Lu et al., 2008). Evaluations of models of causal induction on a
wide range of stimuli have relied on aggregating judgments across different studies,
which unevenly sample the space of possible stimuli and vary in their instructions
and rating scales (Perales & Shanks, 2007). To provide a benchmark against which
to evaluate different models of causal induction we collected a large data set aimed
at correcting for these problems. Using this benchmark data set, we show that the
Bayesian model with the prior distribution estimated via iterated learning gives a
better account of people’s judgments than any existing model.

The plan for the rest of the chapter is as follows. In the next section we summarize
previous work on modeling human causal induction. We then introduce the basic
ideas behind iterated learning and its applications. The subsequent section presents
Experiment 1, which empirically estimates human priors on causal strength. We
then turn to issues concerning stimuli specification in previous studies, our proposed
solution to these issues, and our attempt to obtain a more accurate measure of human
judgment on causal strength in Experiment 2. We use the results of this experiment to
evaluate different models of causal induction using several quantitative metrics. The
section after that describes our attempt to assess people’s priors elicited through
explicit instructions (Experiment 3), and compared them against those obtained
from Experiment 1. In the final section we conclude the chapter and discuss the
implications of these results for understanding causal induction as well as some
possible future directions.

2.2 Models of human causal induction

The British philosopher David Hume pointed out that people are not “able to
comprehend any force or power by which the cause operates, or any connexion
between it and its supposed effect” (Hume, 1739/2004, p. 47), suggesting that causal
relationships need to be inferred from the observed contingencies of cause and effect.
A number of models have been proposed to account for how this inference might be
made, with the goal of predicting human judgments about causal relationships from
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Table 2.1: Contingency information from which causal judgments are made.

Effect present Effect absent

Cause present N(e+, c+) N(e−, c+)

Cause absent N(e+, c−) N(e−, c−)

contingency data. We review the leading models of human causal induction in this
section.

Before turning to the models, it is worth spending a moment clarifying our
notation. The most common experimental design in studies of causal induction
involves presenting people with contingency data encoding the presence and absence of
a cause and an effect. Table 2.1 shows a contingency table containing such data, along
with the notation we will use. The data that need to be represented are the frequencies
of events that correspond to different combinations of the presence and absence of
the cause and effect. Following Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005), we use a notation
that semantically encodes the presence or absence of the effect and cause — e and c
represent the effect (or outcome) and cause, and the superscripts + and − represent
their presence and absence respectively. For example, the number of instances where
both the cause and effect are present is represented by N(e+, c+).1 In some cases,
it is convenient to use conditional distributions derived from the relative frequencies
of the four cells in the contingency table. These can be obtained directly from the
N(e, c) values. For example, the probability of the effect given the presence of the
cause is P (e+|c+) and can be calculated by N(e+,c+)

N(c+)
, where N(c+) denotes the number

of cases in which the cause is present, regardless of whether the effect is present or
not. Similarly, N(c−) denotes the number of cases in which the cause is absent.

2.2.1 Models based on combining contingencies

A number of psychological models of causal induction focus on relating people’s
evaluation of causal relationships to quantities that can be derived algebraically
from a contingency table. The ∆P model (Ward & Jenkins, 1965) is one of the
oldest computational models of human causal learning. It proposed that people

1Different researchers have used different notation to represent contingency data. The most
common alternative is use of the letters a, b, c, d to represent the four cells of the contingency table,
being N(e+, c+), N(e−, c+), N(e+, c−), and N(e−, c−) respectively.
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make inferences about causal strength based on the contrast between P (e+|c+) and
P (e+|c−). ∆P is formally expressed as

∆P = P (e+|c+)− P (e+|c−) . (2.2.1)

This measure captures the intuition that a cause should be considered strong if it
significantly increases the probability of the outcome occurring relative to its base-
rate.

Cheng (1997) argued that ∆P was incomplete as a measure of causal strength. As
an alternative, Cheng proposed the theory of causal power, in which human judgments
of causal strength are taken to be equal to the probability that the cause in question
produces the effect in the absence of all other causes. Causal power can be expressed
as

causal power =
∆P

1− P (e+|c−)
(2.2.2)

in the generative case and

causal power =
∆P

−P (e+|c−)

in the preventive case. Intuitively, the difference between causal power and ∆P
is the set of cases on which the causal strength is evaluated. The ∆P model use
all cases given by the data, while causal power focuses on the cases in which the
cause could potentially be influential, taking into account the possible influence of
background causes. The denominator term in causal power captures the intuition
that in a fraction of cases the effect was present even in the absence of the cause, such
that whether the cause produced the effect could not have been known.

Because of the different predictions made by the ∆P model and the causal power
model, a number of experiments have been carried out to investigate how well these
models fit human data. The results have been largely inconclusive, as different studies
used different contingencies as stimuli and each model seemed to have captured some
of the human reasoning patterns better than the others (Buehner & Cheng, 1997;
Vallée-Tourangeau, Murphy, Drew, & Baker, 1998; Collins & Shanks, 2002; Lober
& Shanks, 2000; Perales & Shanks, 2003). This pattern of results was one of the
motivations for exploring Bayesian models of causal induction, discussed below, but
also illustrates the need for a comprehensive benchmark data set for comparing models
of causal induction, a problem we address later in the chapter.

∆P and causal power are both quantities that are derived directly from the con-
tingencies of cause and effect, via the resulting conditional probabilities. Researchers
have explored a variety of other ways of combining contingencies to model human
judgments. Perales and Shanks (2007) recently surveyed this literature and pro-
posed a new model called the Evidence Integration (EI) rule that is in turn based on
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Busemeyer’s (1991) model of causal induction. These models aim to identify heuris-
tics that people could be using in solving the problem of causal induction, rather than
rational solutions to this problem. The EI rule was formulated as

EI =
(w++N(e+, c+) + w−−N(e−, c−))− (w−+N(e−, c+) + w+−N(e+, c−)

w++N(e+, c+) + w−+N(e−, c+) + w+−N(e+, c−) + w−−N(e−, c−)

where w++, w−+, w+−, and w−− are the weights assigned to the corresponding
frequencies from the contingency table (see Table 2.1). Using a cross-validation
procedure to estimate the best fitting parameters across results from a number
of studies, Perales and Shanks found the best fitting values for their data to be
w++ = 0.84, w−+ = 0.58, w+− = 0.39, and w−− = 0.33. The resulting model gave
a good fit to human judgments, outperforming the other models reviewed by Perales
and Shanks (2007), although this may be partly due to the flexibility provided by its
four free parameters.

2.2.2 Models based on Bayesian statistics

Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005) presented a rational analysis of causal induction,
in the spirit of Marr (1982) and Anderson (1991). This analysis used causal
graphical models to formulate the problem of causal induction and outlined an ideal
solution to this problem based on Bayesian inference. Causal graphical models are
probabilistic models in which a graph is used to denote the causal relationships
between variables (Spirtes, Glymour, & Scheines, 2001; Pearl, 2009). In the graph,
nodes represent variables and edges represent the causal connection between those
variables. Following Griffiths and Tenenbaum (2005), we focus on causal systems
in which there are three variables: the background cause B, the potential cause C,
and the effect or outcome E (Figure 2.1). Assuming both B and C can cause E,
this relationship can be expressed in a graph in which there are edges going from
both B and C to E. We assume B is always present and is generative, increasing
the probability of the outcome, while C can be present or absent, and generative or
preventive. In the generative case, either B or C can cause E; in the preventive case,
only B can cause E and if B has caused E, C may suppress E. We further assume
that E cannot occur unless B or C caused it. Each cause is assumed to have the
power to cause (or prevent) the effect independently, doing so with a probability that
reflects its strength. We denote the strength of B and C as w0 and w1 respectively.

The non-Bayesian models discussed above assume that people are estimating
causal strength — the strength of a causal relationship, assuming such a relationship
exists. However, the Bayesian framework differentiates between reasoning about
causal strength and causal structure — whether or not a link between two variables
exists. Inferences about causal structure are expressed as a choice between two
models that could have generated the observed contingencies, one in which a causal
relationship exists between C and E and one in which it does not. By modeling
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B C

E

w0 w1

Figure 2.1: Causal graphical model. The elementary model involves three variables,
B, C, and E. B represents background variables, C a potential causal variable, and
E the effect of interest. While B is always present, C and E might be present or
absent. B and C are assumed to be independent. B always causes E; C causes E in
the generative case and suppresses E in the preventive case. Independently, B and C
have probabilities w0 and w1 respectively of influencing E. Their joint functional form
is formalized using the noisy-OR in the generative case and the noisy-AND-NOT in
the preventive case.

people’s inferences in this way, this framework was shown to be able to make better
predictions of human data than previous models (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005).
More recently, Lu et al. (2008) showed that the same framework could be used to
make more accurate predictions about people’s estimates of the strength of causal
relationships.

Although the graph structure specifies the causal relationships among variables,
the exact nature of those relationships is not clear without specifying their functional
form. In previous models of causal induction, noisy-OR (for generative causes)
and noisy-AND-NOT (for preventive causes) parameterizations have been used to
characterize the functional form of causal relationships (Cheng, 1997; Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005). Under these formulations, each cause is assumed to have the
power to cause (or prevent) the effect independently, doing so with a probability that
reflects its strength. The noisy-OR gives the probability of observing the effect E as
P (e+|c;w0, w1) = 1 − (1 − w0)(1 − w1)c where c is a binary value representing the
presence or absence of C with c = 1 for c+ and c = 0 for c−, while the noisy-AND-
NOT gives P (e+|c;w0, w1) = w0(1− w1)c.

Having formally specified the full causal model, we can use this model to evaluate
whether a causal relationship exists or to estimate the strength of that relationship.
Bayesian models of causal induction are a special case of the more general approach
of modeling human inductive inferences as applications of Bayes’ rule (Tenenbaum,
Griffiths, & Kemp, 2006; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). In the general form of this
approach, we imagine an agent with a set of hypotheses H about the observed data,
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where each hypothesis h ∈ H has a prior probability p(h) reflecting the agent’s degree
of belief in the truth of that hypothesis. Bayes’ rule indicates that the degree of belief
in each hypothesis after observing data d — the posterior probability p(h|d) — is
given by

p(h|d) =
p(d|h)p(h)∑

h′∈H p(d|h′)p(h′)

where p(d|h) indicates the probability of observing the data d if the hypothesis h is
true, and is known as the likelihood.

In this chapter, we will focus on the problem of inferring the strength of B and
C (i.e. the values of w0 and w1) from the observed contingency data. These data
indicate the frequency with which cause and effect co-occur, and the hypotheses are
the values of w0 and w1. For any particular value of w0 and w1 the likelihood function
for the observed contingency data d is

P (d|w0, w1) =
∏
e,c

P (e|c;w0, w1)N(e,c) (2.2.3)

where P (e|c;w0, w1) is given by the noisy-OR or noisy-AND-NOT as specified above.
We can thus compute a posterior distribution over w0 and w1 given D by applying
Bayes’ rule, with

P (w0, w1|d) ∝ P (d|w0, w1)P (w0, w1) (2.2.4)

where P (w0, w1) is the prior on w0 and w1. Point estimates of w0 and w1 can then
be obtained by finding the mean of the posterior distribution. For example, if we are
interested in w1, then we can find the posterior mean using

wi =

∫ 1

0

wiP (w0, w1|d) dwi for i ∈ 0, 1 . (2.2.5)

Further details of how this kind of computation can be performed appear in Lu et al.
(2008).

2.2.3 Priors on causal strength

Whether to calculate the posterior distribution in Equation 2.2.4 in order to evaluate
causal strength, or to integrate over causal strength in order to evaluate causal
structure (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005), the prior on the causal strengths w0 and w1

needs to be specified. Since the likelihood term is common to all Bayesian models,
different Bayesian models are different only in their priors. Griffiths and Tenenbaum
(2005) assumed uniform priors — the simplest non-informative prior — on both
variables in their Bayesian structure learning model. Under this parameterization,
equal value is assigned to all possible values of w0 and w1 (Jaynes & Bretthorst, 2003).
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It follows that the values of w0 and w1 are uncorrelated. In spite of its simplicity and
lack of free parameters, this model provided a good fit to human judgments.2

Lu et al. (2008) argued that human causal induction is better explained using
a model that incorporated generic priors — a theoretically driven set of prior
distributions that are derived from assumptions about the abstract properties of a
system. They argued that people have preference for causal models with fewer causes
(Chater & Vitányi, 2003) and for causes that minimize complex interactions (Novick
& Cheng, 2004). Based on these arguments, they specified the sparse and strong prior
(SS prior) as

P (w0, w1) ∝ e−α(1+w0−w1) + e−α(1−w0+w1)

in the generative case and

P (w0, w1) ∝ e−α(1−w0+1−w1) + e−α(1−w0+w1)

in the preventive case. α in the formulae is a free parameter that represents how
strongly one believes that causes are “sparse and strong”. If α is set to 0 then the
SS priors are identical to a uniform distribution. The value of α was fixed at 5 in
their analysis, based on an informal grid search using a different data set (Lu, Yuille,
Liljeholm, Cheng, & Holyoak, 2007). The SS priors are plotted in Figure 2.2. In
the generative case, this formulation gives higher prior probability when one of the
causes (B or C) is very strong and the other is very weak; in the preventive case, this
formulation gives higher prior probability when B is very strong and C is either very
strong or very weak.

Lu et al.’s SS model provided a good fit to human judgments, and produced
predictions consistent with a qualitative effect that the uniform model does not
produce (Lu et al., 2008). This finding suggests that exploring the space of possible
prior distributions might be a valuable way of gaining deeper insight into human
causal induction, as well as better predictions of human behavior. However, prior
distributions on causal strength could take any form that corresponds to a probability
distribution on two variables ranging between 0 and 1, and need not correspond to a
distribution from a simple parametric family. This means that the SS priors represent
only one possibility out of many. Ideally, the prior distribution should be estimated
without having to make a priori assumptions about its form. We now turn to how
this problem can be solved, using the technique of iterated learning.

2For the ease of exposition, in the remainder of this chapter, we will refer to Bayesian models that
use different priors as different models, such as the uniform model instead of the Bayesian model
using a uniform prior.
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Figure 2.2: Sparse and strong (SS) priors proposed by Lu et al. (2008).

2.3 Iterated learning as a method for estimating
priors

As described earlier, in iterated learning information is observed and transmitted by
successive generations of agents, forming chains of hypotheses and data. Formally,
the n-th agent observes data d(n) and forms a hypothesis h(n) about the process that
generated those data, then goes on to generate the data d(n+1) which is given to the
next agent. This defines a Markov chain on hypothesis-data pairs. If the agents select
a hypothesis by sampling from the posterior distribution p(h|d) ∝ p(d|h)p(h) and then
generate data by sampling from the corresponding likelihood function p(d|h), then
this Markov chain is a Gibbs sampler (a special kind of Markov chain used in Monte
Carlo simulations; Gilks, Richardson, & Spiegelhalter, 1996) for the joint distribution
p(d, h) = p(d|h)p(h). As n becomes large, the distribution of (dn, hn) converges to
this joint distribution, and the probability that the n-th learner selects a particular
hypothesis h converges to the prior probability, p(h) (for details, see Griffiths &
Kalish, 2007).

The fact that iterated learning converges to the prior suggests that it might be
used as a method for empirically estimating human priors. Laboratory simulations of
iterated learning, with data being passed between people, support this idea: Functions
(Kalish et al., 2007) and concepts (Griffiths et al., 2008) transmitted through iterated
learning quickly converge to forms that are consistent with priors established in
previous research. Moreover, there is no need for data to be transmitted between
people for this to occur: A feedback process can be established for a single individual
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that has the appropriate statistical structure, where people form hypotheses about
data that are generated based on their responses on previous trials. This kind of
within-subjects design has previously been used to explore people’s inductive biases
in concept learning and memory, producing equivalent results to a between-subjects
design (Griffiths et al., 2008; Xu & Griffiths, 2010). We now explore whether a similar
approach can be used to identify people’s prior on causal strength.

2.4 Experiment 1: Using iterated learning to
estimate human priors on causal strength

2.4.1 Methods

Participants

Participants were recruited from the University of California, Berkeley subject pool
and Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk). Collecting data from both university and
MTurk populations allowed us to obtain data that are more representative of the entire
population than just the university sample, and to run a larger scale experiment. We
recruited only MTurk workers from within the United States. Recent studies have
shown MTurk to be a reliable source of experimental data (Sprouse, 2011; Buhrmester,
Kwang, & Gosling, 2011). Participants from the university subject pool received
course credit, while MTurk participants received a payment of US$1. Only data from
participants who completed at least 95% of the trials were included in the analysis.
In both generative and preventive condition, there were 36 and 180 participants from
the university and MTurk subject pool respectively. Most participants finished this
experiment within 25 minutes.

In the university subject pool, 55% of participants were female and mean age
was 20.1. In the MTurk subject pool, 49% were female. With MTurk participants,
we requested age information in brackets. The biggest age group was 23-35, with 50%
of our participants. 78% had at least some college education. The demographics of
the MTurk subject pool were thus similar to our university subject pool, other than
their slightly higher age, and are also commensurate with other published reports on
the demographics of MTurk workers (Ross, Irani, Silberman, Zaldivar, & Tomlinson,
2010).

Stimuli and Procedure

The experiment was run in a web browser. Following Lu et al. (2008) and other
previous studies of causal induction, we used a biomedical cover story. The experiment
was presented in the context of a bio-genetics company testing the influence of
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various proteins on the expression of a number of genes. In the generative condition,
participants were told:

In this experiment, please imagine that you are a researcher working for
a bio-technology company and you are studying the relationship between
genes and proteins concerning gene expression.
Gene expression is a process that controls the structure and functions of
cells or other genes. This process may or may not be modulated by the
presence of proteins. You are given a number of gene/protein pairs and
your job is to make predictions concerning the effect of these proteins on
gene expression.
There are a number of trials in this experiment and each trial involves
a different gene and a different protein. In each trial, you will be given
information about some past results involving this gene/protein pair and
you will be asked to make some predictions based on these information.
The past results consist of two samples: 1) a sample of DNA fragments
that had not been exposed to the protein, and 2) a sample of DNA
fragments that had been exposed to the protein. The number of DNA
fragments that resulted in gene expression in each of these samples will
be shown to you. Because there are many causes of gene expression, other
factors besides the presence or absence of the protein might play a role in
whether the gene is expressed or not.

Participants then received instructions familiarizing them with the controls that
they would use in the experiment. Only one practice trial was used in order to
minimize effect on participants’ expectations. Each trial (48 total) was presented on
a separate screen (see Figure 2.3). In each trial participants saw data in the form of
two samples, one that was not exposed to the protein (c−) and one that was (c+).
The data were presented graphically, displaying the total number of DNA fragments
in each sample as well as the number that expressed the gene, and provided complete
contingency data N(e, c) for all four cells.

After observing these contingencies, participants were asked to make two judg-
ments involving hypothetical samples. The instructions were:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and these fragments
were not exposed to the protein, in how many of them would the gene be
turned on?

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and that the gene
is currently off in all those DNA fragments. If these 100 fragments were
exposed to the protein, in how many of them would the gene be turned
on?
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Figure 2.3: Screenshot of the generative condition of the experiment. The participant
is assessing the strength of the cause C, w1. In this particular trial, N(e+,c−)

N(c−)
= 12

16
and

N(e+,c+)
N(c+)

= 15
16
.

These questions were based on previous research on causal strength judgments (e.g.,
Lu et al., 2008) and were used to elicit judgments of w0 and w1. Participants
responded using a slider whose initial value was drawn from a uniform distribution
from 0 to 100. Live feedback showing the proportion of expressed genes was shown as
the slider was moved. Past studies have shown that graphically presented information
can better convey probabilistic data (Edwards, Elwyn, & Mulley, 2002). Participants
could adjust the slider until they were satisfied with their response, before clicking
the submit button to record their response and go to the next trial. The instructions
for the preventive condition were similar, except that for the second judgment, the
instructions were:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and that the gene
is currently on in all those DNA fragments. If these 100 fragments were
exposed to the protein, in how many of them would the gene be turned
off?

A within-subjects iterated learning design was used. There are four transmission
chains with 12 iterations each, for a total of 48 trials. The data that initiated each
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chain were generated by sampling a contingency table from a set of initial values of
w0 and w1. The initial values for the four chains were (0.3, 0.3), (0.3, 0.7), (0.7, 0.3),
and (0.7, 0.7). These values were chosen to be distinct so that the similarity of
responses from different chains could be used to diagnose convergence. Each set
of contingency data had a total of 16 cases where the cause was present and 16 where
the cause was absent, with the number of times the effect occurred being generated
via a binomial draw with parameter P (e+|c;w0, w1). In the generative condition the
data were generated using the noisy-OR, while in preventive condition the data were
generated using the noisy-AND-NOT. In all subsequent trials, data were generated
based on the w0 and w1 values the participant produced in the previous trial in the
same chain. These values were taken directly from the estimates that the participants
produced in response to the two questions about hypothetical samples. For example,
if on iteration n of a particular chain the participant’s responses were f0 and f1 (out
of 100) for the two questions, then the data presented at iteration n + 1 of chain
would be drawn using w0 = f0/100 and w1 = f1/100. The actual order for the trials
was randomized over chains within each iteration.

2.4.2 Results

We first compared the results between the university and Mturk subject pools. We ran
a Mann-Whitney U test on the 181 and 165 contingencies (respectively for generative
and preventive conditions) where we have data from both pools. The number of
contingencies in the data were not fixed because of the stochasticity in the sampling of
stimuli. Only 10 and 5 contingencies resulted in significant differences (with p < .05).
None of these differences were significant if Bonferroni correction is applied. Therefore
results from these two sources were combined.

Although iterated learning should converge to the prior distribution if continued
long enough, whether the chains have indeed converged after a fixed number of

Table 2.2: Mean and s.d. of the human ratings in the final iteration, separated by
initial parameterization.

Chain Causal Small Large
direction initial condition initial condition

w0 Gen. 39.947 (37.054) 59.185 (36.941)
w0 Prev. 37.081 (36.711) 56.710 (37.057)

w1 Gen. 80.806 (32.730) 79.255 (33.798)
w1 Prev. 79.558 (33.478) 80.106 (33.032)
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iterations needs to be confirmed. To test for convergence, we compared the human
ratings (of w0 and w1) as a function of the values used to initiate each chain. We
expected the data from the first iteration to be significantly different because of
the widely divergent initial values. As iterated learning progress, the data should
eventually converge to the prior distribution and will no longer significantly different.
This is a strategy for evaluating convergence similar to that used with Markov chain
Monte Carlo methods in statistics (Gilks et al., 1996).

In the first iteration both w0 and w1 showed significant differences, indicating
that the chains were not converged (as should be expected). The means and standard
deviations of all chains in the final iteration are shown in Table 2.2. In the generative
condition, the w0 ratings from chains of higher initial w0 values remain higher than
those from chains of lower initial w0 values (F (1, 860) = 58.307,MSE = 79945, p <
0.001). On the other hand, there were no significant differences in w1 ratings between
chains with different initial w1 values (F (1, 860) = 0.471,MSE = 519.6, p = 0.493).
The results were similar in the preventive condition. The w0 ratings retained
influences from initial values (F (1, 859) = 60.9978,MSE = 83128, p < 0.001), but
the w1 ratings are not significantly different (F (1, 860) = 0.0594,MSE = 65.0, p =
0.808).

The significant effect of initial values for w0 but not w1 in both conditions suggests
that the w1 chains had converged while the w0 chains still retained some influence from
initialization values. Inspection of the data showed that the empirical priors for w0

have most of their density residing on regions close to 0 or 1 and that individual chains
were attracted to these modes, only rarely moving between them. Longer chains might
thus be required in order to guarantee convergence. However, the final iteration of
each chain still gives a reasonably clear picture of the prior. Additionally, as the focus
of this experiment is on human judgments of the strength of the potential cause C,
which is most strongly affected by the prior on w1, the non-complete convergence of
w0 present a more minor issue than if w1 did not converge.

The estimates of w0 and w1 produced in the final iteration were treated as samples
from the empirical priors. Figure 2.4 shows a smoothed estimate of the density of the
empirical priors over w0 and w1 based on the responses from the final iteration of all
chains. The smoothing is performed via kernel density estimation with a bivariate
normal kernel (Venables & Ripley, 2002). In the generative case, most of the density
is at where w1 is high, with a large peak at w0 = 1 and a smaller one at w0 = 0; the
preventive version is almost a mirror image of the generative one, with a large peak
at w0 = 0 and a smaller one at w0 = 1.

2.4.3 Discussion

As shown in Figure 2.4, the empirical prior distribution estimated for this domain
has a complex form that might be hard to characterize analytically. However, this
form is quite different from previous proposals about prior distributions, such as
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Figure 2.4: Smoothed empirical estimates of human priors on causal strength
produced by iterated learning.

SS priors. We can get more of an intuition about the difference between the two
priors by visually comparing them (Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4). In the SS priors,
probability goes down strictly from two peaks of exactly equal probability. While
both the generative and preventive priors have two peaks, only one is shared between
them (at w0 = 1 and w1 = 0). In contrast, our empirical have multiple local maxima
and non-monotonicities, with probability concentrated at extreme values of w1 and
w0. Moreover, the generative and preventive versions of the empirical priors are much
more similar than those of the SS priors.

The two priors also differ in their regions of the lowest probability. In the SS
model, in both the generative and preventive case, the two corners that are not
peaks have the lowest prior probability of the entire distribution. For example, in the
generative case, the peaks are at (w0, w1) = (0, 1) or (1, 0) while the two corners of
(w0, w1) = (0, 0) or (1, 1) have the lowest prior probability of the entire prior space.
Similarly, in the preventive case, the peaks are at (w0, w1) = (1, 0) or (1, 1) while the
two corners of (w0, w1) = (0, 0) or (0, 1) have the lowest prior probability. For the
empirical priors, in contrast, in both generative and preventive cases all four corners
are at higher probability than the median. The largest overall effect in the empirical
priors is that values of w1 that are high obtain high prior probability regardless of w0.
This is consistent with previous research on human causal induction that suggests
people have a tendency to assume causal relationships are deterministic (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2009; Schulz & Sommerville, 2006).

With Experiment 1 we achieved our main objective of empirically estimating
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people’s prior distribution on causal strength. The resulting priors are qualitatively
different from previous proposals, being consistent with the idea that causes are
strong but inconsistent with the idea that they are sparse (i.e. that there is
competition between the cause and background). However, there are several open
issues that we would like to investigate further. First, our main evidence that the
estimated distributions correspond to people’s priors is that they were produced by an
iterated learning procedure. If these are actually a better characterization of people’s
expectations, then a model using these priors should perform better than other
models in capturing people’s judgments about causal strength. Second, the empirical
priors were generated from contingency data where the sample size was 16 for both
N(c+) and N(c−). The mathematical analysis of iterated learning predicts that the
resulting distribution on causal strengths should reflect people’s priors regardless of
the sample size. However, we can check the generality of the resulting estimates by
using them to predict people’s judgments for contingency data with different samples
sizes. Experiment 2 was designed to allow us to address both of these issues.

2.5 Experiment 2: A benchmark dataset for causal
strength judgments

The main objective of Experiment 2 was to compare the performance of the Bayesian
model using the empirical priors derived from Experiment 1 against other models,
especially those that are also based on Bayesian inference. The experiment was
designed to collect causal strength judgments for a large range of contingencies,
providing a benchmark dataset for evaluating different models. Most previous
comparisons of computational models have focused on specific sets of contingencies
that are designed to contrast the predictions made by models. For example, Lober
and Shanks (2000) compared the performance of ∆P and causal power by selecting
sets of contingencies for which one model would predict the same value for all trials
while the other model would predict different values. A similar approach has been
used in many other studies (e.g., Allan & Jenkins, 1983; Shanks, Lopez, Darby, &
Dickinson, 1996).

While selecting sets of contingencies that separate the predictions of a small set
of models is a good way to understand the kinds of effects that different models can
accommodate, this approach created the side effect of focusing on some contingencies
while ignoring the others. The chosen contingencies are not more important, nor do
they appear more often in real life than those that were not chosen. This problem
not only affects individual experiments and the reports based on these experiments,
but is also a challenge for meta-analyses of causal learning based on these reports
(e.g. Perales & Shanks, 2007). In fact, Perales and Shanks themselves commented
on this issue, noting that “researchers tend to design and run new experiments to
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distinguish between theories (often only between two theories), focusing on the parts
of the experimental space where their favored theory is a priori likely to be most
successful” (Perales & Shanks, 2007, p. 577).

The meta-analysis conducted by Perales and Shanks (2007) provides a nice
illustration of this skewed sampling of contingencies. Their analysis included data
from nine published papers, covering 19 studies and 114 different contingencies.
However, in 45% of the contingencies either P (e+|c+) or P (e+|c−) had the value of 0 or
1 (effect is always or never observed when the cause is either present or absent), 33%
of had either P (e+|c+) or P (e+|c−) equal to 0.5 (effect is observed in half the cases
either when the cause is present or absent), 28% had P (e+|c+) = P (e+|c−) (whether
the cause is present or not does not change the percentage of effect). While the 114
contingencies overall do cover the entire contingency space relatively well, the relative
frequency is highly skewed towards contingencies with these specific characteristics.

In order to avoid a sampling bias, we conducted a large-scale study in which
we collected human judgments of causal strength over the entire space of possible
contingencies. To do this, we adopted an expanded version of a design previously used
by Buehner, Cheng, and Clifford (2003). We aimed to include a broad representation
of different contingencies by covering the entire range of values of P (e+|c+) and
P (e−|c−) uniformly. Ideally, we might like to select the contingency data used to
evaluate models of causal induction based on the frequencies with which people
encounter different patterns of contingencies in the world. However, since this
distribution is unknown, uniformly ranging over all values of P (e+|c+) provides a first
attempt at generating a less biased set of results against which to evaluate models.

Another objective of Experiment 2 was to investigate whether the empirical priors
can be applied to contingency data using different sample sizes from those used in
deriving the priors. For these priors to be useful, they need to capture abstract
expectations about causal relationships that are independent of the setting in which
they were derived. In Experiment 1 we used a sample size of 16 for both N(+) and
N(c−) for the stimuli used to estimate the human priors. In Experiment 2, we varied
the sample sizes N(c+) and N(c−) systematically, covering N(c+) and N(c−) of 8,
16, and 32. Moreover, in Experiment 1 N(c+) and N(c−) are always the same. We
would like to test whether the empirical priors could model people’s reasoning when
N(c+) and N(c−) are different. Thus in Experiment 2 N(c+) and N(c−) of different
values were also crossed systematically.

2.5.1 Methods

Participants

Similar to Experiment 1, participants were recruited from both the University of
California, Berkeley subject pool, and from Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants
from the subject pool received course credit and MTurk participants received a
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payment of US$1. Only data from participants who completed at least 95% of the
trials are included in the analysis. Subjects were randomly assigned to either the
generative or the preventive condition. In each of the generative and preventive
condition, there were 36 and 180 participants from the university subject pool and
MTurk respectively. Most participants finished this experiment within 20 minutes.
The results from the two participant populations were similar to each other, and were
thus combined as in Experiment 1.

Stimuli

Stimuli were parameterized such that they are uniformly distributed in the contin-
gency space while varying the sample size of the contingencies. Sample sizes, N(c+)
and N(c−), of 8, 16, and 32 were crossed with each other, forming 3× 3 = 9 sample
size conditions. We will denote these sample size conditions by 〈N(c+), N(c−)〉. For
example 〈8, 16〉 represents a set of stimuli in which N(c+) = 8 and N(c−) = 16.

In each sample size condition we systematically varied the number of cases in
which the effect is present, N(e+, c+), and the number of cases in which the effect is
absent, N(e+, c−). There were nine levels of N(e+, c+) and N(e+, c−) in each sample
size condition, going from 0% to 100% of the sample size in increments of 12.5%. For
a sample size of 8, nine levels were used, including every integer from 0 to 8. For a
sample size of 16 and 32, the stimuli were in increments of 2 and 4 respectively. For a
sample size of 16, values of 0, 2, 4, . . . , 14, 16 were used; for a sample size of 32, values
of 0, 4, 8, . . . , 28, 32 were used. Note that the number of cases in which the effect is
absent is just the complement of the above, as N(e−, c+) = N(c+) − N(e+, c+) and
N(e−, c−) = N(c−)−N(e+, c−).

Some contingencies are a priori unlikely to be observed. For example, in the
generative case, a contingency of {N(e+,c+)

N(c+)
, N(e+,c−)

N(c−)
} = { 3

16
, 10

16
} is very unlikely

to lead to an inference of C having causal influence because P (e+|c+) is much
smaller than P (e+|c−). To address this the generative condition included only
contingencies in which N(e+,c+)

N(c+)
>= N(e+,c−)

N(c−)
, i.e. P (e+|c+) >= P (e+|c−). Similarly

the preventive condition included only contingencies in which N(e+,c−)
N(c−)

>= N(e+,c+)
N(c+)

,
i.e. P (e+|c−) >= P (e+|c+).

To provide a concrete example, consider the sample size condition of 〈8, 16〉 in the
generative case. N(c+) varies from 0, 1, 2, . . . , 8 while N(c−) varies from 0, 2, 4, . . . , 16.
In addition, only contingencies in which N(e+,c+)

N(c+)
>= N(e+,c−)

N(c−)
are included. As a result,

the contingencies included {0
8
, 0

16
}, {1

8
, 0

16
}, {1

8
, 2

16
}, {2

8
, 0

16
}, {2

8
, 2

16
}, {2

8
, 4

16
}, {3

8
, 0

16
},

. . . , {8
8
, 16

16
}. Because there are nine levels in for both N(e+, c+) and N(e+, c−), there

were 1 + 2 + · · ·+ 8 + 9 = 45 possible contingencies in each. This is the same for all
sample size conditions and brings the total number of possible stimuli contingencies
in all nine sample size conditions to 45× 9 = 405.

The limits of fatigue and boredom prohibit 405 judgments being made by a
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single participant in a single session, so each set of 405 judgments was split up
across multiple participants. To ensure that equal number of judgments are elicited
from all possible contingencies, a set of 405 trials was divided among a set of nine
participants in which each participant was assigned 45 trials. Within each set of
nine participants, the stimuli were stratified such that each participant will see the
same number of stimuli from each sample size condition, i.e. five from each of 〈8, 8〉,
〈8, 16〉, 〈8, 32〉, 〈16, 8〉, etc. Except for the stratification, all stimuli assignment and
order were randomized. As mentioned, there were 216 participants in each causal
direction, resulting in 216/9 = 24 sets of participants and therefore 24 data points at
each contingency.

Procedure

The procedure was the same as that of Experiment 1 with the following exceptions.
To focus on the judgment of the strength of the potential cause C, we removed the
question concerning the background cause B. This resulted in only one prediction task
in each trial. This also had the benefit of streamlining the experiment instructions.
Additionally, the default location of the slider was set to 0 in the generative case and
100 in the preventive case (as opposed to having random initial position).

2.5.2 Results and discussion

One human rating was missing in the generative condition due to a computer error.
As a result, 9719 and 9720 human ratings were recorded in the generative and
the preventive case respectively. Figure 2.5 presents the results graphically, with
the generative case on the left side and preventive on the right side. The human
judgments, model predictions based on the SS priors, and model predictions based on
the the empirical priors are plotted from top to bottom, with each occupying three
rows. Thus, each causal direction and model is represented by a set of 3× 3 panels.
Within each of these panels, each sample size condition (N(c+) ∈ {8, 16, 32} crossed
with N(c−) ∈ {8, 16, 32}) is graphed on its own axes. These graphs represent the
contingencies with N(e+, c+) on the vertical axis and N(e+, c−) on the horizontal
axis, with the origin in the lower left. The value in each cell in the grid is the mean
human judgment or the model prediction. Contingencies that did not appear in the
experiment are masked by diagonal grey stripes.

Since all Bayesian models use the same likelihood function and differ only in
their priors, the predictions are not radically different. However, the models do differ
in the predictions they make for cases with middling causal strength, shown in the
middle of each graph, where the data did not provide strong evidence about the
causal relationship. At these contingencies human judgments are strongly guided by
their a priori expectations. The empirical priors generally produced more graded
predictions, whereas the SS priors predictions generally have clear boundaries that
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of human judgments (top three rows) and model predictions
corrsponding to the posterior mean based on SS (middle three rows) and empirical
priors (bottom three rows). Generative cases are presented on the left side and
preventive on the right.
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cut across the contingency space. This is a result of the commitment that SS priors
make that causes are sparse and strong. In contrast, the empirical priors allow for a
broader range of values for the causal strengths, particularly for w0.

We used four metrics to evaluate the fit between the model predictions and human
judgments. The metrics were Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (ρ), root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) and a normalized
version of RMSD. The correlations r and ρ compare the mean human judgments
with model predictions and indicate how well they correlate with each other. These
two metrics focus on the relative values of judgments and predictions, and do not
account for the absolute difference in values. The RMSD and normalized RMSD take
into account the absolute differences between judgments and predictions.

The RMSD is calculated as

RMSD =

√∑
i

(x̂i − xi)2

ni
(2.5.1)

where xi are the means of the human responses, x̂i are model predictions, and ni
are number of such trials in the experiment. The subscript i represents different
contingencies. The RMSD takes the mean of all trials of the same contingencies
regardless of the variance of the human responses. Since less variability indicates
higher agreement among the participants about their responses, we also evaluated
the models using a normalized RMSD metric that took variability into account. We
calculated this as

normalized RMSD =

√√√√∑
i

(x̂i − xi)2

sei
/
∑
j

1

sej
(2.5.2)

where sei is the standard error of the mean for contingencies i. In three of the
contingencies (out of 810), all participants (24) responded with the same prediction
(0 in all three cases), and therefore resulted in a zero in one of the denominators in
Equation 2.5.2 (sej). In these cases, we replaced the zeroes with with the next smallest
possible standard error, using the standard error that would have been resulted from
23 responses of 0 and one 1.

We analyzed the performance of the four non-Bayesian and three Bayesian models
using data from Experiment 2. The results are shown in Table 2.3. The four
non-Bayesian models were ∆P , causal power, the EI rule with parameters fitted
in Perales and Shanks (2007), and the EI rule with parameters fitted to the data
from Experiment 2. The three Bayesian models used the uniform, SS, and empirical
priors.

∆P and causal power predictions were calculated based on the formulae given
in Equations 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. Causal power gives undefined predictions when its
denominator is 0. Such contingencies were ignored in the calculation. The posterior
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Table 2.3: Comparison of model performance based on Experiment 2.

Causal Metric ∆P causal EI rule EI rule Uniform SS Empirical
direction power (original) (fitted)

Generative r (Pearson) 0.538 0.814 0.705 0.814 0.877 0.666 0.901
Generative ρ (Spearman) 0.513 0.836 0.704 0.922 0.895 0.669 0.918
Generative RMSD 35.798 22.711 26.154 36.234 15.765 24.909 13.492
Generative Norm. RMSD 24.477 15.691 20.512 28.733 12.064 17.793 10.300

Preventive r (Pearson) 0.508 0.818 0.683 0.960 0.865 0.867 0.913
Preventive ρ (Spearman) 0.487 0.838 0.722 0.951 0.880 0.886 0.922
Preventive RMSD 37.905 23.386 36.227 12.396 17.619 18.341 13.490
Preventive Norm. RMSD 35.847 20.443 35.200 12.313 16.617 17.025 12.399

Both RMSD 36.851 23.048 31.190 24.315 16.692 21.625 13.491
Both Norm. RMSD 30.162 18.067 27.856 20.523 14.340 17.409 11.349

Note: Higher values for r and ρ, and lower values for RMSD and normalized RMSD
mean better performance. Performance of the best model for each metric is printed in bold.

mean of w1 was computed for each of the Bayesian models as in Equation 2.2.5. A
Monte Carlo procedure was used to approximate the posterior distribution, with
samples of w0 and w1 being drawn from the prior and then assigned weights
proportional to the likelihood produced by using those parameter values. For the
predictions of the uniform and the SS models, we used similar computation procedures
as Lu et al. (2008). For the predictions of the empirical model, the values of w0 and
w1 produced by our participants in the final iteration of Experiment 1 were used as
the prior distribution. Except for the priors, the rest of the computations were the
same across the three models.

Applying the EI rule to our data required finding values for the four parameters
of the model. Perales and Shanks (2007) found the best fitting parameters for a set
of 114 contingencies aggregated from a number of previous studies to be w++ = 0.84,
w−+ = 0.58, w+− = 0.39, and w−− = 0.33. The cross-validation procedure used to
estimate these parameters was intended to increase their robustness to over-fitting,
so we evaluated the model using these parameter values. We also estimated a new set
of parameters by optimizing the fit of the EI rule to our data. We chose to optimize
the fit based on the overall normalized RMSD. Since the EI rule can make predictions
that are beyond the range of 0 to 100, in such cases the predictions were set to 0 or 100
before evaluating performance. Finally, we bounded the range of the four parameters
from 0.01 to 0.99.

We carried out the parameter fitting using the Nelder-Mead method (Nelder
& Mead, 1965), a general-purpose optimization algorithm that is known to work
reasonably well for non-differentiable functions. Because it is possible for this method
to find local solutions, we started optimization with varying initial values. For each
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of the four parameters, a sequence from 0.05 to 0.95 with increments in 0.15 were
used, for a total of 74 = 2401 initialization. There were multiple near-minima for
the normalized RMSD, which varied in their parameter values to some degree. 676
of the 2401 searches resulted in normalized RMSD between 22.88667 and 22.887, a
range that includes the best performing search. The median of the four parameters
for these 676 searches results was w++ = 0.403, w−+ = 0.907, w+− = 0.022, and
w−− = 0.040, which also resulted in a normalized RMSD value of 22.88667. Based on
this we chose these parameters for the fitted value. The results for the EI rule using
the other three metrics were calculated based on these parameters.

Overall, ∆P , causal power, and the original EI rule were outperformed by the
other models by a large degree. The fitted EI rule performed very well in correlation-
based metrics. However, such a result might need to be viewed with caution as a
non-negligible portion of EI predictions were made at the boundary of the allowable
range (0 or 100), or outside of the allowable range and need to be trimmed and
replaced with the upper or lower bound. With the original parameters (Perales &
Shanks, 2007), there were 145 and 18 predictions at 0 and 100 respectively, out of
810 contingencies. In other words, about 20% of the predictions using the EI rule
were 0 or 100. None of the Bayesian models were able to predict values outside of
the allowable range. Similarly, 239 and 18 predictions (32%) from the EI rule with
parameters fitted to the data from Experiment 2 resulted in a prediction that was at
or out of bounds. Despite being optimized to fit the human data, the EI rule was still
outperformed by the Bayesian models when evaluated across the entire dataset. This
comparison suggests that the Bayesian models produce predictions that are closer to
the human data than other models with a similar amount of flexibility, and in some
cases can outperform even the more flexible EI rule.

Since the focus of this chapter is on estimating people’s priors, our primary
concern was with comparing the performance of the Bayesian models. Within the
three Bayesian models, all four metrics mostly agreed with each other. The empirical
prior resulted in the highest correlations for both the generative and preventive
condition, and overall. The results were similar for the RMSD-based metrics. This
suggests that our empirical prior does a better job of capturing people’s expectations
about the strength of causal relationships than either the uniform or SS priors,
consistent with our predictions based on this distribution having been produced via
iterated learning.

Bayesian models of causal induction also have the potential to capture another
aspect of the human data: the patterns of variability in people’s judgments. The non-
Bayesian models discussed in this chapter only produce point predictions for any given
contingency, and therefore are not able to make predictions about the variability of
human ratings. However, the Bayesian models yield posterior distributions on causal
strength, which can be compared directly with the human data. Figure 2.6 plots the
people’s judgments of the strength of C and the posterior distribution on w1 produced
by the empirical model in both the generative and the preventive case for the 〈8, 8〉
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of human judgments, and model predictions from the SS and
empirical priors, for the 〈8, 8〉 sample size condition. The generative case is plotted in
the upper left and the preventive case in the lower right. Human ratings are plotted
as a histogram in grey, mapped into 10 bins; predictions based on the SS model
are in red lines; empirical model are in blue. Contingencies that did not appear
in the experiment (P (e+|c+) < P (e+|c−) if generative and P (e+|c+) > P (e+|c−) if
preventive) are not shown.
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sample size condition. As can be seen from the figure, the distribution produced by the
empirical model generally matches up with the human predictions well both in terms
of mean and variability. Exploring the relationship between the posterior distribution
produced by these models and the pattern of variability in human judgments may be
an interesting direction for future research on causal induction.

2.6 Experiment 3: Explicit elicitation of people’s
priors

Although we estimated people’s priors on the causal strength in causal relationships
in Experiment 1 using iterated learning, there were a few issues concerning the
results. First, our analysis depends on the results by Griffiths and Kalish (2007)
who mathematically proved that data in iterated learning experiments converge to
the priors. Their proof requires a few assumptions, including 1) each agent was
a Bayesian agent, 2) agents compute a posterior distribution over hypotheses by
combining a prior with the evidence provided by the data, and 3) the iterated
learning chains have converged. Assumption 3 is known to not have been met in
Experiment 1. Namely, the w0 chains in both generative and preventive conditions
did not converge in Experiment 1. Therefore it is possible that the resulting priors
do not corresponding to people’s true priors. Second, it is not certain that all of the
other assumptions have been met in Experiment 1. For example, people might not
have sampled from the posterior when they updated their hypothesis. Because of
these concerns, we carried out another study to examine the influence of instructions
using a non-iterated learning design. In this new experiment, we attempt to uncover
people’s priors without using iterated learning.

Eliciting people’s priors without using iterated learning requires a very different
procedure. In experiments with an iterated learning design, information about data
resulting from the causal system can be provided to the participants because it has
been shown that the initial data would not influence the data at the limit (Griffiths &
Kalish, 2007). In contrast, in experiments without an iterated learning design, we have
to be careful to not provide any data to the participants in order to affect their priors.
In Experiment 1, there were various pieces of information during the instruction phase
that may have given participants information about the data. In Experiment 1 the
causal direction (of the protein) was provided to the participants in two different
places. First, in the sample trial within the instructions, the contingency presented
was one with fixed contingency data. The contingency data were assigned such that
they represented a prototypical contingency given the causal direction. For example,
in the generative condition, the contingency for the instruction trial was fixed at
{11

16
, 7

16
}. As a result, the values of the contingency might have influenced people’s

expectation. While this is not a problem for experiments with iterated learning design,
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experiments with non-iterated learning designs such as the current experiment need
to minimize this influence.

Secondly, the instructions for Task 2 also provided information about the causal
direction. The instruction for Task 2 in the generative condition in Experiment 1 was
given as:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and that the gene
is currently off in all those DNA fragments. If these 100 fragments were
exposed to the protein, in how many of them would the gene be turned
on?

Because currently the gene is expressed in none of the DNA fragments, the causal
power of the protein can be observed only if it has generative, rather than preventive,
power; as a result, the instructions suggest that the protein has generative power.

In the current experiment both sources of information about the data were elimi-
nated to prevent participants from updating their beliefs after seeing the instructions.
However, it is also important to note that the amount of information concerning the
causal system given to participants in Experiment 1 was commensurate with most
other causal learning studies.

With these restrictions in mind, the instruction and stimuli for the current
experiment were modified such that the participants’ priors would not be “polluted.”
Our objective for this experiment was to elicit people’s priors directly, and to examine
the relationship between these and the implicit priors that we estimated using iterated
learning. The current experiment will be consisted of a number of conditions and the
instructions will vary depending on the condition. By comparing the responses from
the current experiment to those from Experiment 1, we will be able to find out whether
the implicit priors elicited in Experiment 1 correspond to one of the conditions in the
current experiment.

2.6.1 Method

In the current experiment we explicitly elicited people’s judgments about the causal
strengths in elementary causal induction. A number of conditions with different
instructions were designed to investigate the influence of instructions on people’s
expectations about the strengths of the causes. We contrasted the results from
these conditions against the results from Experiment 1 with the main objective of
discovering whether the implicit (iterated learning) and explicit (current experiment)
method of elicitation would result in different estimates of people’s priors.

Participants

304 participants were recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Only workers
located in the United States were invited. They were randomly assigned to one
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of eight conditions, categorized under the factors of causal direction and specificity.
There were three levels under the causal direction factor: generative, preventive,
and no information. These levels represent how causal direction is implied by the
instructions, through describing the initial state of the DNA samples. For example,
the instruction in the generative condition was as follows:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and that the gene
is currently NOT expressed in any of these DNA fragments. If these 100
fragments were exposed to the protein, how many of them would result in
gene expression, that is, the gene being turned on?

Because the gene were expressed in none of the DNA fragments before the exposure
to the protein, even if the protein was preventive, it would not be possible to assess
its strength, as there would be no expressed gene for the protein to suppress. As
a result, a participant in this condition should infer that the protein has generative
power, if it has any power at all.

The preventive condition was the reverse of the generative condition and de-
scribed the initial state as “the gene is currently expressed in ALL of these DNA
fragments.” This way the participants would be able to infer the protein as having
preventive power. In the no information condition, the initial state was not described.

The different causal direction instructions let us examine people’s expectations
concerning the causal direction of the causes. Using this design, we can contrast
people’s expectations when the causal direction was not given (no information) against
the two conditions in which causal directions were given (generative and preventive).

There were three levels in the specificity factor: baseline, ambiguous, and explicit.
These levels refer to how specific the instructions were concerning the causal direction
of the protein. The baseline condition most resembled the experimental instructions in
the iterated learning and benchmark studies (Experiments 1 and 2). In the ambiguous
condition, the instruction hinted that the protein may be generative or preventive.
The explicit condition, in addition to the statement from the ambiguous condition,
also included a statement about the likely direction of the protein, which depended
on the causal direction condition. Details about how the instructions vary will be
described in the next section.

The different levels of specificity may influence participants by manipulating their
degrees of subjective uncertainty about the causal direction. Compared to the baseline
condition, the ambiguous condition made the uncertainty of the causal direction more
salient. The explicit condition, on the other hand, should lower participants’ level of
uncertainty concerning the causal direction. Because the baseline condition was the
closest to the instructions in Experiment 1, we hypothesized that the responses from
the baseline condition should be the most similar to those from Experiment 1.

The combination of no information and explicit is logically impossible. This is
due to the fact that the no information condition requires no information about the
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Table 2.4: Conditions of Experiment 3. The three causal direction conditions
(generative, preventive, and no information) were crossed with the three specificity
conditions (baseline, ambiguous, and explicit). Condition numbers are shown in the
table cells.

Generative Preventive No information

Baseline 1 2 3

Ambiguous 4 5 6

Explicit 7 8 n/a

causal direction be given to the participants; yet the explicit condition requires giving
the causal direction to the participants explicitly. As a result this combination is not
carried out in the experiment. This resulted in 3× 3− 1 = 8 conditions. This design
can be found in Table 2.4.

Stimuli and procedure

In all conditions, participants were told a cover story that was common to all
conditions.

In this experiment, please imagine that you are a researcher working for a
bio-technology company and you are studying the relationship between
genes and proteins concerning gene expression. Gene expression is a
process that controls the structure and functions of cells or other genes.
A gene may or may not be expressed and this process may or may not be
modulated by the presence of proteins. You are given a gene/protein pair
and your job is to make predictions concerning the effect of the protein
on gene expression. Please note that you don’t have all the information
you need to make a very informed prediction. Additionally, because there
are many causes of gene expression, other factors besides the presence or
absence of the protein might play a role in whether the gene is expressed
or not. Therefore, even if you have more information, there may or may
not be a right answer.
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After the common instructions, the wording in the rest of the experiment differed
by conditions. Participants in the ambiguous conditions saw this statement after the
common instruction:

As you may know, proteins may cause a gene to be expressed or keep a
gene from being expressed.

Participants in the explicit condition saw the above statement (for the ambiguous
condition) plus another that stated the likely action of the protein. Because this
statement stated the action of the protein, it is therefore different depending on the
causal direction of the protein. The statement was as follows, with the condition-
dependent phrases in parentheses. Phrases applicable to the generative/explicit
condition are listed in the section before the pipe character (|) while the phrases
applicable to the preventive/explicit condition appear after the pipe.

As you may know, proteins may cause a gene to be expressed or keep a
gene from being expressed. The protein in this experiment, if it has any
effect at all, would (increase | decrease) gene expression, not (decrease |
increase) it.

In the preventive/explicit version (condition 8) the words “increase” and “decrease”
were swapped. Participants in the baseline condition did not see either of these.

Each participant was then given two questions that were modeled after those in
the main studies. The first question was common to all conditions:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and these fragments
were NOT exposed to the protein, how many of them would result in gene
expression, that is, the gene being turned on?

The second question differed by condition. The following shows the statement in
(generative | preventive) format.

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and that the gene
is currently (NOT expressed in any | expressed in ALL) of these DNA
fragments. If these 100 fragments were exposed to the protein, how many
of them would result in gene expression, that is, the gene being turned
on?

The statement in the no information condition was as follows:

Suppose that there is a sample of 100 DNA fragments and these fragments
were ALL exposed to the protein, how many of them would result in gene
expression, that is, the gene being turned on?

After the two questions were responded to, the participants were thanked and
dismissed.
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Table 2.5: Results from Experiments 3 (explicit elicitation; top 8 rows) and Experi-
ment 1 (iterated learning; bottom 3 rows).
Note that the numbers for Experiment 1 are in terms of causal strength of C. In
particular, in the preventive case, the ratings from the current experiment should be
inversely correlated to the values from the preventive case of the empirical prior.
In Experiment 1, there were no instructions similar to those in the ambiguous or
explicit conditions in Experiment 3, therefore it was closest to the baseline condition.
As a result, conditions from Experiment 1 were labeled “baseline*”.

Condition Causal Specificity Task 1 (w0) Task 2 (w1)
number direction Mean s.d. Mean s.d.

1 Generative Baseline 25.048 25.804 47.405 29.130
2 Preventive Baseline 28.667 25.420 71.667 27.184
3 No information Baseline 33.422 23.654 57.022 21.726
4 Generative Ambiguous 33.000 23.425 46.846 22.910
5 Preventive Ambiguous 41.375 25.065 65.438 23.875
6 No information Ambiguous 29.281 20.737 55.188 20.161
7 Generative Explicit 26.677 20.920 48.774 27.907
8 Preventive Explicit 53.683 23.940 50.854 21.195

Empirical prior Generative Baseline* 49.566 38.208 80.030 33.258
(generative)
Empirical prior Preventive Baseline* 46.884 38.149 79.810 33.250
(preventive)
Empirical prior Preventive Baseline* 53.116 38.149 20.190 33.250
(preventive
complement)

2.6.2 Results

There were 42, 42, 45, 39, 32, 32, 31, and 41 participants in the eight conditions.
We plotted the mean and standard deviation for these eight conditions together with
the results from the last iterations of the iterated learning study in Table 2.5. The
conditions in the iterated learning study originally were not categorized in terms
of ambiguous, explicit, or baseline. However, because there were no instructions
similar to those in the ambiguous or explicit conditions, it was closest to the baseline
condition. In Table 2.5, the empirical priors conditions (Experiment 1) were labeled
“baseline*” for this reason.

Although the implicit and explicit prior elicitation procedure are inherently differ-
ent, comparing the results from the current experiment to those of Experiment 1 may
provide us with valuable insights into the assumptions that people make while making
judgments. For example, if the results from condition 4 (generative/ambiguous) in the
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current experiment correspond well to the results in Experiment 1, this may suggest
that people made similar assumptions (generative and ambiguous) in Experiment 1.

We will focus on the responses for C in this analysis. In the generative condition,
the ratings for C (Task 2) from the iterated learning study (80.030) were higher overall
than all generative or no information conditions in the current study (conditions 1, 3,
4, 6, and 7). We compared the results from Experiment 1 against these five conditions
using the Mann-Whitney U test. The results from all five comparisons were significant
(p < 0.001 for all five comparisons). This indicates that people’s implicit prior about
the strength of a cause, when the causes are known to be generative, is higher than
their explicit prior.

The results for the preventive condition require a special note. In the current ex-
periment, the human responses were given in terms of predictions of gene expression.
However, the empirical prior were estimated in terms of the causal strength of C. A
higher value for w1, the strength parameter of C, means strong preventive power and
lower number of resulting gene expression. These two sets of values can be evaluated
by comparing the results from the current experiment against the complement (100-
based) of w1 from Experiment 1. To avoid confusion, both the original values and
their complements are presented in Table 2.4. Note that under this convention, it
is not unusual that the Task 2 predictions might be numerically larger than that of
Task 1 of the same condition, even though Task 2 is assessing a preventive cause (C)
and Task 1 is assessing a generative one (B). It is because Task 2 in these conditions
elicited judgments that were based on an initial state that was described as “the gene
is currently expressed in ALL of these DNA fragments”, while the initial state for
Task 1 was described as “the gene is currently NOT expressed in any of these DNA
fragments.”

In the preventive condition, we compared the results from Experiment 1 with
the those from conditions 2, 3, 5, 6, and 8. Similar to the generative condition,
all comparisons were significantly different, based on the Mann-Whitney U test
(p < 0.001 for all five comparisons). This indicates that the implicit prior is indeed
very different from the explicit version, for both generative and preventive cases.

We now turn to comparing the conditions in the current experiment. We first
analyzed the simple effect of causal direction, by collapsing the eight conditions
into three, namely, generative, preventive, and no information. Because we are
not interested in comparing the generative condition against the preventive condi-
tion, as the conditions were the opposite of each other, we compared the no infor-
mation condition against both the generative and the preventive conditions. The
generative condition (M = 47.589, s.d. = 26.537) and no information condition
(M = 56.260, s.d. = 20.974) were significantly different (W = 3480, p < 0.001);
whereas the preventive condition (M = 62.513, s.d. = 25.701) and no information
were not (W = 5017, p = 0.115). This suggests that people may expect preventive
causes to be more likely.

The main effect of specificity is not of interest because each sample would
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include an aggregate of generative, preventive, and no information conditions (from
the causal direction factor). Therefore we compared the samples from each of the
three specificity levels to those of the data from Experiment 1 for the same causal
direction. Namely, the generative data from Experiment 1 are compared to conditions
1, 4, and 7 — the generative/baseline, generative/ambiguous, and generative/explicit
conditions. Similar comparisons were carried out for the preventive case — data from
the preventive case in Experiment 1 are compared to condition 2, 5, and 8. This
resulted in six comparisons overall.

In the generative case, data from all three conditions were significantly different
those of Experiment 1 (W = 28234, p < 0.001, W = 27161, p < 0.001, W =
21027, p < 0.001). Similarly, in the preventive case, all three comparisons were
significantly different (W = 4986, p < 0.001, W = 4091, p < 0.001, W = 7199, p <
0.001). These results suggest that, regardless of the specificity of the instructions, the
explicit priors elicited in the current experiment were different from those resulted
from Experiment 1.

We plotted the results from the current study and the empirical priors in heatmap
form in Figure 2.7. Note that the preventive case of the empirical prior should not
be compared directly to the graphs resulting from the current experiment. This is
because the results from the current experiment are presented in terms of predicted
numbers of gene expressions, whereas the preventive case of the empirical prior is
presented in terms of preventive power, which is the exact reverse.

To evaluate the model performances based on these explicitly elicited priors, we
calculated the normalized RMSD scores (Equation 2.5.2 on p. 26) for the different
conditions. Because the mixed conditions in the current experiment (condition 3 and
6) did not specify a causal direction, they were used in both generative and preventive
case. For the other conditions, the generative and preventive conditions from the same
specificity factor were grouped together. The results are shown in Table 2.6.

The results showed that in the generative case all conditions performed relatively
well, with the baseline/mixed condition outperforming the empirical priors. In
contrast, the empirical model generally predicted human responses better in the
preventive case. The baseline/mixed condition, in particular, performed well overall.
This is particularly interesting because for the baseline/mixed condition, the same
prior is used in both the generative and preventive case, and the participants were
given the least amount of information out of all conditions. They may suggest that it
is more difficult to explicitly elicit people’s expectation concerning a preventive cause
than for a generative cause. Exploring the relationship between different methods of
prior elicitation, and their performances in predicting human behavior, may be an
interesting future direction.
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Figure 2.7: Results from current study, compared to those from Experiment 1.
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Table 2.6: Model performances of the Bayesian models using different elicited priors
elicited in Experiment 3, and empirical priors estimated in Experiment 1. Only
normalized RMSD (Equation 2.5.2) is reported. Smaller values represent better
performances. Best performance for each column is in bold. The results designated
“(gen. + prev.)” combined the evaluation from two conditions.

Condition Generative Preventive Overall

Baseline (gen. + prev.) 10.327 22.780 16.554
Baseline (mixed) 9.268 14.003 11.636
Ambiguous (gen. + prev.) 10.371 21.059 15.715
Ambiguous (mixed) 14.436 16.563 15.500
Explicit (gen. + prev.) 10.502 18.818 14.660

Empirical prior 10.300 12.399 11.349

2.6.3 Discussion

In this experiment, we attempted to explicitly elicit people’s expectations about causal
relationships, using a design that minimizes information that may cause updating to
such expectations (in the Bayesian sense). If Experiment 1 and the current experiment
can be characterized as representing people’s implicit and explicit expectations on the
causal strengths in causal relationships respectively, then the results implied a great
divergence between people’s implicit and explicit reasoning. Model performances
based on different priors showed that while the explicitly elicited priors from many
conditions performed well in the generative case, the empirical priors estimated in
Experiment 1 had better performance in the preventive case, as shown in Table 2.6.
Of all explicit priors, the baseline/mixed condition performed the best and almost
matched that of the empirical priors.

Within this experiment, the responses from the preventive and no information
conditions are more similar to each other than they are from those in the generative
conditions. This is somewhat surprising because causes are often assumed to be
generative by default. In fact, the word “cause” is defined as “something that brings
about an effect or a result” in the Merriam-Webster dictionary, which seems to support
the notion that the default causal direction of a cause, and therefore judgments in
the no information condition, should be generative.

The different levels of specificity may have varying degrees of influence depending
on the causal direction factor. For example, in the generative and preventive
conditions, the ambiguous instruction may not had much influence on participants
because the causal direction is already given; however, in the no information condition,
the ambiguous instructions might have made participants reconsider the possible
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causal direction of the protein. As a result, it is difficult to compare between the
specificity conditions. Although the current design cannot disentangle these issues,
future studies may be able to help resolve them.

Overall the results from the current experiment were quite different from those of
Experiment 1. However, the results here should not be considered counter evidence to
the findings of Experiment 1 because the procedures of the two experiments differed
in multiple aspects. Most importantly, the current experiment concerns people’s
explicit priors while Experiment 1 concerns people’s implicit priors. Past research has
shown that people do not have access to their implicit cognition, including attitude
(Wittenbrink & Schwarz, 2007), stereotypes (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995), etc. In
fact, Nisbett and Wilson (1977) have found that people were unaware of stimuli that
influenced their behavior and constructed explanations of such behavior based on
more accessible information. Overall, these findings suggest that people are unlikely
to be able to directly observe their cognitive processes. Given these findings, it
is perhaps not surprising to find that the priors resulting from direct and explicit
elicitation (current experiment) are very different from that obtained using an indirect
approach (Experiment 1).

Moreover, the participants in Experiment 1 were familiarized with the experiment
with practice trials but those in the current experiment were not. Finally, it is
impossible in practice to familiarize participants with the experiment and at the same
time, avoid influencing their knowledge about the set up of the experiment. Many of
these issues are inherent to whether we elicit judgments implicitly or explicitly, and
it would be difficult, if not impossible, to propose an experimental design that can
accommodate both.

The results from this experiment suggest that experimental design plays an
important role in people’s behavior, their responses, and the conclusions drawn from
such data. Future investigation using a variety of experimental design may be able to
shed light on how various elements of the experimental design influence and interact
and give rise to people’s reasoning and behavior.

2.7 General discussion

In Experiment 1, we presented the first empirical estimate of human priors on the
strength of causal relationships, which we obtained by using the technique of iterated
learning. We found the resulting empirical priors to be markedly different from
previous proposals. In Experiment 2, we obtained a large-scale data set that could
be used as a benchmark for evaluating the performance of different models. To
address the issue of selective coverage of contingencies seen in previous studies, we
used a set of stimuli that uniformly covered the space of possible contingencies. We
compared the leading computational models of causal learning to the mean human
responses and found that the best performance was produced by a Bayesian model
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using the empirical priors found in Experiment 1. This supports the conclusion
that our empirical prior captures people’s expectations about the strength of causal
relationships in the biomedical domain that was the focus of our experiments. In
Experiment 3, we explicitly elicited people’s expectation on causal strengths. We
found that the judgments to be quite different from what were found in Experiment
1. It suggests a divergence between people’s implicit and explicit reasoning, mirroring
past literature studying implicit and explicit processes.

In the remainder of the chapter we discuss some of the issues raised by our
analysis. First, we revisit the question of whether the prior that we estimated in
Experiment 1 using a fixed sample size in our contingencies generalizes to other sample
sizes, as it should under the Bayesian analysis of causal induction. Second, we explore
whether variants on SS priors might accommodate our results, finding the best-fitting
values of α for our data. Finally, we consider some of the limitations of our analysis,
identify possible directions for future research, and highlight some of the conclusions
that can be drawn from our results.

2.7.1 Effects of sample size

Contingency data can vary in the sample sizes used — the number of cases that were
exposed to or not exposed to the potential cause, C, as represented by N(c+) and
N(c−). The priors used in Bayesian models should hold regardless of sample size,
since they reflect expectations about the strength of causal relationships that exist
prior to observing any data. However, the empirical priors from Experiment 1 were
obtained from a procedure in which participants made judgments about contingency
data that used specific sample sizes: all trials had the sample sizes of N(c+) = 16
and N(c−) = 16. It thus seems reasonable to examine whether the empirical priors
are still effective for contingencies with samples sizes that are different from those in
experiments in which they were derived. If predictions based on the empirical priors
were shown to be accurate only for the sample sizes used in Experiment 1, then these
priors would not be useful as part of a general account of causal induction. On the
other hand, if the empirical priors can be used to predict people’s judgments for
contingency data of different sample sizes then we not only extend the utility of this
model, but also provide support for the proposal that the empirical priors capture
some general form of prior knowledge.

We examined the predictions of Bayesian models with each of the three priors
considered in Experiment 2. While the sample size does not affect the prior, it does
affect the likelihood. As a result contingencies with the same P (e+|c+) and P (e+|c−)
can yield slightly different predictions from the same model in the different sample
size conditions. In general, with P (e+|c+) and P (e+|c−) constant, predictions from
the different Bayesian models should become more and more similar as sample sizes
increase. Asymptotically, all Bayesian models should make the same predictions,
because at very large sample sizes the likelihood term overwhelms the prior. However,
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at smaller sample sizes, such as the ones used in the current experiments and most
previous experiments, different priors can have large effects.

The effects of sample size were determined thorugh a finer-grained analysis of
the results of Experiment 2. We separated out each sample size condition in each
causal direction and examined the normalized RMSD for the predictions under each
of the priors. As seen from Table 2.7, the empirical priors still lead to the best
performance in every sample size condition. The difference is especially pronounced
in the generative condition. Moreover, while the model using the empirical priors
performed well overall, the best performance was not in the 〈16, 16〉 condition. These
results support the conclusion that the empirical priors could be used in models of
causal induction from contingency data across a range of sample sizes. Results based
on other metrics were similar and are not presented.

To confirm our qualitative impression that the empirical prior performed well
across the different sample size conditions, we conducted a quantitative analysis.
This analysis used a statistical test to determine whether empirical priors perform
better in the original sample size condition than other sample size conditions. We
first combined the 360 contingencies that use sample sizes different from those
in Experiment 1, 〈16, 16〉, and then compared performance on these contingencies
against performance on the 45 contingencies with the original sample sizes. In the
generative condition, the normalized RMSD was 11.503 and 11.081 for the original
and new sample sizes respectively; in the preventive condition, the normalized RMSD
was 12.362 and 12.649. Because of the difference in the number of contingencies being
compared (45 vs. 360) and non-normality, we used the Mann-Whitney U test to test
for the differences. We found no significant differences (W = 8381, p = 0.704 in the
generative case and W = 8025, p = 0.919 in the preventive case). This provides
further support for the idea that the empirical priors can be applied to sample sizes
that are different from those that were used to derive them.

Another possible concern about applying the empirical priors is whether they
would work equally well for contingencies where N(c+) and N(c−) are different.
In Experiment 2 the sample sizes N(c+) and N(c−) were varied independently.
There are three sample size conditions in which N(c+) = N(c−) and six in which
N(c+) 6= N(c−). Mean normalized RMSD values are similar for both of these sets
of contingencies (8.834 versus 8.159 in the generative case and 12.656 versus 12.598
in the preventive case). The Mann-Whitney U test found no significant differences
(W = 18276, p = 0.963 in the generative case and W = 18501, p = 0.804 in the
preventive case). These results suggest that the empirical priors performed similarly
whether N(c+) and N(c−) are the same or not, providing further support for the
general utility of the estimated prior distribution.
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Table 2.7: Results from Experiment 2 for Different Sample sizes.

Causal 〈N(c+), uniform SS empirical
direction N(c−)〉

generative 〈8, 8〉 12.755 20.144 8.094
generative 〈8, 16〉 13.195 22.401 9.292
generative 〈8, 32〉 12.753 21.217 9.615
generative 〈16, 8〉 15.145 22.210 13.052
generative 〈16, 16〉 12.896 19.679 11.503
generative 〈16, 32〉 9.876 14.580 9.083
generative 〈32, 8〉 10.263 14.179 9.469
generative 〈32, 16〉 16.817 23.134 16.132
generative 〈32, 32〉 14.869 20.569 14.508

all
generative 13.174 19.790 11.194

preventive 〈8, 8〉 17.060 15.341 10.271
preventive 〈8, 16〉 17.182 17.955 11.120
preventive 〈8, 32〉 17.858 19.483 11.558
preventive 〈16, 8〉 15.253 14.687 10.209
preventive 〈16, 16〉 16.822 17.048 12.362
preventive 〈16, 32〉 15.946 18.328 13.510
preventive 〈32, 8〉 15.789 15.497 13.353
preventive 〈32, 16〉 16.024 17.113 14.606
preventive 〈32, 32〉 17.616 17.785 14.601

all
preventive 16.617 17.025 12.399

overall
performance 14.895 18.408 11.796

Note: Performance is assessed using normalized RMSD (Equation 2.5.2). Smaller
values represent better model predictions.
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2.7.2 Variants on SS priors

The SS model incorporates a free parameter, α, which was fixed at 5 in all of our
analyses. This was done following Lu et al. (2008), who chose the value 5 by using
an informal grid search based on their own data, which involved judgments of causal
strength based on eight different sets of contingencies (Lu et al., 2007). However,
there might be many reasons that the value could vary between experiments. For
example, this value might capture variation in the degree to which people adopt a
“sparse and strong” assumption based on the particular cover story used. If the SS
model indeed encapsulates people’s prior knowledge on causal judgments, then there
may be a value of α that leads to better performance. We thus investigated whether
we can improve the model fit to the point where it outperforms the model using the
empirical priors by optimizing the value of α.

To explore the effects of α on the performance of the SS model, we generated
a sequence of α values from 0.05 to 500 in multiplicative increment of 101/4, i.e.
0.05, 0.089, 0.158, . . . , 500. This series covers values from 1/100 to 100 times of
the original value of 5. We then compared the performance of models with different
values for α based on normalized RMSD. The results are plotted in Table 2.8. The
lowest normalized RMSD for the SS priors was 15.068, produced when α is set to
0.5 (although any α values between 0.05 and 0.889 all produced similar results). In
our previous analyses we found that the mean normalized RMSD for the SS model
with α = 5 and the empirical model were 18.408 and 11.796 respectively. As the
model using the empirical priors still outperformed all the variants on the SS model,
it seems that the difference in performance cannot be attributed to an unoptimized
α. Additionally, as α goes to 0, the shape of the SS priors converges to that of the
uniform priors. Therefore, having a low value of α as an optimal value (0.5) suggests
that people do not have a very strong belief in causes being sparse and strong.

2.7.3 Limitations and future directions

Our results provide a clear characterization of people’s expectations about the
strength of causal relationships, and lead to more accurate predictions of human
judgments of causal strength. However, there remain a number of important
issues that need to be explored in future work, including a more comprehensive
characterization of priors across different causal scenarios and more complex causal
systems, possible differences across people and cultures, and the need for more
standardized methods for evaluating computational models of causal induction. We
will address each of these issues in turn.

Effects of domain on priors

Our experiments followed previous studies of causal induction (e.g., Lu et al., 2008;
Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lober & Shanks, 2000) in adopting a biomedical cover
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Table 2.8: Fit to human judgments from Experiment 2 for the SS model as a function
of α.

α Norm. RMSD α Norm. RMSD

0.050 15.123 5.000 18.408
0.089 15.114 8.891 21.251
0.158 15.101 15.811 24.965
0.281 15.082 28.117 29.224
0.500 15.068 50.000 33.935
0.889 15.099 88.914 38.308
1.581 15.319 158.114 41.146
2.812 16.107 281.171 42.801

500.000 44.383

Note: Smaller values of normalized RMSD are better. The mean normalized RMSD
under the empirical priors is 11.796.

story. The biomedical domain is commonly used because it provides plausible causal
relationships between variables, and the functional form of these relationships is
simple. However, it is possible that prior knowledge might influence the form of
the priors that people use when reasoning about this particular scenario, such that
the empirical priors we estimated might not generalize well to other causal domains.
Some caution should thus be taken in interpreting the generality our results, which
we view as giving an accurate characterization of people’s expectations about causal
strength in this biomedical domain, rather than providing domain-general priors that
can be applied in all instances of causal induction. Indeed, the variation in the nature
of the prior knowledge that informs causal induction in different domains is one of the
things that makes it a rich setting in which to explore the nature of human inductive
inference (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009).

While we would hesitate to claim that the prior distribution identified in our
experiments is domain-general, we do not see this as detracting from our results.
First, the prevalence of cover stories with a formal structure similar to this biomedical
domain in studies of causal induction leads us to expect that the prior distributions we
have identified will be relevant to a wide range of experimental results. Second, we see
domain-specific variation in prior knowledge as an opportunity to use methods similar
to those that we have used here to attempt to chart the nature of the knowledge that
people use to make causal inferences in different domains. Our analyses provide a
case study that we expect to have broad but not universal applicability. The success
of this case study suggests that a similar approach can be applied in other domains
to obtain a clearer picture of what the universe of people’s expectations about causal
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relationships actually looks like.
An additional limitation of our analysis is that by focusing on the simplest

possible causal structure, our experiments did not address how people reason about
causal systems where more than one non-background cause is present. This reflects a
general phenomenon in the study of human causal induction, where investigation of
systems involving multiple causes is rare. However, some recent studies have examined
how people estimate the strength of multiple causes (e.g., Novick & Cheng, 2004).
Adapting the methods used in these studies to an iterated learning setting might
provide a way to investigate whether the priors that people adopt depend on the
number of causes involved.

Individual and cultural differences

An assumption of the iterated learning model that we used to motivate our exper-
imental procedure in Experiment 1 and of the models of causal induction that we
applied to the results of Experiment 2 is that people share the same prior distribu-
tion. While our results suggest that this is a reasonable approximation to the truth,
insofar as we are able to obtain good predictions of aggregate behavior using the prior
estimated by our method, it is undoubtedly a false assumption. We expect that there
will be differences between individuals and between cultural groups in their expec-
tations about causal relationships. The methods that we have used here could be
adapted to explore these patterns of variation, using longer iterated learning studies
within individuals to estimate the priors of those individuals.

While there has not been much cross-cultural research studying causal learning,
numerous previous studies have demonstrated significant cultural differences in causal
attribution (Nisbett, Peng, Choi, & Norenzayan, 2001; Choi, Nisbett, & Norenzayan,
1999; Morris & Peng, 1994). Because causal attribution is based upon causal
knowledge gained previously from a lifetime of experience, it is possible that cultural
differences in causal attribution might have originated from cultural differences in
causal learning. Having established that iterated learning can be used to investigate
priors on causal strength, we anticipate that this approach can be used to explore
whether and how priors in causal learning vary across cultures.

Evaluating models of causal induction

Our results also raise questions concerning how models of causal induction should
be chosen. Most previous work on computational models of causal induction has
evaluated the performance of models by comparing model predictions with human
responses to specific sets of contingencies. These sets of contingencies were usually
chosen by researchers to highlight the different predictions made by the models of
interest. We have discussed the narrowness of contingencies used in previous studies
and the need for an unbiased data set to objectively compare models of human causal
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induction. In Experiment 2, we obtained human judgments for a wide range of
stimuli that uniformly cover the space of possible contingencies. We see our results
as providing a new benchmark against which models of causal induction can be
compared. However, it could be argued that the best way to evaluate models of
causal induction is to compare them on a set contingencies that accurately capture
the instances of causal induction that people face in the world. Developing a way to
assess the natural statistics of causal relationships seems like an interesting direction
for future research.

2.7.4 Conclusion

We have identified a prior distribution on the strength of causal relationships that
seems to capture people’s expectations, and developed a new data set against
which models of causal induction can be evaluated. Beyond the specific setting
of causal induction, we see these results as contributing to cognitive psychology
by demonstrating two methodological challenges and suggesting possible ways to
overcome them. First, the psychological construct, such as the prior distribution
on causal strengths in our case, might not be something we can directly measure.
Traditionally, psychological theories and the computational models thus derived are
often justified through a proxy — the predictions of human behavior that these models
make. If the human behavior is well approximated by the model output then the
model and its theory would be accepted. The same rationale is also used in comparing
whether one model is better than another. We have presented an alternative to this
approach, in which we directly estimate the psychological construct of interest through
the technique of iterated learning. Moreover, we showed when people’s expectations
of the strengths of causes are elicited explicitly, they are fairly different from those
estimated implicitly through iterated learning, as expected. Second, researchers
often tend to focus on thin slices of experimental data as justification for different
computational models. These data might have been chosen because they demonstrate
interesting phenomena, or because they allow easier comparison between pairs of
models. However, the coverage of the stimuli is often quite limited, compared to the
entire possible stimuli space. In this chapter we collected a large set of responses
that cover a broad range of stimuli by leveraging the opportunities presented by
conducting studies with participants recruited through the internet. We see this
combination of new methods for measuring psychological constructs and new ways
of running experiments as opening a new pathway towards resolving some of the
fundamental questions of cognitive psychology.
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Chapter 3

Modeling the form of causal
relationships using a grammar-based
prior
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3.1 Introduction

In everyday life people need to infer causal relationships in their environment, often
based only on very sparse data and while having little domain-specific knowledge.
Previous work in causal reasoning has revealed that even with very little information,
people are able to make various kinds of causal inferences, including learning causal
structure (Gopnik, Sobel, Schulz, & Glymour, 2001), hidden causes (Kushnir, Gopnik,
Schulz, & Danks, 2003), and identifying causes from otherwise unexplained events
(Luhmann & Ahn, 2003). In these studies, people were found to be able to make
judgments after seeing as few as three data points. In contrast, machine learning
algorithms developed for discovering causal relationships generally require a large
data set (Spirtes et al., 2001; Pearl, 2009).

Many computational accounts of how humans can learn so much from so little
have been proposed. One of the key proposals is that humans possess an appropriate
prior that properly constrains their inferences, allowing inferences to be reached
with only sparse data (e.g., Griffiths et al., 2008; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2009).
An appropriate prior should correspond to people’s causal beliefs and sufficiently
constrain the hypothesis space such that hypotheses that are unlikely a priori can be
discounted quickly and allow people to focus on hypotheses that are more probable. In
this chapter we propose a Bayesian model that attempts to explain how people make
causal judgments by using such a prior. This prior expresses causal relationships using
logical rules that are generated by a probabilistic context-free grammar, and captures
people’s preferences for simpler rules. The prior is combined with a likelihood term
that takes into account of how well the prior can explain the observations to produce
the posterior term. The inferences are then made by sampling from the posterior. We
carried out a behavioral experiment and collected people’s judgments about a causal
system. The results from the experiment lend support to the model.

The plan for the rest of this chapter is as follows. The next section summarizes
previous work on Bayesian models of human causal induction. We then introduce
our grammar-based causal model. The following section describes an experiment
that investigated how people reason about causes and presents our analysis of
the experiment results, including model performance comparison, analysis of the
transmission of causal information, and a comparison of people’s implicit causal
models to those generated by the grammar model. Finally, we conclude the chapter
by discussing the implications of these results for understanding causal reasoning.

3.2 Bayesian models of causal induction

Past research has suggested that people can make inferences about complex causal
systems based on only very little information. This poses a serious challenge to
computational models of causal reasoning because most of the existing human models
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only concern relatively simple causal systems. Most of the previous research on human
causal reasoning focused on causal systems with one targeted cause (for example,
Perales & Shanks, 2007; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; for exceptions, see Novick &
Cheng, 2004; Yuille & Lu, 2008). However, in everyday life we often face the problem
of having to induce causal relationships in situations in which numerous entities are
potential causes. How people can accomplish this remains an unsolved question.

In the current discussion we limit to causal systems in which there is only one
outcome variable, which could be caused by one or more variables (potential causes).
Also, only binary-valued outcome and potential causes are considered. While real life
causal systems are often more complicated and may involve multiple outcomes or even
multiple levels of causal relationships, the present work is intended to be a flexible
and extendable model upon which future work can build. Moreover, the ability to
incorporate multiple causes improves upon previous approaches to causal reasoning
that focus on causal systems with few potential causes.

Our analysis will be based on causal Bayesian networks, also known as causal
Bayes nets. Bayesian networks utilizes graphical models to specify the causal
relationships among a set of variables. In a graphical model, each variable is
represented by a node. A set of edges connecting pairs of nodes indicate causal
connections between variables. The edges are “directed” to indicate the direction of
causality between any two nodes. A sample graphical model with five potential causes
and one outcome is shown in Figure 3.1.

The specific relationship between a node and its parents, however, is not precise
unless the functional form is also specified. This relationship can be specified in a
number of ways. Recent work has focused on the noisy-OR and noisy-AND-NOT
parameterizations (Pearl, 2009; Cheng, 1997; Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al.,
2008). These models assume that any of these binary variables is false unless it is
caused by its parents; and that causes do not interact. Generative causes correspond
to the noisy-OR parameterization while preventive causes correspond to the noisy-
AND-NOT parameterization. If a noisy-OR cause Ci is present, it has the power to
cause the outcome with a probability wi; if a noisy-AND-NOT cause Cj is present, it
has the power to suppress the outcome with a probability wj.

Research has suggested that Bayesian models with noisy-OR or noisy-AND-
NOT parameterization functions can provide a good account of human reasoning in
elemental causal induction — learning about the relationship between a single cause
and a single effect (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008). However, the noisy-
OR parameterization may not be sufficient to capture all aspects of human causal
reasoning. For example, because noisy-OR makes the assumption that each of the
potential causes can independently cause the outcome and that they do not interact,
it cannot represent a conjunctive causal relationship. However, previous studies have
found that people naturally make conjunctive inferences and can acquire knowledge
about conjunctive relationships easily (Lucas & Griffiths, 2010). The inability of the
noisy-OR and noisy-AND-NOT models to express complex causal relationships poses
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C1

C2
C3 C4

C5

E

Figure 3.1: Causal graphical model with five potential causes (C1 . . . C5) and one
effect of interest (E). In each data point, any given C and E may or may not be
present. This graphical model can be used to represent the causal system for both
the noisy-OR and the causal grammar model.
For the noisy-OR model, each Ci that is present can independently cause E with the
probability wi. There might also be a background variable B (not shown) that can
cause E independently of the C’s.
For the causal grammar model, the C’s might interact with each other to determine
the value of E.

difficulties in attempting to model human causal reasoning using these functional
forms.

Partly to address the lack of expressivity of noisy-OR and noisy-AND-NOT,
Yuille and Lu (2008) proposed the noisy-logical distribution. The noisy-logical
distribution generalizes the noisy-OR and noisy-AND-NOT distributions by defining
2n binary-valued causal features based on n potential causes. For example, in the
case with two causes, the four causal features would be Ψ0(~C) = 1, Ψ1(~C) = C1,
Ψ2(~C) = C2, and Ψ3(~C) = C1 ∧ C2. These causal features represent the presence
and absence of causes. For example, Ψ0(~C) represents the background force that
is always present, Ψ1(~C) represents the causal force when only C1 is present, and
so on. Each causal feature would be mapped to its hidden state Ei by means of
P (Ei = 1|Ψ;wi) = wiΨi with wi ∈ [0, 1], for i = 0, 1, . . . , 2n − 1. Finally, the output
E is defined to be a deterministic logical combination of the hidden states,

E = f(E0, . . . , E2n−1) = ((((E0 ⊗ E1)⊗ E2)⊗ E3) . . . ) (3.2.1)

where Ei ⊗ Ej can be Ei ∨ Ej (or) or Ei ∧ ¬Ej (and-not). The full noisy-logical
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distribution can be given as

P (E = 1|~C; ~w) =
∑
~E

δE,f(E0,...,E2n−1
)

2n−1∏
i=0

P (Ei = 1|Ψi;wi) (3.2.2)

where δE,f = 1 if E = f and 0 otherwise (Yuille & Lu, 2008).
An important feature of the noisy-logical distribution is that it can be expressed

in disjunctive normal form (DNF) (Yuille & Zheng, 2009). DNF is a normalization of
a logical formula in which all formulae have the form of a disjunction of one or more
conjunctive clauses. Each of the conjunctive clauses consists of one or more literals,
which represent the values of potential causes.

Yuille and Lu have shown that the noisy-logical distribution can represent the
distribution of a binary variable conditioned on multiple binary input variables,
including conjunctions and other more complex functional forms. Although the noisy-
logical model can represent a variety of logical concepts and presents a reasonable
account of how people update their beliefs, it does not attempt to explain how people
represent their priors. In Yuille and Lu (2008)’s formulation the priors of the model
parameters P (~w|Graph) were uniformly distributed and as a result, the inferences
are mostly driven by the likelihood term. Hence, doing inference using the noisy-
logical distribution requires a relatively large number of observations. Since people
can do so well on everyday causal reasoning tasks after only a few data points, it
seems that they have a prior that constrains the possible hypothesis space such that
inference can be made with very few data. While this observation suggests that the
noisy-logical distribution may not fully account for human causal reasoning, it seems
possible that a prior with similar expressivity, particularly in terms of expressing
causal relationships using logical rules, may be used to represent people’s intuition
about causal relationships.

Another important question concerning a Bayesian model, besides the expressiv-
ity of the prior, is how prior probabilities are assigned. To fully capture people’s prior
beliefs about causal relationships, we need to appropriately constrain their hypothesis
space, such that the prior probabilities correspond to how people prefer one hypothe-
sis over another. Previous work has shown that people prefer simple explanations over
complex ones (Lombrozo, 2007; Chater & Vitányi, 2007), suggesting that preference
for simple causal relationships can be used as a strategy for constraining hypotheses.
Based on the above analysis, we suggest that a good prior must be able to express
different kinds of causal relationships, through the use of combining more basic causal
relationships, and assignment of higher probabilities to causal relationships that are
simpler (cf. Ranney & Schank, 1998, on explanatory coherence).
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3.3 A grammar-based prior

We developed our model to make predictions on the outcome of an event, given a set
of potential causes. Both the causes and the outcome are binary-valued. We assume
the causal system is comprised of a number of potential causes which may or may not
interact to produce the outcome. The values of the causes, their presence or absence,
are independent of each other. The data given to the model is a set of observations
of all causes and the outcome, in which the causes and the outcome might be present
or absent. The model’s objective is to make predictions on the outcome for a new set
of data in which only the values of the potential causes are known.

We set up the causal grammar model by defining a prior on the relationship
between the effect and potential causes using logical rules, and assigning probabilities
in a way that favors simpler rules. The human prior, using this logical representation,
comprises logical rules that express people’s prior beliefs about the causal system
of the world. Using logical rules to represent causal relationships allows for the
expression of complex interactions between causes. For example, we use A → X to
represent the causal relationship that A would cause X. In the current model, a
subset of first-order logic is used to express the set of possible subjective beliefs about
causal relationships, including conjunctional causes (AB → X: A and B together
combine to cause X, but neither one can cause X by itself), disjunctional causes
(A ∨ B → X: either A or B by itself will cause X), and negation (¬A → X: the
absence of A will cause X). These formulae are evaluated based on the values of the
potential causes (presence or absence) and each rule yields a deterministic prediction
on the outcome. These rules can be combined in disjunctive normal form. There are
other logical operations under first-order logic but we consider these rules as the most
important logical rules and thus we focus on these in the current analysis.

To express a preference for simpler rules, we used a syntactic prior over a
logical rule-generating probabilistic causal grammar. A syntactic prior assigns prior
probabilities over logical rules based on their syntactic structure. In this model
this assignment captures the simplicity bias by favoring simpler rules over complex
ones. Goodman and colleagues (Goodman, Tenenbaum, Feldman, & Griffiths, 2008;
Goodman, Tenenbaum, Griffiths, & Feldman, 2007) presented a rational model of
human concept learning that is based on probabilistic context-free grammar. They
showed that such model captures how people categorize objects and explained several
phenomena found in previous work. Using a probabilistic grammar to represent a
prior on causal reasoning also has been discussed (Griffiths & Tenenbaum, 2007).

We consider the case where each learner is a rational Bayesian agent. The
hypothesis space of the Bayesian agent contains all possible combinations of causes
that can generate the outcome with regard to the present causal system, represented
using causal formulae. For example, the formula portion of the logical rule A∨B → X
is A ∨ B. Because our model focuses on the conditions in which the outcome is
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generated, the terms formula and logical rule represent the same concept in the
context of this chapter. As a result, they might be used interchangeably. The prior
probability is based on a syntactic prior which assigns higher probability to causal
systems that are simpler. Because each literal or clause adds an additional term to
this expression, a more complex formula — one with a higher number of literals and
clauses — would have lower prior probability.

We now turn to the technical aspects of this model. A Bayesian approach to
making inferences evaluates the posterior probability of a hypothesis based on the
prior and the likelihood terms:

p(h|d) ∝ P (d|h)P (h) (3.3.1)

where h is the hypothesis being evaluated and d is the observed data. Throughout
this chapter, d without any subscript or superscript will represent all observed data.
The prior term P (h) represents people’s prior beliefs that h is the right hypothesis,
and the likelihood term P (d|h) represents the probability that h might generate the
data d that were observed. We now discuss how the prior and the likelihood terms in
this model can be formalized.

To define a prior for the grammar model, we will first define its probabilistic
context-free grammar (PCFG). This grammar generates logical rules that are in
disjunctive normal form where the literals are the causes of the causal system. The
PCFG is comprised of a set of symbols, a set of production rules, and the probabilities
associated with those rules. The grammar for our model is shown in Figure 3.2a. The
probabilities for the production rules are not shown because they are variables that
depend on the hyper-parameters of the model.

The grammar generates logical rules through the production rules. All symbols
can be either non-terminal or terminal. Each non-terminal symbol are associated
with production rules which specify how a non-terminal symbol can be rewritten
to yield other symbols (both non-terminal and terminal). Beginning from the start
node S, the production rules are applied to each non-terminal, and then recursively
on the generated symbols until only terminal symbols remain1. One of the possible
derivations, in the form of a parse tree from S to AB ∨ ¬C, is shown in Figure 3.2b.
In our model all terminal symbols are causes, which can be either present or absent.

The probability for the derivation a particular formula F is the product of the
probability of all production rules used

P (DerivF |G, θ) =
∏

s∈DerivF

θ(s) (3.3.2)

where G is the causal grammar, s’s are the productions in the derivation of formula,
and θ(s)’s are the probabilities of each. The more times a production rules, the more
times its production probability would be included in the equation.

1The logical False and True are used to terminate the productions of disjunctions and conjunctions
respectively, as X ∨ False → X and X ∧ True → X.
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S → D

D → C ∨D
D → False

C → P ∧ C
C → True

P → F1

...
P → Fn

F1 → f1

F1 → ¬f1

...
Fn → fn

Fn → ¬fn

(a) Production rules of causal grammar

S

D

D

D

false

C

P

F3

¬f3

C

C

P

F2

f2

P

F1

f1

In this derivation, the features f1 . . . f5 are
mapped to objects A . . . E such that this
derivation would result in A ∧B ∨ ¬C, or

AB ∨ ¬C in DNF.

(b) Example of a derivation in a parse tree

Figure 3.2: The causal grammar and an example of production.

We can further break down this formula by looking at the components involving
productions from different non-terminals separately. We will use the term expansion
probability to denote the probability of all productions involving a non-terminal
symbol. This is calculated based on the Dirichlet-multinomial distribution plus a
set of hyper-parameters:

P (CY (F)|G, α) =
β(CY (F) + α)

β(α)
(3.3.3)

where α is the hyper-parameter for the production rules and β(.) is the multinomial
beta function. The vector CY (F) expresses how many times the production rules
are applied in rewriting non-terminal Y ’s. For a more technical discussion about the
derivation of the expansion probability, please refer to Appendix 3.A. Intuitively,
α corresponds to the participants’ prior beliefs in the prevalence of each of the
production rules for a non-terminal. It is a vector whose values can be construed
as pseudo-counts for the production rules (Gelman, Carlin, Stern, & Rubin, 2003).
For example, in the grammar the first production of D is C → P ∧ C and the
second one is C → True (please refer to Figure 3.2a for the production rules). If the
α for rewriting D, αD, is a vector of (8, 5), then it corresponds to the prior belief
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that the reasoner has seen the production C → P ∧ C 8 times and the production
C → True 5 times. Given the same data, the posterior of a Dirichlet-multinomial
distribution correlates to its prior — the more times you have seen a production rule
used in your prior, as represented by a higher pseudo-counts, the more likely you
think the production rule will be used again. As a result, this prior favors the first
production more than the second production. Computationally, the Equation 3.3.3
takes into account the uncertainty that we wish to maintain over the exact values of
the production probability (θ) and therefore is not simple product of the production
probabilities. Again we refer to Appendix 3.A for details.

The flexibility afforded by the letting α to be a variable is important because
it gives us a way to model people’s inductive biases concerning a causal system.
Specifically, how likely the reasoner considers each production of the non-terminal
symbols to be. For example, the beliefs of a reasoner who considers that the outcome
requires complex interaction between multiple causes can be modeled using an α
vector that favors the production of C → P ∧C. This is because a higher probability
of this production rule will likely lead to more conjunctive clauses, which allows
expression of more complex interactions. Because different causal systems might
suggest different a priori probabilities of production rules, the values of different α’s
will also differ depending on the particular scenarios and need to be estimated. In
the experiment section we will demonstrate how this can be carried out.

The second ingredient of Bayes’ rule is the likelihood term, which is evaluated
based on how well a formula corresponds to the observations. At the theoretical level
the likelihood term is formulated as P (d|h). It represents how well the hypothesis, or
in our model, a formula, makes predictions on the outcome, or the data. In our model
the likelihood term represents how well the formula can predict the outcome based
on the values of the causes. A formula which correctly predicts all data points has a
likelihood of 1. Each time the formula makes an incorrect prediction, it is penalized by
a factor of e−b, where b is a free parameter representing the penalty incurred. A higher
b represents a higher penalty for an incorrect prediction. Therefore the likelihood of
a formula is P (d|h) = e−bk, where k is the number of incorrect predictions of the
formula. In this chapter observations involving incorrect prediction will be noted as
exceptions.

Larger values of b penalize exceptions more heavily and therefore would favor
formulae that predict a larger portion of the observations. e−b corresponds to the
a priori probability that a random observation is an exception and resulted in an
outcome that is the opposite of the prediction. Because the belief concerning how
likely we might observe an exception may differ from situation to situation, we
consider b to be a hyper-parameter that needs to be determined outside of the model.

The posterior probability of a formula F , based on the prior and the likelihood
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terms, is then

P (F|d) ∝

(∏
Y

β(CY (F) + α)

β(α)

)
e−bk (3.3.4)

where d represents the observations and Y represents all non-terminals in the grammar
G. The model predicts the result of the blicket detector, e∗, to happen given d∗, the
values of the potential causes in a new data point, with the probability

P (e∗|d∗, d) ∝
∑
F

P (e∗|F , d∗)P (F|d) (3.3.5)

where F is the set of all formulae.
Here we summarize how our model makes predictions on the outcome of new data

points. It evaluates all logical rules that could be formulated under the current causal
system. Each formula makes a prediction on the outcome according to the current
state of the world, and these prediction is weighted according to the posterior, which
intuitively corresponds negatively to the formulae’s complexities and positively to
how well they can explain the previously observed data. On one hand, the penalty
for formulae that cannot explain the given set of observations would often lead to
more complex formulae, as formulae that are too simple might not be able to account
for all observations. On the other hand, more complex formulae are assigned lower
prior probabilities by the syntactic prior. Therefore the model presents a trade-off
between the preference for simplicity and the ability of the formulae to better explain
the given data.

3.4 Testing the model

In this section we describe an experiment that is designed to test the causal grammar
model in how well it can explain people’s inference on causal relationships.

3.4.1 Iterated learning

As the causal grammar model relies on representing people’s prior on causal rela-
tionships, we employed the technique of iterated learning — an experimental design
that has been shown to be able to reveal people’s priors. Iterated learning was origi-
nally used in theoretical linguistics as a way to simulate the transmission of language
(Kirby, 2001). It represents the transmission of language over a sequence of discrete
generations in which each agent learns from data generated by the previous agent.
Figure 3.3 illustrates the transmission of the data/hypothesis pair along part of an
iterated learning chain.

Another application of iterated learning in cognitive science has been focused on
its use in finding human inductive biases. Specifically, it has been shown that, under
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Figure 3.3: Iterated learning design with a chain of generic Bayesian learners.
Learners are assumed to be Bayesian agents. We further assume that they see data
about the causal system of the world, evaluate hypotheses based on such data, and
then sample from the posterior distribution over these hypotheses. If these agents all
generate the data that will be fed to the agents in the next generations, then a) the
data, b) the hypotheses, and c) the data-hypothesis pairs, can each be reduced to a
Markov chain. They were shown to converge to people’s priors at the limit.

weak assumptions, the data and their corresponding hypotheses in iterated learning
experiments will converge to the prior at the limit (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007). This
provides us a way to assess people’s priors in causal reasoning. Laboratory simulations
of iterated learning that involve data being passed between people support this idea:
studies on function learning (Kalish et al., 2007), concepts (Griffiths et al., 2008;
Canini, Griffiths, Vanpaemel, & Kalish, 2011), and memory (Xu & Griffiths, 2010)
have shown that chains in iterated learning experiments quickly converged to forms
that are consistent with priors established in previous research. Additionally, Yeung
and Griffiths (2011) has demonstrated that iterated learning can be used to directly
estimate people’s expectations about the strengths of causal relationships, and that
Bayesian models using such priors outperformed previous models based on other
priors. In this chapter, we will use this technique to investigate people’s priors on
causal relationships and attempt to examine their representations using logical rules.

Formally, the n-th agent observes data d(n) and forms a hypothesis h(n) about
the process that generated those data, then goes on to generate the data d(n+1)

which is passed on to the next agent. Because each agent’s responses depend
solely on those of the previous agent, the chain acts as a Markov process. If the
agent selects a hypothesis by sampling from the posterior distribution p(h|d) ∝
p(d|h)p(h) and then generates data by sampling from the corresponding likelihood
function p(d|h), then this Markov chain is a Gibbs sampler for the joint distribution
p(d, h) = p(d|h)p(h). As n increases, the distribution of (dn, hn) converges to this
joint stationary distribution. When the chain converges, the probability that the
n-th learner selects a particular hypothesis h converges to p(h) (Griffiths & Kalish,
2007).
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In this experiment we collected a set of data on how people reason about a causal
system. Using the results, we will be able to test how the causal grammar model
perform in terms of explaining people’s causal judgments. Our second objective is
to recover people’s prior on causal relationships using iterated learning. We used a
between-subjects design which transmits data between subjects. The transmission
chains should converge to people’s priors on causal relationships, which will allow us
to examine people’s priors.

3.4.2 Methods

Participants

Participants were recruited via Amazon Mechanical Turk, which has been shown to
be a good source of quality data for behavioral research (Buhrmester et al., 2011;
Sprouse, 2011). Only Turk workers residing in the United States were recruited.
Participants received a payment of US$0.50. Almost all participants finished within
10 minutes. There were a total of 150 participants, forming 15 chains of 10 generations
each. Data from 14 additional participants were discarded (criteria described below)
and their slots in the chains were filled by other participants.

Stimuli and procedure

The experiment was carried out via a web browser. The participants were first told a
cover story that was based on “blicket detector.” Blicket detector is an artificial causal
system that was introduced previously to study human causal reasoning (Gopnik &
Sobel, 2000). Blickets were described as objects possessing a special property called
blicketosity and blicket detectors as machines that can detect their presence. Both
training and test trials involved the same causal system. The instructions of the
experiment were as follows:

In this experiment, you will need to make some predictions about some
objects and their properties. Some of the objects that you will encounter
in this experiment are called blickets. All blickets possess a property called
blicketosity. A device called blicketosity meter will activate if a certain
level of blicketosity is surpassed, but the blicketosity meter is sometimes
not reliable.
You will first observe a number of past trials in which different combination
of objects are placed on the same blicketosity meter. For each of these
trials, you will learn whether the blicketosity meter activated or not.
Your task is to make some predictions concerning new combinations of
objects. You will have to predict, if a certain combinations of objects are
to be put on the blicketosity meter, whether the blicketosity meter will
activate or not.
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Figure 3.4: Screenshot of the experiment.

Participants then received further instructions about how to the operate the graph-
ical user interface of the experiment (a screenshot of the experiment is shown in
Figure 3.4). Five objects were presented as possible blickets, corresponding to five
potential causes. In each trial one or two objects may be placed on the machine. The
participants were told that some of the objects were blickets and the blicket detector
would activate if blickets were placed on the machine. The activation of the blicket
detector corresponds to the outcome variable in the causal system.

The five potential blickets all had the same appearance and were generically
labeled from A to E. In each trial one or two object might be present, creating(

5
1

)
+
(

5
2

)
= 15 possible configurations. The training phase consisted of nine trials.

For each participant, no two trials had the same configuration. Therefore 9 of 15
possible configurations were seen by each participant in the training phase. The
participants were instructed to study these past results, after which they were asked
to write down their hypothesis about the relationship between these objects and the
blicket detector. This step encouraged them to process the stimuli more thoroughly
and to clarify their hypotheses before making responses to the test trials.

The training stimuli remained on the screen throughout the experiment so that
individual differences in memory would not induce variability into the human data.
The testing phase is consisted of 15 trials. In each test trial, the participants would
see one or two objects placed on the blicket detector and were instructed to predict
whether the blicket detector would activate or not. The experimental stimuli were
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visually similar to the training stimuli and each test trial was presented in a separate
screen. The participants responded by clicking on one of the two icons on the screen,
indicating a prediction of activation or not. There were a total of 15 trials in the
experiment and that comprised all possible configurations with one or two objects.
After the participant had responded to a trial the next trial would automatically be
shown. After completing all 15 trials, the participants were thanked and dismissed.

This experiment was of a between-subjects iterated learning design and consisted
of 15 iterated learning chains of 10 generations each. For the first generation
participants, the results of the blicket detector for the 9 training stimuli were randomly
drawn with 50% chance of activation. Starting from the second generation, the results
of the blicket detector in the training stimuli were transmitted from each participant’s
“parent” (participant in the same chain in the previous generation). 9 of the 15 data
points were randomly chosen to be transmitted. Both the training and test stimuli
were randomly ordered.

For each participant, the labels A to E were randomly assigned to the five objects
(f1 . . . f5). This randomization procedure was designed to minimize influence resulting
from the location of the objects (as the labels always proceeded from A on the left
side to E on the right).

3.4.3 Results

The quality of data collected through Amazon Mechanical Turk has been a much
discussed topic among researchers. Although recent studies have found it to be
a reliable source of good quality data (Sprouse, 2011; Buhrmester et al., 2011),
procedures to screen out bad data have been advocated (Oppenheimer, Meyvis, &
Davidenko, 2009). In order to avoid data from participants who might have been
bored or inattentive from influencing experimental results, we used the following
procedure to screen out participants whose data may be problematic. Because
participants could have no prior experience with these artificially created blicket
objects, their predictions for the testing trials should closely mirror those given as
training data. If a participant made responses that greatly deviated from the training
data, it is likely that such participant was bored, inattentive, or failed to follow
instruction. If a participant did not match the results from the training data in three
or more trials (out of the nine that were transmitted), such participant’s data would
be discarded and another participant would be assigned to his or her spot in the
chain. Data from 14 such participants (8.5% of all) were discarded. The resulting
chains of the experiment are graphed in Figure 3.6.

As the experiment was conducted online, the participants were located through-
out the United States. The approximate geographical locations of the participants
are plotted in Figure 3.5. It can be seen that the most populous regions of the United
States were represented and that the sample consisted of a good balance of various
regions.
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Figure 3.5: Approximate locations of Amazon Mechanical Turk participants in
the experiment (Alaska and Hawaii not shown). This shows the diversity of the
geographical locations of the participants.

Computation of causal grammar model predictions

The causal grammar model evaluates how likely humans would predict a blicket
activation based on the expected probability of Equation 3.3.5. However, the posterior
of the causal grammar model, and therefore its predictions, cannot be analytically
evaluated. Therefore we used a Markov chain Monte Carlo procedure (MCMC)
with a Metropolis-Hastings algorithm to approximate such calculations (Metropolis,
Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, & Teller, 1953). We first define a Markov chain over
the space of all parse trees that are compatible with the grammar G. In each step of the
Metropolis-Hastings procedure, proposals are generated using subtree-regeneration —
a randomly drawn node and its descendants in the parse tree are cut and that section
of the parse tree is randomly regenerated (Goodman et al., 2008). The procedure
is analogous to the proposal in the regular Metropolis-Hastings procedure. The
acceptance of proposals is based on the syntactic prior and the correctness-based
likelihood function. The posterior samples resulted from this procedure would then
be used to approximate the model predictions on new data points. In this analysis,
30,000 samples were used with no burn-in.

Previous research has shown that both children and adults can leverage their
abstract knowledge to quickly learn about causal relationships (Lucas & Griffiths,
2010). For example, Lucas and Griffiths (2010) have found that conjunctive or
disjunctive theories about one domain can be quickly learned and applied in a novel
domain. Because the syntactic prior in our model depends on prior knowledge in order
to assign prior probabilities, such abstract knowledge might have a strong influence
on the model predictions Moreover, although the blicket detector cover story in this
experiment presents a novel domain for the participants, it is possible that abstract
knowledge about generic causal systems may carry over from participants’ everyday
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Figure 3.6: Iterated learning results of the experiment. There were 15 chains of 10
generations in the experiment. The grey circles represent the zero-th generation in
which data were initialized randomly. Each non-grey circle represents one participant
who visited the experiment web page and began the experiment, with their order
of visit represented by the number. Participants who completed the experiment are
shown in blue. Participants who did not complete the experiment within an hour are
shown in gold. Their slots were automatically assigned to other participants. Data
from participants whose responses in the experimental trials greatly deviated from
the learning trials were discarded; their slots are shown in red. Only data represented
by blue circles were analyzed.

lives and influence their prior beliefs about causal relationships. For example, if a
participant believed that the outcome could be generated independently by a number
of causes, then it is likely that this participant may favor disjunctive rules.

To solve this problem, the causal grammar model allows for varying of the hyper-
parameters — the production probabilities of the disjunctive, conjunctive, and nega-
tion clauses, and the exception penalty (b). This captures the Bayesian agent’s prior
belief in the expectation about a novel causal system. To find the parameterization
that best approximates human reasoning under the current experiment setting, we
conducted a grid search over the hyper-parameters. We denote the hyper-parameters
of the disjunctive, conjunctive, and negation clauses, as the OR, AND, and NEG pa-
rameters respectively. Each of the OR, AND, and NEG parameters was distributed as
beta distributions in the form of Beta(κρ, κ(1−ρ)), where κ and ρ can vary for each of
the three operators. Conceptually, κρ and κ(1− ρ) correspond to the pseudo-counts
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in the prior for the positive and negative data concerning the parameter. To reiter-
ate, pseudo-counts refer to a “pseudo” number of times one has seen each production
used — they correspond to how many times the participant has seen the rules applied
in their prior beliefs. In this sense, κ corresponds to the total amount of evidence
in the prior while ρ represents the proportion of such evidence favoring the operator.
Although it is possible that each participant might hold different beliefs concerning
the causal system involving a blicket detector, the same hyper-parameters are used
for all participants in order to maintain the parsimoniousness of the model.

We carried out a preliminary grid search over a wide range of values. κ and ρ
for each of the three operators were searched with sequences of {10, 100, 1000} and
{0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} respectively. Results showed that κ for each of the three operators
did not greatly influence the results of the model. Therefore we fixed κ at 100 in the
current (and reported) grid search. Also, based on the results from the preliminary
search, we kept ρOR at {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}, while setting ρAND to {0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6}
and ρNEG to {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. This resulted in 60 total MCMC runs.

To produce formulae that well approximate human reasoning, the exception
parameter b needs to be set a level such that it penalizes overly simplistic formulae
and at the same time minimizes over-fitting. Based on the preliminary search, a b
value of 16 generated good predictions of human responses. Although the rest of the
analysis is based on a b value of 16, higher values produced similar results. In fact,
model accuracy plateaus around b = 16.

Model predictions of the human responses are made based on the sample of
posterior formulae. For each trial of a participant, all formulae in the posterior
sample are evaluated using the test stimuli and makes a prediction as to the outcome.
The predictions of the formulae are weighted according to their count in the sample.
These predictions are then aggregated to generate a probabilistic prediction. This
is repeated for each experimental trial of each participant. The accuracy of the
samples in predicting the human response is calculated based on the aggregate of
these predictions.

Performance assessment

The model produces a probabilistic prediction p for each trial of the probability that
the human subject would predict that the outcome would happen (blicket detector
activates). Therefore model accuracy for each trial would be p, if the human subject
predicted that the blicket detector would activate, or 1 − p, if the human subject
predicted that the blicket detector would not activate. The overall accuracy is
calculated as the mean accuracy of all trials for all participants.

To assess the performance of the causal grammar model against existing ones, we
compared it against a rational model based on the noisy-OR distribution. We chose
the noisy-OR model because it is a widely used model with known good performance.
For the noisy-OR model, we define a prior for the probability that a potential causes
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indeed is a cause using a beta distribution, φ ∼ Beta(.). With n potential causes in
the causal system, a complete graph G has n edges coming from the potential cause
nodes to the outcome node, and therefore the probability of the structure of a graph
is the product of all edges, P (G|φ) = φk(1− φ)n−k.

We define λ and ε as the causal strengths of a potential cause and background
cause respectively. We assume all potential causes have the same strength λ. To
calculate the probability of an outcome for a new data point e∗, given the combination
of the values of causes in this new data point d∗, we summed over all graphs G and
integrated over λ and ε:

P (e∗|d, d∗) =
∑
G

∫
Λ,ε

P (e∗|d∗, G, λ, ε)P (G, λ, ε|d)P (G|φ) dλ dε (3.4.1)

where d denotes all previous data, including both the presence and absence of the
potential causes, and results of the blicket detector.

To complete the specification of the noisy-OR model we also need to define its
hyper-parameters. In this study, we parameterized the noisy-OR model with values
that are readily interpretable in respect to a causal system. The three pairs of hyper-
parameters give rise to variables controlling how likely an object is a blicket (φ), the
causal strength of the causes (λ), and the base-rate of the outcome (ε).

As in the causal grammar model, we performed a grid search over the hyper-
parameters in order to find the values that best capture the human prior beliefs
about the causal system used in this experiment. The grid search procedure allows
us, moreover, to keep the complexities of the two models roughly the same, which
enables the model performance to be evaluated more easily. The hyper-parameter
space searched was the beta distribution parameters for each of φ, λ, and ε. Each
of these were sampled from Beta(κρ, κ(1 − ρ)). The search spaces for φ and λ
were κ = {10, 100, 1000} and ρ = {0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8}. The search space for ρε had
lower values, {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4}, in order to correspond better with the human prior
on base-rate2. The search space for κε was similar to the others in the form of
κε = {10, 100, 1000}. At each point of evaluation in the grid search, φ, λ, and ε were
drawn from beta distributions with fixed hyper-parameters of Beta(κρ, κ(1− ρ)).

There is a clear psychological interpretation of the hyper-parameters for the
noisy-OR model. In respect to a reasoner’s prior beliefs, the three ρ’s represent the
beliefs of how likely it is for an object to be a cause (φ), the strengths of the causes
(λ), and the base-rate of the outcome (ε). The κ’s for each of the three parameters
represents the strength of each of these beliefs.

The results of the model accuracy evaluation are shown in Table 3.1. Only
the parameterizations which resulted in the best predictions from each of the causal
grammar model and noisy-OR model are shown. The results demonstrate that the
causal grammar model correctly predicted 88.4% of the human responses, while the

2Note that the strength of the background cause in the noisy-OR model must be larger than 0.
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Model Model accuracy Best-fitting hyper-parameters

Causal grammar 0.884 OR ∼ Beta(100, 0.4),
AND ∼ Beta(100, 0.2),
NOT ∼ Beta(100, 0.2)

Noisy-OR 0.729 φ ∼ Beta(4, 6),
λ ∼ Beta(8, 2),
ε ∼ Beta(1, 9)

Table 3.1: Model performance comparison.

Comparison of the performance of the causal grammar with that of noisy-OR model.
Only results with the best fitting parameters are shown. Model accuracy is calculated
as the average probability that a model predict the human responses correctly. Higher
values represent better performances.

noisy-OR correctly predicted 72.9% of the responses. The higher proportion of cor-
rectly predictions suggests that the causal grammar model more closely approximates
human reasoning.

The best parameterization for the hyper-parameters of the causal grammar model
was ρOR = 0.4, ρAND = 0.2, and ρNEG = 0.2. This indicates that the participants
had a moderate preference for disjunctive causes (OR) and a low preference for
conjunctive causes (AND) and preventive causes (NEG). Lucas and Griffiths (2010,
p. 27) similarly found that people prefer disjunctive relationships over conjunctive
relationships, although they also noted that this may relate to the blicket detector
design of the experiment, rather than constituting a general pattern of human causal
reasoning. The flexible and easily interpretable parameterization of the hyper-
parameters in the causal grammar model can be used in future experiments to evaluate
whether different hyper-parameters might be favored under different cover stories.

The best performance for the noisy-OR model was found at φ ∼ Beta(4, 6),
λ ∼ Beta(8, 2), and ε ∼ Beta(1, 9). As the values of the hyper-parameters represent
how strong one’s prior beliefs are, the low values of the best-fitting parameters suggest
that the noisy-OR model performs best when the prior beliefs are not very strong
concerning the number of the causes, the strength of causes, and the base-rate of
effects. However, it may also suggest that people have some preference for strong
causes (high λ) and low base-rates (low ε). These results agree with previous findings
from other noisy-OR models of human causal reasoning (Lu et al., 2008; Yeung &
Griffiths, 2011).
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Figure 3.7: Trends of model predictions over generations in the experiment. (a) shows
the trends of complexity under the causal grammar model over generations. Dots
show the mean complexity, in terms of the log posterior. The lines show the mean
±1s.e. (b) shows the trends of model accuracy under the causal grammar model over
generations. Dots show the mean model accuracy, in terms of the number of human
responses correctly predicted by the model. The lines show the mean ±1s.e.

Trend analysis

The iterated learning design of this experiment allowed us to study another aspect of
causal learning — the transmission of information (Cavalli-Sforza & Feldman, 1981;
Tomasello, 1990). Between each two generations, the parent’s predictions on nine
data points were transmitted to the child participant. As discussed earlier, the chains
in iterated learning converge to people’s prior at the limit (Griffiths & Kalish, 2007).
This gives us a way to study the dynamics of information transmission.

We will first discuss the trend of the complexity of the causal system over
generations. For each participant, the complexity of their training data and their
responses can be quite different. Because of the stochasticity of the training data
as a result of the random draw, we will focus on the complexity of the participants’
responses instead of their stimuli. The measure of complexity is operationalized
as the posterior probability of the model predictions. Specifically, we will use the
complexity of the formula within the MCMC sample which resulted in the highest
posterior probability as an index of complexity. This choice is analogous to taking
the maximum a posteriori (MAP) probability of each participant’s response as its
complexity.

The posterior probability is comprised of two components — the prior and
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likelihood terms. As described earlier, the prior probability for a formula is assigned
based on the formula’s complexity. More complex formulae are assigned lower prior
probabilities, which reflects human preference for simpler causal relationships. The
likelihood term represents the penalty for data points that the formula does not
predict correctly. Hence, the combination of these two terms should correlate to
the complexity of the causal system implicit in each participant’s response. A
simple formula would be assigned a higher prior probability while a complex formula
would be assigned a lower prior probability. However, if a participant’s formula is
too simple and does not adequately describe the observations, the likelihood term
would be penalized and would receive lower values. Conversely, a formula that is
complex enough may be able to sufficiently describe the observed data and would
not be penalized as heavily in the likelihood. Combining the prior and the likelihood
produces a posterior probability that should balance the complexity of the formula
and its power to explain the observed data, and should result in a good approximation
of the complexity of the causal system.

The initial data in the experiment, and as a result, the training stimuli given
to the first generation of human subjects, were randomly drawn. As the uniform
distribution has the highest entropy of all distributions, these initial data should
suggest a complex causal system. Thus the data from the first generation should
be the highest in complexity. Because data in experiments using iterated learning
converge to people’s priors, the complexity at the last generation should converge to
a range that correspond to the complexity of people’s prior. Hence we hypothesized
that, over the first few generations the data complexity should decrease and should
continue to decrease until it reaches a level on par with people’s priors about data
complexity.

We plotted the mean complexity of each generation in Figure 3.7a. Visual
inspection show a downward trend of complexity over the first few generations
as expected. We then statistically analyzed the correlation between complexity
and generation. Because of the relatively small sample size of the experiment, we
aggregated all data points from the grid search (for optimization of hyper-parameters)
for this analysis (comprised of 60 searches with 150 data points each). Results
showed a significant negative correlation between the complexity and generation
(r(8998) = −0.191, p < 0.001), which supports the hypothesis that the complexity of
the information transmitted went down over generations.

We will next turn to the trend of model accuracy over generations, but we will
first discuss the effect of complexity of the causal system on model accuracy. Let’s
consider a very simple case. The simplest causal system is one in which one of the
potential causes deterministically predicts the outcome (A → X). In this case, it
should be easy for the model and the human subjects to discover the relationship
between the causes and effect such that the model predictions should be perfect.
Conversely, if the causal system is extremely complex and involves probabilistic causal
relationships, then it would be very difficult for the model and human subjects to
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discover the rules of the system. In such scenarios, it would be difficult for the
model to predict human behavior because the human predictions would be very noisy.
Therefore, we argue that a simpler causal system would lead to higher model accuracy.

If simple causal system does indeed correlate to higher model accuracy, then
we should be able to observe an upward trend for model accuracy over successive
generations of the experiment. We plotted the model accuracy over generations in
Figure 3.7b. The graphed trend does indeed show a mild upward trend over the first
three generations, which then stabilizes over the latter portion of the experiment.
This results from this graph support our hypothesis. Similar to an earlier analysis, we
analyzed the relationship between generations and model accuracy using the aggregate
of the data points from the grid search. The results showed that model accuracy was
correlated to generation at r(8998) = 0.128 (p < 0.001). This suggests that the
upward trend of model accuracy is holds regardless of the hyper-parameters.

The complexity of causal logical rules can be interpreted from the information
theoretic perspective. One of information theory’s most fundamental principles is
Occam’s razor, which states that, when evaluating competing hypotheses that are
equal in all other respects, the one that makes the fewest assumptions should be
chosen. Occam’s razor can be formalized using minimum description length (MDL).
The main idea behind MDL is that any regularity in a given set of data can exploited
by defining an encoding scheme that allows the data to be described with fewer
symbols than otherwise (Grünwald, 2007). In other words, the best compression
scheme should capture the most regularity in the data.

The human reasoning task in this experiment can be interpreted of as a search
for the most efficient way to encode a causal formula with respect to the frequency
of each operator’s occurrence. Coding theory states that the code length function
L for the code C representing an operator op (either ∨, ∧, or ¬) is equal to the
negative log probability, i.e. LC(op) = − logP (op). In the current experimental
setup, the probability is the prior probability of the selected operator under the
hyper-parameters. After rearranging the terms and aggregating the operators of the
formula it becomes P (h) ∝ e−LC(h). This demonstrates the relationship between the
prior probability and its code length — the higher is the prior probability of a formula,
the shorter is the code length needed to represent it3.

Minimum description length has been successfully used to explain human cog-
nition in areas such as perception (Chater & Vitányi, 2003), categorization (Pitt,
Myung, & Zhang, 2002), and latent cognitive processes modeling (Wu, Myung, &
Batchelder, 2010), etc. The correspondence between the code length of causal for-
mulae and MDL suggests that techniques developed for MDL may be applied to the
investigation of causal reasoning.

3it is not an equality because of the presence of other information such as the potential causes in
the formula.
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Stimuli Blicket
detector

#   # # ☼
# # #  # #
#  # # # #
# #  #  ☼
 # #  # ☼
#  # #  ☼
# #   # ☼
#  #  # #
# #  # # #

(a) Training stimuli for this participant.
The responses of the blicket detector were
provided to the participant. These stimuli
stayed up throughout the experiment.

Trial Stimuli Human
number response

1 # # # #  ☼
2 #  #  # #
3 #   # # #
4 # #  # # #
5 #  # #  ☼
6 # #  #  ☼
7  # # # # ☼
8 # # #  # #
9 #  # # # #
10  #  # # ☼
11  # # #  ☼
12 # #   # #
13   # # # ☼
14 # # #   ☼
15  # #  # ☼

(b) Test stimuli for this participant. The
blicket detector column shows the participant’s
prediction as to the responses of the blicket de-
tector. Stimuli are shown here in the same or-
der as the trials in the experiment.

Figure 3.8: Training and trial stimuli for a typical participant. Data were collected
from participant #70, whose slot was generation 4 of chain 7.
Filled circles  represent the presence of cause and unfilled circles # represent the
absence of cause. Blicket detector activation and deactivation are represented by ☼
and # respectively.
Although the training stimuli could not be easily described using a logical rule, the
responses can be fully described with A ∨ E → X using Boolean minimization.
Canonicalization reduces this pattern to A ∨B → X.

Representing causal systems using logical rules

In the previous segments we have discussed the overall performance of the causal
grammar model; we now turn to the rules used by individual participants. Although
the participants did not necessarily use logical rules explicitly, we attempt to provide
a computational level analysis of people’s reasoning (Marr, 1982) by considering the
goals of the computation and the logic by which these goals can be achieved. As a
result, we are agnostic to the actual processes by which people made their responses
and only focus on their responses.

It would be illustrative to first look at the data from a specific participant.
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This will give us a sense of what kind of problems the participant was trying to
solve and what the solution might tell us about his or her strategy. Let’s consider
Figure 3.8, which shows the training data, testing stimuli, and the responses of a
typical participant. The training stimuli in this example were fairly noisy and cannot
be completely described using any logical rule with fewer than four disjunctive clauses.
Thus we first attempt to find the simplest logical rule that can completely describe the
training data, including both the configuration of the objects and the responses of the
blicket detector. Boolean minimization is an algorithm that finds the simplest logical
rule that can completely describe a set of Boolean data. In our case, this includes both
the configuration of the objects and the result of the blicket detector. We applied
Boolean minimization using the QCA package (Dusa, 2009) in R (R Development
Core Team, 2011). The QCA package uses a version of the classical Quine-McCluskey
algorithm to find the minimal forms of a Boolean function (Quine, 1952; McCluskey,
1956). The training data and the test data were run separately.

For example, using Boolean minimization on the training stimuli shown in
Figure 3.8, we determined the shortest complete description of this stimuli to be A∨
E∨BC∨CD → X. However, analysis of the responses from the experiment revealed
that, this participant, similar to other participants in the experiment, responded in
a way that can be described by a simpler logical rule. This participant’s responses
can be fully characterized as A ∨ E → X. This resulted in two mismatches when
compared against the training stimuli — in the training stimuli, the configurations
BC and CD both resulted in blicket detector activation, whereas the participant
predicted that the blicket detector would not be activated in either of these cases.
From the perspective of the causal grammar model, this can be seen as a trade-off
between the prior belief that favors simple causal systems and the likelihood term
that updates this belief based on observed data. The responses by this participant
indicated that he or she assigned a higher value to simplicity of a causal system. We
found that both strategies — preference for simplicity and good explanation of the
given observation — exist among the human data.

Human responses in our experiment were in the form of predictions concerning
the activation of the blicket detector and as a result, the formulae that represents
their inferences about the causal system are not explicitly available to us. Moreover,
Nisbett and Wilson (1977) demonstrated that explicit elicitation of why people do
what they do might be subjected to people’s interpretation of their own behaviors.
Nisbett and Wilson (1977) showed that people were generally unaware of the exper-
imental stimuli that had influenced their behavior. When these participants were
asked to give account for their behavior, they would create explanations for their
behavior using more accessible information. These findings suggest that attempts
to explain how people make inferences might be better served by analyzing people’s
responses, without using explicit self-reported data (see Ericsson & Simon, 1980, for
a contrasting viewpoint).

To evaluate how well our model can approximate the logical rules implicitly
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generated by the human subjects in the experiment, we compared the formulae
generated by the model against those resulting from Boolean minimization. However,
Boolean minimization alone does not categorize the responses sufficiently for our
purposes. First, in cases where people encounter a novel causal system, such as the
blicket detector, which they do not posses prior knowledge about, all causes should
be treated the same, i.e. all causes in the prior should be exchangeable and so rule
A → X should have the same prior as B → X, etc. Second, the potential blickets
in the experiment had the same appearance and were generically labeled A to E.
More importantly, in the experiment we randomly shuffled the five potential blickets
among their five possible locations and therefore object A (the leftmost object) for
one participant could be passed on to the next generation as a C (the middle one), etc.
Finally, we need to group logical rules that have the same structure under the same
category, even if the labels are different. For example, B ∨ C → X and C ∨D → X
should fall under the same category because they both describe a simple disjunctive
causal relationship. Essentially, these three points suggest that all labels should be
interchangeable.

We apply this principle to a few more complicated examples. Let’s say the
implicit rule of a participant, the simplest logical rule that corresponds to the
responses of this participant, is A∨¬B → X. It should belong to the same category
as that of someone whose implicit rule is B ∨ ¬C → X, because the same label can
be used in different clauses across two different logical rules. Similarly, AE ∨ ¬B for
one participant is essentially the same pattern as BE ∨ ¬A for another.

To categorize the results according to the pattern, rather than the actual labels,
of the logical rules, we canonicalize the logical rules so that all rules that share the
same pattern are mapped to the same category. Many different rules might share the
same category and so we need a standardized way to label the categories. Since all
labels are treated the same, the formula in which labels follow in alphabetic order
would be chosen as the name of the category. For example, both formulae in the first
example above — the logical rules B ∨C → X and C ∨D → X — are canonicalized
as A∨B → X. Similarly, the two formulae in the third example, AE ∨¬B → X and
BE ∨ ¬A→ X, are canonicalized as AB ∨ ¬C → X.

The participants’ responses after Boolean minimization and canonicalization
were tabulated and the most frequent ones are shown in Figure 3.9a, together with
their frequencies in the experiment data (based on 150 participants).

We also assessed the fit between model predictions and human data in order to
help evaluate the performance of the causal grammar model beyond its prediction
accuracy. The human participants observed the training data and then produced
responses that correspond to certain logical rules; the causal grammar model used
the training data to produce a sample of logical rules. If the model produces similar
logical rules as the implicit rules by the humans, then it suggest that the model makes
inferences in a way that corresponds well to humans. Hence we compared the implicit
rules by humans against the rules that are produced by the model. Unlike the human
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Formula Frequency

A ∨B 11.33%
A 9.33%
A ∨B ∨ C 8.00%
¬A 4.67%
¬AB ∨ ¬AC ∨ ¬AD 4.67%

(a) Most frequently represented formulae found in
the human responses

Formula Frequency

A ∨B 17.33%
¬A 12.67%
A 10.00%
A ∨B ∨ C 6.67%
A ∨ ¬B 5.33%

(b) Most frequently represented formulae
from the posterior sample of each partici-
pant

Figure 3.9: Comparison of the common formulae of (a) the human responses and (b)
the model simulations and their relative frequencies

participants who generated one response for each of the testing trials, the causal
grammar model generates posterior samples of formulae. Thus, from the posterior
sample for each participant, we chose the formulae with the highest counts. These
rules were also processed using Boolean minimization and canonicalization in order
to be properly categorized. The most frequently represented formulae were shown in
Figure 3.9b.

The results show that the formula A ∨ B was the most frequently represented
formula for both the human and model samples. This is not surprising because
the results of the grid search for hyper-parameters have indicated that prior beliefs
concerning disjunctive relationships were particularly strong. The second to fourth
most frequently represented formulae in both human and model samples consisted of
the same three formulae, although they did appear in a different order. This shows
that the model quite accurately captured the most frequently represented formulae.
In terms of the frequencies of the formulae, those of the model generated formulae
seem to be higher overall. This may be due to the fact that each participant made
only 15 responses and the formulae’s Boolean minimized forms can become much
more complex with the change of one response. Moreover, it is possible that the
participants’ representations of the causal system changed at some point through the
experiment, resulting in prediction that were based on different formulae.

In the future it may be of interest to study the relationships between logical
formulae produced and their change over generations in an iterated learning experi-
ment. This is, however, infeasible for the current study because of the relatively small
sample size. There were only 15 chains and therefore there were only 15 samples for
each generation. Because categorization of logical formulae using only 15 samples
would render results unstable, a much larger sample would likely be needed for this
purpose.
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3.5 Discussion

We presented a rational computational model that attempts to explain how people
can reason about a causal system that involve multiple causes and based on only very
sparse data. Based on the idea that people are successful because they have the right
form of prior, we developed a model using causal grammar which expresses people’s
priors in terms of logical rules and assigns prior probability based on a syntactic prior,
which expresses people’s preferences for simple causal relationships. To assess model
performance and to examine people’s priors, we collected human data using a “blicket
detector” experiment. We compared the performance of the causal grammar model
to that of a noisy-OR model and found that the causal grammar model outperformed
the noisy-OR model, when both had about the same number of free parameters.
We also studied the changes of the complexity of human responses over generations
based on the iterated learning design of the experiment. We found that changes
in the complexity of the causal information decreased over generations. Finally, we
compared the implicit formulae produced by human subjects to those produced by
the causal grammar model. We found that the two sets of formulae corresponded well
to each other.

The hyper-parameters in the causal grammar model correspond naturally to
psychological constructs in human reasoning — these parameter capture people’s
prior beliefs about the causal system given in the cover story. If another experiment
with a different cover story is carried out, it would be relatively easy to adapt hyper-
parameters to better account for people’s prior beliefs about the different cover story.
For example, an experiment with stimuli that suggest conjunctive causes may favor
models fitted with a higher prior on conjunctive productions and a lower prior on
disjunctive productions.

In the context of the current analysis, hyper-parameters may also represent
environmental pressures that favor different kinds of reasoning styles, such that
Bayesian agents parameterized with different hyper-parameters would make different
inferences given the same set of stimuli. As a result, different reasoning patterns may
be rational within one environment but not another. These differences in reasoning
patterns may be due to differences in cultural preferences in explanations (Jennings,
2010), linguistic differences (Cole & Bruner, 1971), or other reasons. A number of
cultural differences in causal reasoning have been found by researchers in psychology
(Nisbett et al., 2001; Choi, Dalal, Kim-Prieto, & Park, 2003; Maddux & Yuki, 2006).
For example, Norenzayan and colleagues have found that East Asians, compared
to European Americans, prefer simple explanations at the expense of proposing
hypotheses that can fully explain the data (Norenzayan, Smith, Kim, & Nisbett,
2002). The presented model can account for this difference by varying the values
of the exception penalty parameter. Having established a computational account of
people’s causal reasoning, we may be able to formally study these differences using
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this framework.
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3.A Expansion probabilities for non-terminal
symbols

In this appendix we examine the computation of the expansion probabilities for the
non-terminal symbols for the causal grammar model. The derivation of any formula
involves a number of expansions from the non-terminal symbols. We will use the
term expansion probability to denote the probability of all productions involving
a non-terminal symbol. This probability can include productions using multiple
rules and each rule can be used multiple times. Understanding the computation
of this expansion probability is crucial to the causal grammar model because the
inductive biases of a reasoner concerning a causal system are expressed through the
prior probabilities of the production rules.

Each non-terminal symbol in the model has one or more production and each of
those is associated with a production probability. For example, D expands to either
C ∨D or False. We denote the number of productions from a certain non-terminal
symbol as CY (F). The probability P (CY (F)) requires us to take into account the
reasoner’s prior beliefs on how likely each production rule would be applied. For ease
of exposition, we use X to stand for the CY (F) in the rest of this appendix. The
expansion probability is not simply the product of all the probability associated with
the production rules, because the exact probability associated with each production
rule is not known, nor do we want to fix them. We would like to maintain the
uncertainty for the production rule probability and compute the value of the expansion
probability only using its hyper-parameters.

Within each non-terminal, as the use of production rules are discrete results
from a probabilistic event, the probabilities that a certain combination of production
rules is used correspond to a multinomial distribution P (X|θ). The multinomial
distribution can be expressed as:

P (x1, . . . , xk;n, θ1, . . . , θk) =
n!

x1! . . . xk!
θx11 . . . θxkk when

k∑
i=1

xi = n . (3.A.1)

which the θ vector refers to the probability of each production rule being used. It is
often more convenient to express it in its vector form:

P (X|θ) =
n!∏
i xi!

∏
i

θxi . (3.A.2)

To represent the reasoner’s prior belief about how likely each rule would be used,
we used the Dirichlet distribution to represent the prior. The Dirichlet distribution is
a natural choice for the prior of the multinomial distribution because it is conjugate
with the multinomial likelihood — the resulting posterior has the same form as the
prior.
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In the causal grammar model the prior for the production rules is represented
as P (θ|α) where α is treated as hyper-parameters and are assigned by relating the
vector to pseudo-counts of the production rules — they correspond to the “pseudo”
number of times one has seen each production used. In other words, they correspond
to how many times you have seen the rules applied in your “pseudo prior.”

It gives rise to the parameters of the multinomial distribution used in the
likelihood function P (X|θ). To maintain uncertainty over all possible values of θ,
we integrate out θ such that P (X|α) can be evaluated as:

P (X|α) =

∫
P (X|θ)P (θ|α) dθ . (3.A.3)

We computed the value of this equation following the Dirichlet-multinomial
distribution. We begin with the definition of the Dirichlet distribution:

P (θ|α) =
1

β(α)

m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i (3.A.4)

where β(.) is the multinomial beta function, which is defined as:

β(α)
def
=

∏
i Γ(αi)

Γ(
∑

i αi)
. (3.A.5)

Its relationship with the multinomial distribution can be seen from the following:

P (θ|α) =
1

β(α)

m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i

P (θ|α) β(α) =
m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i∫

P (θ|α) β(α) dθ =

∫ m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i dθ

β(α)

∫
P (θ|α) dθ =

∫ m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i dθ

As P (θ|α) is a probability distribution, it integrates to 1 and so it simplifies to

β(α) =

∫ m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i dθ . (3.A.6)

The simplification will be shown to be useful later.
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We go back to the equation we would like to evaluate, P (X|α):

P (X|α) =

∫
P (X, θ|α) dθ

=

∫
P (X|θ)P (θ|α) dθ

=

∫
(
m∏
i=1

θxii )(
1

β(α)

m∏
i=1

θα1−1
i ) dθ

=
1

β(α)

∫ m∏
i=1

θxi+α1−1
i dθ

We can recognize that the integral has the same form as Equation 3.A.6, therefore

P (X|α) =
β(X + α)

β(α)

This formulation captures the intuition that, if a production rule has been
previously observed to be more frequently used, as represented by its pseudo-count
α, then it would be more likely to be observed again in the data X. A higher pseudo-
count value represents a more likely production rule. It is very flexible because we
can easily represent the relative strength of a reasoner’s prior beliefs about how likely
each production rules would be used in a causal system.

To summarize, the expansion probability of any non-terminal Y can be related to
the actual production rules used (X) and the prior beliefs of the reasoner concerning
how likely each production rules would be used (α). Using the Dirichlet-multinomial
distribution, we can express and manipulate such “winner gets more” relationship
between these variables.

To illustrate the relationship between the prior beliefs α and expansion prob-
ability, we plotted the expansion probabilities P (X|α) for various values of α in
Figure 3.10. This figure only includes the case when there are two production rules
for the non-terminal symbol but the results apply generally to cases with more than
two production rules. Only the results up to 10 productions per production rule are
shown. Within each graph, the values for the α vector is fixed. The x- and y-axis
mark the different values of X. For all graphs, it is more likely to have a fewer number
of productions, indicated by the monotonic trends towards higher probability towards
(0, 0).

The top row and the bottom row demonstrate the differences in expansion
probability between hyper-parameters with a lower and higher pseudo-counts. The
α’s for the bottom row are multiples of those for the top row. As can be seen in
the comparison, both the overall shape and the probability values do not differ by a
large degree. This indicates that higher number of pseudo-counts do not have a very
strong effect on the expansion probability.
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Figure 3.10: Expansion probabilities P (X|α) for various values of α when there are
two production rules. This set of graphics demonstrate how the hyper-parameter α
captures the prior beliefs about how likely each of the production rules will be used.

Moreover, by comparing the graphs on the left and those on the right, we can see
the effects of the pseudo-counts. The graphs on the right show a prior belief that the
first production rule (x1) to be more likely, as represented by its higher pseudo-count
(8 vs. 2 and 80 vs. 20). The probability of for x1 to be used more times do not go
down as quickly as that for x2. This captures the intuition that, if a reasoner has
the prior beliefs that some production rules are prevalent, then he or she would also
consider a causal logical rule that contains these production rules to be relatively
likely. These graphs demonstrates that the flexibility of this model in simulating the
reasoner’s inductive biases concerning how likely production rules would be used.
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3.B Appendix B: Noisy-logical model

3.B.1 Model specification

We used a rational model based on the noisy-OR functional form as a baseline model
to assess the performance of the causal grammar model. Noisy-OR-based models
have previously been used in studies on human reasoning and have been found to
give good predictions of human behavior in elemental causal induction (Griffiths &
Tenenbaum, 2005; Lu et al., 2008).

Refer again to Figure 3.1 on page 51 for the graphical model used in this model.
There were n potential causes and n = 5 in the current experiment. We assume that
the hyper-parameters for this model (this includes the parameters of φ, λ, and ε)
are fixed. The prior probability that object is a blicket is φ ∼ beta(.) such that the
probability of having k blickets among n objects is

P (k) =

(
n

k

)
φk(1− φ)n−k . (3.B.1)

We used a graphical model to encapsulate the relationship between causes and results
(Figure 3.1). A complete graph G has n edges coming from the potential cause nodes
to the outcome node, and therefore the probability of the structure of a graph is the
product of all edges is

P (G|φ) = φk(1− φ)n−k . (3.B.2)

This model favors smaller number of causes if φ is small.
With noisy-OR, each potential cause that is present has probability

P (e+|c) = λ (3.B.3)

to generate the outcome e. In most noisy-OR models, a background cause that is
assumed to be always present and can cause the outcome independent of other causes.
Thus the total probability of an outcome is

P (e+|Λ, ε) = 1− (1− ε)
∏
Λ

(1− λ) (3.B.4)

where λ and ε are the causal strengths of the potential causes and background cause
respectively.

We assume all causes have the same strength λ. We further assume that both λ
and ε are drawn from Beta distribution with their hyper-parameters fixed:

λ ∼ Beta(.)

ε ∼ Beta(.) .
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There are a total of m training trials as data points; in this experiment, m = 9.
In each of the data points, the values of all potential causes (di) plus the results of
the blicket detector (ei) were given. d represents all training stimuli and is comprised
of the values of causes, D, and the results of the blicket detector, E . We use D
to represent the values of causes in trials d1 . . . dm and E to represent the results
of the blicket detector e1 . . . em. Note the difference between the strength of the
background cause ε and the binary-valued result for each of the trials e. To calculate
the probability of an outcome e∗ in a future trial d∗, given the training stimuli, we
sum over all graphs G and integrating over λ and ε:

P (e∗|D, E , d∗) =
∑
G

∫
Λ,ε

P (d∗|G, λ, ε)P (G, λ, ε|D, E) dλ dε (3.B.5)

The two components in this formula can be evaluated separately, by breaking the
terms inside the sum into[∫

Λ,ε

P (d∗|G, λ, ε)P (λ, ε|D, E) dλ dε

]
[P (G|D, E)] . (3.B.6)

This is allowed by observing that P (G|D, E) is not being integrated over λ and
ε. This expression will now need to be summed over G. The first component of
Equation 3.B.6 can be approximated using importance sampling with G fixed:∫

Λ,ε

P (d∗|G, λ, ε)P (λ, ε|D, E) dλ dε

≈
M∑
i=1

P (d∗|G, λ(i), ε(i))
P (D, E|G, λ(i), ε(i))∑M
j=1 P (D, E|G, λ(j), ε(j))

(3.B.7)

The second component of Equation 3.B.6 can be rearranged as:

P (G|D, E) =
P (D, E|G)P (G)∑
G P (D, E|G′)P (G′)

. (3.B.8)

In this form the first term of the both the numerator and denominator can be
approximated using a Monte Carlo procedure:

P (D, E|G) ≈ 1

M

M∑
i=1

P (D, E|λ(i), ε(i), G) (3.B.9)

The second term can be calculated using Equation 3.B.2.
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3.B.2 Computation procedure

This appendix describes the computational procedure used in making a Bayesian
inference on the outcome of a causal system based on the noisy-OR model. The
given data are consisted of D, the values of all potential causes in a number of trials
(d1 . . . dm) and E , the results of the blicket detector for these trials (e1 . . . em). The
objective of the procedure is to calculate the probability of a blicket detector activation
when give a new data point d∗. With the hyper-parameters φ, λ, and ε fixed, the
basic computational procedure is as follows:
• For each data set observed by one participant

1. For each possible graph (there were 5 potential causes in the causal system
used in the experiment, resulting in 25 = 32 possible graph)
(a) Repeat the following sampling M times, where M = 2000 in our

procedure
i. Draw φ(i) ∼ Beta(.)
ii. Draw λ(i) ∼ Beta(.)
iii. Draw ε(i) ∼ Beta(.)
iv. Calculate P (G|φ) using Equation 3.B.2, denote as A
v. Calculate P (d∗|G, λ(i), ε(i)) using noisy-OR, denote as B(i)

vi. Calculate P (D, E|G, λ(i), ε(i)) using product of noisy-OR, denote
as C(i)

(b) Calculate P (D, E|G) by averaging C over M (Equation 3.B.9)

(c) Calculate Equation 3.B.6:
(∑M

i=1B
(i) C(i)∑M

j=1 C
(j)

)(
C(i)A∑M

j=1 C
(j)A

)
2. Take the sum over all graphs to be P (d∗|D, E)

This procedure can be optimized as follows:
• Making one draw of M samples φ, λ, and ε for all participants.
• Because there are only 25 = 32 possible graphs, we can pre-calculate Steps 1-a-iv

and 1-a-v for all possible graphs and all drawn λ’s and ε’s. These pre-calculated
values can also be used in Step 1-a-vi.

Similar to the causal grammar model, we performed a grid search over a number
of hyper-parameters. The parameter space of the grid search was discussed in the
main text.
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Chapter 4

Culture and judgment discrimination
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4.1 Introduction

People often engage in activities in which they have to distribute resources among
a number of options. For example, in the occasion that we have to invest a sum of
money, how do we allocate it among the many possible options such as stocks, bonds,
and real estate? Should we put most of the money in the kind of investment that we
think is the best bet? Or should we distribute widely among a diverse set of options?

Similar kinds of problems are also encountered during probability or causality
judgments. For example, during the process of causal attribution, we often have to
deal with cases in which multiple options exist. However, only rarely do we know
with certainty the correct answer to our problem. Although the decision maker may
consider one option to be the best one, there are often other options that cannot
be ruled out. Additionally, sometimes the decision required involves evaluating the
relative goodness of all options, as in the investment portfolio scenario described
earlier. The decision involves not only what the decision maker considers to be the
best choice, but also the relative goodness of the others. Most psychological research
involves tasks in which only two options are present, or, in cases where multiple
options are available, the focus is often on which option is chosen, instead of the
subjective evaluation of the goodness of these options in comparison with each other.
We argue that this is an important area because in everyday life, decisions involving
more than two options are frequently encountered. Our current research investigated
how people of different cognitive orientations perform in this class of judgment tasks.

Assessment of uncertain outcomes has been an important topic in the area of
judgment and decision-making. We approached our question partly based on the
framework used in judgment and decision-making literature in studying discrimina-
tion. Discrimination refers to the ability to distinguish events of higher or lower values.
Yaniv, Yates, and Smith (1991) defined discrimination in probabilistic judgment as a
“judge’s skill at distinguishing or categorizing different states of nature.”

In everyday life we often have to make judgments under uncertainties. Because
of this, one important question is how do we discriminate. Wallsten, Budescu, Erev,
and Diederich (1997) suggested that discrimination needs to be estimated based
on epistemic uncertainty, where the uncertainties can only be dealt with internally.
Past research has shown that people’s epistemologies are greatly influenced by their
cultural background (Nisbett et al., 2001). In this chapter, we attempt to show that
cultural differences can also account for differences in how people discriminate among
information.

4.1.1 Cultural differences

Numerous studies have found substantial cultural differences in diverse domains
including attribution (Miller, 1984; Morris & Peng, 1994; Choi et al., 1999), inductive
reasoning (Choi, Nisbett, & Smith, 1997), and deductive reasoning (Norenzayan et al.,
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2002), etc. Researchers have argued that these differences originated from people’s
epistemologies and are reflected in people’s cognitive orientations (Nisbett et al.,
2001). Past research has suggested that two cognitive orientations, analytic and
holistic, have major influences on cognitive processes and behavior. The analytic
thinking style has been defined as “involving detachment of the object from its context,
a tendency to focus on attributes of the object in order to assign it to categories,
and a preference for using rules about the categories to explain and predict the
object’s behavior” whereas the holistic thinking style has been defined as “involving
an orientation to the context or field as a whole, including attention to relationships
between a focal object and the field, and a preference for explaining and predicting
events on the basis of such relationships” (Nisbett et al., 2001).

While there have been many studies on cognitive differences between cultures,
only a few have studied the differences related to discrimination and we could not
locate any that studied utility-based resource allocation. Yates, Lee, Shinotsuka,
Patalano, and Sieck (1998) studied the phenomenon of overconfidence in probability
judgments amongst American, Japanese, and Taiwanese participants. They gave
participants information about two fictional diseases and their symptoms. The
symptoms were correlated to the two diseases in different degrees but were not
deterministically diagnostic of the diseases. As part of their investigation, they
evaluated the level of discrimination of their participants. They found Taiwanese
participants to have lower levels of discrimination than Americans in their first study.
However, the differences became smaller in the second study when they modified the
way stimuli were shown to participants. Like most psychological studies concerning
probability judgment, this study only investigated the case in which only two options
are present.

Choi et al. (2003) examined cultural differences in the amount of information
considered in determining causal relationships. The stimuli were a story of a murder
case and a story about someone helping the victim in a traffic accident. Participants
were given 100 pieces of information in each task and they were asked to rate each
as either relevant or irrelevant in determining the motives of the main actors in
the scenarios. They found that American participants considered more pieces of
information to be irrelevant. This suggests that, compared to the Koreans, Americans
may be more discriminating in their use of information.

Besides the overall differences in discrimination, there is also evidence that
suggests a more nuanced view is warranted. Masuda and Nisbett (2001) studied the
attentional focus of different cultures. They displayed movie vignettes of underwater
scenes to participants from Japan and the United States. The movie contains various
objects, including a salient “focal fish”, other marine animals, vegetation, rocks, etc.
The subjects were later asked to recall what they remembered. They found that
Japanese participants remembered more of the contextual details and that contextual
information aided their recall more than for their American participants. This
suggests that Americans tend to partition more of their focus on the most salient
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portion than the Japanese.
Although all of these studies have touched on the issue of judgment discrimination

indirectly, none of them have focused on it. Moreover, all of the above studies consider
only the case in which the value of an option was evaluated independently, or where
there were only two options. None of them tackles the issue of multiple competing
options. Additionally, can these cultural differences be found in other domains?
Because of these gaps in the existing data, we carried out the following studies in
an attempt to understand these issues.

4.1.2 Outline of studies

There have been a few other studies that are not directly related to discrimination but
suggested similar conclusions. Previous research has shown that analytic thinkers are
more likely to use principle-guided decisions, make choices based on rules (Briley,
Morris, & Simonson, 2000), and notice any inherent contradictions among the
possible decision alternatives (Peng & Nisbett, 1999), which may make them more
discriminating; holistic thinkers are more likely to choose the middle way, make
compromises, and be tolerant of inherent contradiction and, as a result, may be
more inclined to be less discriminating. Someone who is more discriminating in their
preferences is likely to favor one or few alternatives and subsequently decrease their
preferences for other alternatives, just as someone who is less discriminating is likely
to view a greater number of the alternatives as more equally viable. We expect this
phenomenon to be particularly strong for each individual’s subjective top option.
Therefore we suggest the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1): Individuals who adopt a more analytic cognitive ori-
entation will discriminate more between their subjective best alternatives
and the rest of the alternatives than will individuals who adopt a more
holistic cognitive orientation.

Moreover, following the above discussion, we hypothesized that individuals from
the American culture would focus on what they consider to be the most important
option and would be higher in discrimination concerning the options that they
consider more important. In other words, out of the entire set of options, Americans
would focus on a smaller set that contains options of higher values, and perceive more
differences in values among the options in this smaller set. In contrast, East Asians
would attend more broadly and would seek to be more equally discriminating over
the entire set of options. In a task in which they have to assess the value of several
choices, Americans are hypothesized to perceive a bigger difference between their
subjective best choice and the other choices. In comparison, Asians are hypothesized
to have a similar level of discrimination from across the entire set of options. Thus,
we also suggest the following hypothesis:
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Hypothesis 2 (H2): Individuals who adopt a more analytic cognitive
orientation will be more discriminating particularly in the portion of the
task that is considered as more important, while individuals who adopt a
more holistic cognitive orientation will be more evenly discriminating.

Although we theorized that these two hypotheses and related phenomena share
the same cause and are related to each other, they are indeed different. H1 concerns
only the top option or choice. We predicted that Americans would assign higher
weights or values to whatever choice that was considered as the most important or
valuable. H2 concerns the set of option or choices that are of higher value — every
item in the set is considered to be of higher value than items that are outside of the
set. We predicted that for Americans the perceived difference of the values between
items within the set is higher than that of the items outside the set.

We have discussed our theoretical motivations and hypotheses, now we will turn
to how we are going to test for the hypotheses and more specifically, how we will
measure and evaluate people’s responses. Although the Likert scale has been widely
used in psychological research, it may not be the most appropriate scale for our
purposes. First, the Likert scale is an ordinal scale and we cannot assume the intervals
to be equal. This is not a major problem for most types of psychological research.
However, it could pose an issue for the current research, because precise measurements
are required.

Moreover, the absolute subjective value of each rating and the distance between
ratings could be defined differently by each individual. The same ratings by two
different participants could have different subjective meanings. For example, much
past research (Hui & Triandis, 1989; Flaskerud, 1988) has found that cross-cultural
psychological research using Likert scale-based survey may suffer from a number of
methodological issues because of potential differences in scale use. Specifically, Heine,
Lehman, Peng, and Greenholtz (2002) have suggested “people from different cultures
might adopt different standards (reference group) when evaluating themselves on
subjective Likert scales”, and that “results from cross-cultural comparisons of means
from attitude, trait, and value measures are inaccurate.” Hamamura, Heine, and
Paulhus (2008) suggested that dialecticism (Peng & Nisbett, 1999) and in particular,
the tolerance of contradictory beliefs component of dialecticism, also contributes to
the difficulties in interpreting results from subjective Likert scale-based survey. Heine
et al. suggested a few strategies to counter this effect — avoid self-reported Likert scale
surveys; explicitly state a reference group; collect data on multiple conditions for each
cultural group, especially with conditions that elicit differential effects on participants;
use behavioral or physiological measures; or collect objectively quantifiable responses.

In this chapter we propose a new approach to counter the above methodological
issues, namely, to use the constant-sum scale, a technique that incorporates features
from some of the above suggestions. In a constant-sum scale survey participants are
asked to allocate a fixed number of points, such that the total adds up to a predefined
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number. The points can represent a variety of concepts, such as probability, time,
money, etc. The predefined sum usually is set at a round number to make it easier
for participants to work with.

The main advantage of the constant-sum scale is that it eliminates the reference
group effect by virtue of the summing requirement. Secondly, in cases where the
tasks involve distributing values among a number of options, the responses in the
constant-sum scale are given precise meaning because the responses can be directly
mapped to the subjective distribution. Thirdly, it requires participants to consider the
relative importance of each option because raising the rating of one option necessitates
lowering the rating for all the others. Finally, competitions between options make
the differences between options more salient and should force participants to more
carefully consider the implications of their responses. Prior research has shown that
the constant-sum scale provided a good prediction of actual behavior (Urban, Hauser,
& Roberts, 1990).

This research studies the distribution of values and therefore constant-sum
scale is the more appropriate scale for measurement. Suppose we elicit probability
judgment concerning an event using a 9-point Likert scale on 5 options and the
participant responded with (5, 5, 6, 7, 7). We cannot be certain how to translate
these values to probability. In contrast, with a constant-sum scale that sums to 100,
we can be sure that the responses are interpretable as probability values.

In the present paper, we will collect data using both the constant-sum and Likert
scales. The constant-sum scale data will be used as the basis of comparison; the
Likert scale data will be used to provide a contrast — to show that a phenomenon
that is consistently observed using the right instrument (constant-sum scale) may be
obscured if a less inappropriate instrument (the Likert scale) is used.

We tested our predictions in three studies involving three widely different
domains. Study 1 examined how individuals from cultures of analytic and holistic
cognitive orientations decide the causal relevance among a number of alternatives.
Tasks involving a large number of options are particularly suitable for testing
our hypotheses because these would allow us to measure participants’ level of
discrimination among various choices. Study 2 investigated whether this pattern
of differences applies in the domain of probability judgment. Study 3 explored one of
the implications of this cultural difference –– how people allocate resources.

4.2 Study 1: Causal relevance

In Study 1, we studied the cultural differences in the discrimination of information
using judgments of causal relevance. Causal relevance refers to the judgment of
whether or to what degree pieces of information are relevant for determining causal
relationships. Imagine an observer who has witnessed an event and now needs to
infer what were the causes of this event. The problem facing the reasoner is that
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there are numerous other events that co-occur with the target event and only a small
number of them are relevant for his reasoning. In particular, before the process of
causal attribution can take place, he or she must first determine the importance of
the various pieces of information that he or she has, and then make an attribution
using only the relevant ones. As a result, causal relevance is central to the study of
causal attribution (Choi et al., 2003).

4.2.1 Method

Participants

A total of 55 and 77 participants from the United States and China respectively
participated in this study. The American samples were recruited from University of
California, Berkeley in exchange for course credit. The Chinese samples were recruited
in Beijing, China using a popular Internet bulletin board in China and they were paid
35 RMB (US$5.13) an hour. This study was one of the experiments in a package of
several unrelated studies. It took both the American and Chinese participants an
average time of 5 minutes to finish this study.

Stimuli

The two tasks in Study 1 used two cover stories, one anti-social and one pro-social,
that were based on Choi et al. (2003) and Morris and Peng (1994). In the anti-
social task, the participants were told that they were police officers investigating a
murder case. There were 20 pieces of information that might be useful in determining
the motives of the suspected murderer and the participants were asked to assign
importance to each of them. The list of information included a mix of dispositional
and situational causes. Most of the stimuli were taken from the studies of Choi et al.
(2003) but we included a small number of additional items in order to balance the
number of dispositional or situational items. In the pro-social task, the participants
were told of a story in which a driver stopped to help the victim of a traffic accident.
The participants were then asked to decide which factors motivated the driver to help
the victim.

Procedure

Both American and Chinese worked on stimuli presented in their native language.
The stimuli were translated and checked by two different native speakers. There were
two between-subjects conditions, constant-sum scale or Likert scale. The conditions
were assigned randomly by a computer program, resulting in 25 Americans and 38
Chinese in the constant-sum condition, and 30 Americans and 39 Chinese in the Likert
condition. Participants in both conditions completed both anti- and pro-social tasks.
The orders of the tasks were randomized. In each of these tasks, the participants
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would read the cover story describing the observed event and they were then given 20
pieces of information. The participants were instructed to make judgments on how
likely each piece of information was in helping to determine the motives of the main
actors in the stories. The instructions for the anti-social task were as follows:

Suppose that you are the police officer in charge of a murder case in which
a graduate student is suspected to have murdered a professor, who was
the graduate student’s advisor. Why would the graduate student possibly
murder his or her advisor? As a police officer, you need to establish
the motive in this case. In the list below, you are presented with some
potential pieces of information, each of which may have different levels
of usefulness in determining the motives. Please indicate the level of
usefulness in determining the motives for each of them. Also, please first
go over the entire list, and then come up with a rough idea of how your
answers will be like, before actually entering them.

For participants in the constant-sum condition, they received additional instruc-
tions for responding using the constant-sum scale. The options are shown in Fig-
ures 4.1 and 4.2.

In the following scale, please distribute 100 points according to the
usefulness of each item. Note that you must allocate all 100 points before
you can continue.

In the constant-sum scale condition, there was a slider displayed next to each of
the 20 options. The range of each slider was from 0 to 100. The participants were told
to “distribute 100 points according to the usefulness of each item.” Points assigned to
each option were tallied up automatically for the participants such that they did not
have to calculate the sum of the points. In the Likert scale condition, responses were
in the form of a 9-point Likert scale. The first, middle, and last points were labeled
“not at all likely”, “moderately likely”, and “extremely likely.” After participants had
completed both tasks, they moved on to unrelated experiments that are unrelated
to the present study. In addition, in both the constant-sum condition and Likert
condition, there were two versions of each of these surveys where the orders of the
options were reversed between one version and the other. No significant differences
resulted from the order of the 20 options. Hence, we combined the data and will not
further discuss the effect of ordering.

4.2.2 Results

One of the American participants in the Likert scale condition responded with 5’s in
all of his or her responses and therefore the data from this participant were removed.
This resulted in 29 American participants in the Likert scale condition.
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Options
• Whether or not the student had a

history of violence
• The economy of the city where the

murder took place
• Whether or not the student has a

home page on the Internet
• Whether or not the professor was un-

helpful
• Whether the professor had a history of

abusing his/her authority
• The reputation of the university
• Whether the professor preferred to use

Windows or Apple computers
• Whether or not the professor ever

ridiculed the graduate student in pub-
lic

• Whether or not the professor was hon-
est

• Whether the graduate student be-
haved unreasonably toward the profes-
sor

• The number of publications on which
the professor and the graduate student
had collaborated

• Whether or not the graduate student
was temporarily insane

• What the graduate student was doing
on the night in question

• Whether or not the student was in
debt

• What the professor was doing on the
night in question

• Whether the graduate student and the
professor had offices on different floors

• The location of the murder
• How long the professor and the stu-

dent have known each other
• Which department they belong to
• Whether or not the professor ever sex-

ually harassed the graduate student

Figure 4.1: Options for the anti-social
task in Study 1.

Options
• Whether the helper liked to drink cof-

fee or not
• The helper’s favorite food is pizza
• Whether the accident happened on as-

phalt or unpaved road
• Whether there were a lot of other peo-

ple around that could potentially help
• Medical training of the helper
• Age of the victim
• Whether there was corn growing on

either side of the road
• Whether the victim was a Democrat
• Whether the victim appeared to need

help
• Whether the helper knew the victim
• Gender of the victim
• Whether the accident happened in ur-

ban or rural area
• Whether the victim’s car had vanity

plates or not
• Whether the car appeared to be

severely damaged
• Whether there were trees around the

accident scene
• Whether the accident happened on a

highway
• Whether the helper was religious
• The weather that day
• The victim’s IQ score
• Whether the helper was in a good

mood or not

Figure 4.2: Options for the pro-social
task in Study 1.
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Constant-sum condition

Analyzing results from a constant-sum scale requires a different procedure than the
more commonly used Likert scale. First, because the sum of all responses of each
participant must add up to the same number (100), the mean of the responses, across
all subject groups, would be the same. As a result, we did not analyze the main
effect for the constant-sum condition. Second, because our objective is to study how
people distribute their “beliefs” across a number of options, our analysis focuses on
the differences between people’s ratings of the different options. Specifically, whether
Americans distribute more of their “beliefs” into their subjective top option or their
focused region.

As we are interested in the distribution of the ratings, rather than the specific
ratings of particular options, the ratings corresponding to specific options are not
of interest to us. To investigate the distribution of the ratings, we first sorted the
responses of each participant from their top rated option to their lowest rated option
and then aggregated the responses from both anti- and pro-social conditions. For
example, if the highest response for participant A was “whether or not the student
had a history of violence” whereas the highest response for participant B was “the
economy of the city where the murder took place”, the values of these two responses
would both be pooled as the highest rated option, even though they correspond to
different pieces of information.

To test for Hypothesis 1, we compared the rating for the highest ranked option for
the two subject groups and found that Americans (M = 29.100, s.d. = 11.650) indeed
rated their top option higher than did the Chinese (M = 22.355, s.d. = 13.668).
Because the distribution of the values obtained from experiments using the constant-
sum scale may violate assumptions of the t-test, throughout this chapter we used the
Mann-Whitney U test to evaluate the statistical significance of the data. Analysis
using the Whitney-Mann U test indicated that the difference between the American
and the Chinese subjects’ rating of their top options was in fact statistically significant
(W = 2746, p < 0.001).

Hypothesis 2 states that individuals from cultures that are more analytic would
tend to discriminate more in the area of focus. We will first operationalize the area
of focus in the context of this experiment. The participants were asked to rate the
option items according to how useful each of them was. Therefore the focus of these
tasks should be the higher rated items because these items are the ones that the
participants considered as most causally relevant. Note that different participants
may rank the items differently and as a result, the set of higher rated items was
different amongst participants. This is, however, not our concern as we are only
interested in the distribution of the points assigned, rather than the particular items
deemed important by various participants.

Because of the more complex formulation of this hypothesis, we used two different
metrics to test it. The first, Metric A was attempted to determine whether the
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participants were more discriminating with their higher rated items. To do this, we
started by removing responses that were zeros, then found the midpoint for each
participant and counted how many items were rated higher than the midpoint. If
a participant is more discriminating with regard to the higher rated items, then we
would expect greater differentiation among the higher items. More differentiation
in this case means greater distances in rating between the top-most option and the
midpoint and therefore fewer items would be rated higher than the midpoint. So for
example, if a participant’s responses ranged from 30 (highest) to 2 (lowest), then the
midpoint would be (30 + 2) / 2 = 16. We would then count the number of responses
that are higher than 16. Therefore we expected that for American participants,
because they are more discriminating among the higher rated items, there would be
fewer items rated higher than their midpoint. This procedure has the benefit of taking
into account the range of ratings for each individual.

Metric B measures the distance of the values between the items whose ratings are
the highest and in the middle (10th for the current study). This represents how large
the participant considers as the difference between his or her highest rated option
and the one in the middle. If H2 is correct, then Americans should have a greater
distance than the the Chinese using this measurement.

The results indicated that H2 was supported under both of these metrics. Metric
A indicated that Americans (M = 2.840, s.d. = 1.730) did have fewer responses in
the upper half of their scale than the Chinese (M = 3.868, s.d. = 2.229), W = 1404,
p = 0.012. Metric B indicated that Americans (M = 28.260, s.d. = 12.486) had
a bigger distance between their top and middle (10th) option than the Chinese
(M = 19.316, s.d. = 15.198), W = 2819, p < 0.001. The results based on both
of the metrics supported H2.

Additionally, we also analyzed the differences between each participant’s top and
second rated options. If the American participants indeed discriminate more at the
top, then the differences between their top two rated options should be bigger, and this
was exactly what we found. The Mann–Whitney U test showed significant differences
between American (M = 8.300, s.d. = 8.844) and Chinese participants (M = 6.395,
s.d. = 10.354) in this test (W = 2391, p = 0.014). These results also provide support
for Hypothesis 2, by demonstrating that Americans focused their discriminating effort
in areas that were deemed important. The results from the constant-sum condition
are plotted in Figure 4.3.

Likert condition

Because of possible non-normality of the responses, we opted to be more conservative
and used the Mann-Whitney U test to test the differences of the ratings, even though
it tends to be less powerful than the alternative, t-test. The overall Likert ratings
between the anti-social and pro-social conditions were significantly different, with the
mean ratings for the anti-social case (M = 5.936, s.d. = 2.562) being higher than
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Figure 4.3: Results from the constant-sum condition in Study 1. Error bars show
±1s.e. It can be seen that American participants top-rated option was significantly
higher than that of the Chinese participants (H1).
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those of the pro-social task at (M = 4.981, s.d. = 2.701), W = 1114286, p < 0.001.
We examined this difference further by analyzing the main effect of culture on each
of the tasks. The mean ratings for the anti-social task were lower for the Americans
(M = 5.650, s.d. = 2.791) than the Chinese (M = 6.149, s.d. = 2.356). A Mann-
Whitney U test of the mean ratings indicated significant differences between the two
groups (W = 208198, p = 0.011). In comparison, the mean ratings for the pro-social
task for Americans (M = 4.922, s.d. = 2.885) and Chinese (M = 5.024, s.d. = 2.556)
did not indicate in significant differences (W = 222716, p = 0.624). These differences
could have been due to the fact that murdering a person is a more significant and
rarer act than helping someone, or because of the difference in valence between the
anti-social (murder) and pro-social (helping) behavior.

We also tested H1 and H2 with Likert scale data. However, we did not make
predictions here because of the issues concerning the use of the Likert scale, as
discussed above. For H1, we found that Americans (M = 8.931, s.d. = 0.413) rated
their top options higher than the Chinese (M = 8.462, s.d. = 0.733), W = 3101,
p < 0.001. For H2, we used the same analysis as we did for the constant-sum
scale data. The mean number of items rated higher than the midpoint is 10.379
for Americans (s.d. = 3.014) and 11.859 for Chinese (s.d. = 3.530). Mann–Whitney
U test showed that this difference was significant (W = 1667, p = 0.009). The results
are plotted in Figure 4.4. Note that while the results supported both H1 and H2, we
maintain that the Likert scale may not be the most appropriate scale for this kind of
study.

4.2.3 Discussion

We found initial evidence supporting Hypotheses 1 and 2 under both constant-
sum and Likert procedures. Americans were found to discriminate between their
subjectively best alternatives and the rest of the options to a higher degree than
Chinese (H1). Americans were also found to be more discriminating in the focused
region than Chinese (H2).

However, this study has also raised several questions that cannot be answered
using this set of data. First, the task of this study is based on reasoning about
causal relevance. Causal relevance is only a subset of reasoning behaviors in which
discrimination may manifest. To show that the cultural differences in discrimination
are a robust phenomenon, we must try to replicate this phenomenon in other reasoning
domains.

Secondly, the cover story and stimuli were based on social events. Although
the cover stories represented realistic scenarios for both cultures, it is possible that
the phenomenon is limited to social scenarios in which people are familiar with the
culturally prescribed scripts and that may have influenced their responses (Abelson,
1981). Because we theorized that these cultural differences are result of the differences
in cognitive orientation, these differences should be replicable in domains where social
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Figure 4.4: Results from the Likert condition in Study 1. Error bars show ±1s.e.
Although the differences in discrimination were in agreement with the two hypotheses,
the results were harder to interpret given the issues concerning the Likert scale.
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forces are at a minimum. This suggests that we should try to replicate these findings
with non-social stimuli that could eliminate most of the differences in the stimuli
that are culture-based. If similar cultural differences can also be found using non-
cultural stimuli as well, we can be more confident that the differences are indeed
due to how people assign relative values or weights to options. In an attempt to
better understand these issues, we carried out a second study (Study 2) to investigate
whether this phenomenon is generalizable to non-social events in the context of a
probability judgment task.

Third and finally, the fact that differences were found in the Likert condition
was somewhat surprising. As previously explained, the Likert scale is not an optimal
tool for measuring for distribution of quantities. The significant differences under
the Likert scale indicated a very strong cultural difference in the domain of causal
relevance that is measurable even with an imperfect instrument.

4.3 Study 2: Probability judgment

In Study 2 we investigated the phenomenon of judgment discrimination in a different
domain — probability judgment. Because of its wide applicability, subjective
probability judgment has not only attracted the attention of researchers in cultural
psychology, but also those in economics (Camerer, 1987) and decision making research
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1972).

Additionally, we made a number of changes to the stimuli in order to address the
potential alternate explanations with respect to Study 1 discussed above. In addition
to the two objectives listed above (non-social stimuli and different kind of reasoning
task), we used a design where we list either all potential actors or all environmental
enabling factors in a single task, in order to eliminate the potential confounding effect
which would result from having both dispositional and situational factors within the
same task. Moreover, we used cover stories that are both unfamiliar to participants
and contain lower social content in order to minimize the amount of cultural and
everyday factual knowledge that participants would bring to the tasks.

4.3.1 Method

Participants

A total of 71 and 84 participants from the United States and China respectively par-
ticipated in this study. As in Study 1, the American samples were recruited from
University of California, Berkeley in exchange for course credit and the Chinese sam-
ples were university students in Beijing recruited from a Chinese Internet bulletin
board. The Chinese participants were paid 35 RMB (US$5.13) an hour to participate
in a package of psychological studies, including the current study. In both samples,
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participants completed several other unrelated experiments before and after the cur-
rent experiment. The average time taken by the American and Chinese subjects were
6:45 and 4:15 minutes respectively. The time taken by the American participants
was longer most likely because the experiment time included a demographics ques-
tionnaire, whereas for the Chinese participants, the time for the demographics was
counted separately.

Stimuli and procedure

As described above, our objective in this study was to study judgment discrimination
in the domain of probability judgment using non-social stimuli. Moreover, we wanted
to study scenarios where there was not a contrast between disposition factors and
situation factors. Therefore we created two tasks in which the response options were
either all agents or all situational factors. In the agent task, all response options were
potential actors and all of them had the ability to cause the effect; in the situation
task, all response options were enabling factors rather than the agents themselves.

In the agent task, the options were characterized as being the agent that
directly caused the outcome. Participants were told a cover story in which unknown
predators were hunting hamsters in a nature refuge. Participants were asked to
assign probabilities to each of the 15 potential predators that they are preying on
the hamsters.

The instructions for the agent task were as follows:

You are the supervisor of a natural refuge. Your staff discovered that
the population of a rare species of hamster is rapidly decreasing. Various
evidence suggests that the most likely scenario is that they are decimated
by some unknown predators. You decided to investigate what kind of
animals are preying on these hamsters. Because this species of hamster
is very hard to track, the most efficient way is investigate through their
predators. You have a list of animals that live here and the predators of
the hamster should be one or more of the animals in this list. Before you
send your staff to investigate, you want to first evaluate for each of the
animals in the list the probability that they are one of the predators. For
this task, please ignore the difference in difficulty involving investigating
different animals, and evaluate only based on the probability. Also, please
first go over the list of animals, and then come up with a rough idea of
how your answers will be like, before actually entering them.

In the constant-sum condition, the participants received additional instructions
that were similar to those in Study 1:

In the following scale, please distribute 100 points according to the
probability of each item. Note that you must allocate all 100 points before
you can continue.
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Options
• wild boar
• fox
• bat
• eagle
• bear
• wild dog
• monkey
• tiger
• wolf
• snake
• rhinoceros
• crocodile
• owl
• sea gull
• panther

Figure 4.5: Options for the agent task
in Study 2.

Options
• lighting condition
• temperature
• electric charge
• air flow
• air pressure
• other bacteria or viruses
• radiation
• acidity
• noise
• other gases
• relative position of bacteria and gran-

ite
• humidity
• movement or vibration
• presence some sort of salt or mineral
• electro-magnetic field

Figure 4.6: Options for the situation
task in Study 2.

In the Likert condition, the scale was similar that in Study 1. The 9-point scale
was labeled “not at all likely”, “moderately likely”, and “extremely likely” at the 1st,
5th, and 9th position respectively.

In the situation task, the participants were told that some bacteria had been
found to decompose granite but that this happened only in certain unknown environ-
mental situations. The task for the participants was to assign probabilities to each
of the 15 environmental factors potentially enabling this process. The option set for
both of these tasks are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6. The rest of the procedure was
the same as in Study 1.

4.3.2 Results

Prior knowledge about the responses

One of our objectives for this study was to eliminate some specific cultural knowledge
as an alternate explanation for the cultural differences that we observed. Although
on the surface it seems likely that we can eliminate this alternate hypothesis by
comparing people’s ratings for each response option and check whether they are
different, however, this raises the question of circularity — any difference that we
found concerning people’s responses could be either the result of their prior knowledge
about these situations or judgment discrimination. How can we be sure it is the latter
and not the former?

We tackled this question by analyzing people’s implicit ranking of the options.
If the folk beliefs about the response options are different between the cultures, then
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it would reflect not only in the raw values of the participants’ responses, but also in
their implicit rankings, such that the ranking for each response would be different.
However, if the differences in the responses were caused by differences in judgment
discrimination as we have hypothesized, then we should only observe differences in
the values of the responses and not in the ranking of the responses.

For each of the response options in both the agent and situation task, we
performed a Mann-Whitney U test on the rank (from lower ratings to higher ratings)
within each participant’s response. If there were ties in the ratings, we set the rank
using the average rank of all responses that shared the same rating. Because multiple
comparisons were performed, Bonferroni correction was applied.

The only response that was significantly different in both conditions was the
response “relative position” in the situation task. American participants rated it
higher in both the constant-sum condition (US: M = 8.816, s.d. = 3.775; China:
M = 5.452, s.d. = 3.547; W = 1200, p < 0.001) and the Likert condition (US:
M = 8.167, s.d. = 3.756; China: M = 5.702, s.d. = 3.469; W = 982, p = 0.002).
American and Chinese participants also ranked “relative position” quite differently,
at 7th and 13th respectively. While this may have reflected differing prior knowledge
concerning the relative ranking of the response, this was only one out of fifteen options.
Based on this we argue that cultural differences in prior knowledge concerning the
cover story and stimuli did not play an important role in the differences of judgment
discrimination that we shall reveal later in this report.

Constant-sum condition

For this study, similar to Study 1, we first sorted the responses of each participant
in descending order of the ratings. Hypothesis 1 states that Americans would be
more likely to put more weight into their top option –– the option to which they
assigned the highest probability –– and this is indeed what we found. We aggregated
the top responses for the two tasks for each participant and found that Americans
(M = 33.197, s.d. = 16.744) assigned a higher probability to their top option
than Chinese (M = 28.536, s.d. = 10.960) and that the difference was significant
(W = 3326, p = 0.036).

To test Hypothesis 2, we carried out the same procedure as in Study 1. For
each participant, we used Metric A to count the number of responses whose value lay
between the top option and the midpoint of the range of their responses. As expected,
Americans had fewer responses (M = 2.470, s.d. = 1.561) in this region than the
Chinese (M = 3.000, s.d. = 1.344) and the difference was significant (W = 1996,
p = 0.002). Likewise, with Metric B, the distances in ratings between the top option
and the median option (8th out of the 15 options) were significantly greater for
Americans (M = 31.424, s.d. = 18.130) than Chinese (M = 26.452, s.d. = 12.323)
(W = 3303, p = 0.044). Once again, H2 is supported by both metrics.

We also calculated the range of the responses used by each participant in each
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Figure 4.7: Results from Study 2 grouped into 1) the top responses, 2) the second
highest responses, and 3) the sum of the rest.

trial. Americans (M = 29.100, s.d. = 11.650) used a significantly wider range than
Chinese (M = 22.303, s.d. = 13.705), W = 2748, p < 0.001. The difference between
each participant’s top and second option were significant (W = 2391, p = 0.014) with
the differences bigger between those of Americans (M = 8.300, s.d. = 8.844) than
those of Chinese (M = 6.395, s.d. = 10.354).

We plotted the results in Figure 4.7 using groupings of 1) the top responses, 2)
the second highest responses, and 3) the sum of the rest. This shows that compared
to Americans, Chinese participants, placed less emphasis on what they consider their
top option and consider other options as more likely.

Likert condition

In the Likert condition, the main differences between American (M = 5.000,
s.d. = 2.549) and Chinese (M = 4.827, s.d. = 2.593) participants’ responses were not
significant (W = 744386, p = 0.120). Prior studies have suggested that Americans are
more likely to use dispositional cues when making causal attribution while East Asians
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are more likely to use situational cues than Americans (Miller, 1984). As a result,
we also analyzed the simple effects of each condition separately. In the agent task,
Americans (M = 4.844, s.d. = 2.687) reported significantly higher overall ratings than
Chinese (M = 4.257, s.d. = 2.760), W = 201802, p < 0.001 while in the situation
task the differences (US: M = 5.156, s.d. = 2.396; China: M = 5.397, s.d. = 2.278)
were not significant (W = 170380, p = 0.123). This result is in agreement with the
patterns found in prior research and what we expected.

Like Study 1, we did not make predictions concerning the results when H1 and
H2 were applied to the Likert scale. For H1, there was a very small difference in
the ratings of the top option between Americans (M = 8.197, s.d. = 0.938) and
Chinese (M = 8.167, s.d. = 1.062), W = 3158, p = 0.901. For H2, the results for
the Americans were non-significantly higher (M = 7.184, s.d. = 2.502) than those
of the Chinese (M = 6.512, s.d. = 2.664), W = 3648, p = 0.117. Although we
found statistically significant results supporting our hypotheses using the constant-
sum scale, we did not find similar results with Likert scale-based data. We suspect
that this may be due to the various problems with regard to the use of the Likert
scale in cross-cultural psychology as detailed above.

4.3.3 Discussion

In this study we examined cultural differences in discrimination in the domain
of probability judgment, using a design that minimized the potential alternative
explanations based social script theory and dispositional/situational contrast. Using
two tasks involving unfamiliar domains, we asked participants to assign probabilities
to a list of potential causes. With the constant-sum scale, we found that Americans
are more likely to assign a proportionally higher probability to the cause that they
consider most likely, whereas Chinese assigned probabilities across a wider range. In
contrast, we did not find the same results with the Likert scale.

The results of the constant-sum scale condition conceptually replicated the
patterns found in Study 1 and extended the findings to a different domain. The
fact that the different patterns of how people from different cultures evaluate causal
relevance and perceive probabilities were replicated across these two fairly different
experiments is strong evidence that this phenomenon may exist in other domains as
well.

The labels in the Likert scale need to be subjectively interpreted. Labels like
“extremely likely” or “moderately likely” may mean different things to different people,
especially those from different culture (Lee, Jones, Mineyama, & Zhang, 2002). In
comparison, data from the constant-sum condition were more easily interpretable,
because of the reasons described above.

We take the view of (Heine et al., 2002, p. 913) that the failure to draw conclusive
inference using the Likert scale may be due to reference group effect –– participants
may have made their response by comparing with people in their own culture such
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that the differences found by using constant-sum scale were not replicated. However,
it is also possible that the more abstract nature of the stimuli used in Study 2 may
have weakened the effect. Hence, in the next study we used more concrete stimuli
together with more tangible response sets.

4.4 Study 3: Resource allocation

Allocating resources is a problem that people face daily. We must often distribute
resources to different means in order to achieve a goal, e.g., dividing one’s time
amongst a number of activities, allocating assets to different financial options, etc.
In spite of its importance, resource allocation behavior has not been well studied in
psychological literature.

The few studies of resource allocation have focused on whether people make
optimal decisions, either in the financial domain (Gingrich & Soli, 1984; Northcraft &
Neale, 1986; Rieskamp & Otto, 2006), or in learning settings with artificial parameters
in which strategies can be computationally modeled (Rieskamp, Busemeyer, & Laine,
2003). However, differences in people’s resource allocation strategies — both for
groups and individuals — have been overlooked for the most part.

In this study we focused on whether the pattern of cultural differences in
judgment discrimination found in our earlier studies is also borne out in resource
allocation behavior. By studying resource allocation, we extended the scope of the
current research from one of subjective beliefs to that of behavior outcome, a domain
with real life implications. If this phenomenon is indeed found in domains as different
as those covered in this chapter and if it indeed applies to everyday decisions, this
suggests that the cultural differences in judgment discrimination may be more broadly
generalizable.

Our findings in the previous studies suggest that people’s judgment may also be
under a certain amount of influence from their culture. Based on the results from
Studies 1 and 2, we hypothesized that when given the same information, participants
from the two target cultures –– American and Chinese –– would allocate resources
differently. More specifically, Americans, compared to Chinese, would allocate more
of their resources to what each individual considers to be their highest-ranked option
(H1) and the discrimination would be particularly higher in the higher-valued region
(H2).

4.4.1 Method

Participants

We collected data from 128 participants each from the United States and China (after
excluding four participants whose data were discarded for reasons described below).
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American participants were recruited from the University of California, Berkeley,
and Chinese samples were recruited from Tsinghua University in Beijing, China.
For both samples, participants participated in exchange for course credit. Also for
both samples, the present study was one of several (and the first) in a package of
psychological studies.

Stimuli and Procedure

The study included six tasks that represented a variety of realistic scenarios involving
various kinds of resource allocation settings — education policy, environmental prob-
lems, advertising budget, battle strategy, basketball training, and asset allocation. In
each scenario, 10 different options were provided.

Similar to Studies 1 and 2, we used both a constant-sum condition and a Likert
condition. Because the objective of this study is to study how people allocate
resources, we will focus on the constant-sum condition in the analysis, because it
inherently involves distribution; the Likert condition does serve to corroborate our
findings concerning scale use. There were 64 participants for each of these conditions
in each subject group. The participants were first given the cover story and the
ranking task. The instruction for the education policy scenario is as follows and the
options are given in Table 4.1.

Education is a major social issue. To tackle this problem, a list of
potential measures were proposed to help improve the situation are listed
below. Imagine that you have the control of the resources for education
improvement. Your task here is to decide how much resources should be
designated for each item.

Please first rank these options by their importance, starting with the most
important.

After participants had ranked the 10 options, they were given the resource
allocation task, using either the constant-sum or the Likert scale. The instruction
for the constant-sum condition is as follows:

For this task, please rate how much resources should be put into each of
these measures. Resource is defined broadly, including but not limited to
manpower and money. Also, please first go over the list, and then come
up with a rough idea of how your answers will be like, before actually
making your responses.

In the Likert condition, the 9-point scale was labeled “least resources”, “moderate
amount of resources”, and “most resources” at the 1st, 5th, and 9th position respec-
tively. After the participants had responded to their first question, the instruction
and questions from the next task would be displayed. This was repeated until all six
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Options

• Improve curriculum
• Improve school funding
• Better pay for the teachers
• Encourage parental involvement
• Improve standards for testing
• Improve discipline in schools
• Spend more time in school
• More high-tech teaching tools
• Require year-round schooling
• Make schools safer

Table 4.1: The 10 options for the education policy scenario.

tasks had been completed. The participants would then fill in a demographics survey
and continue to other unrelated experiments. The orders for both the tasks and the
options were randomized between participants.

4.4.2 Results

Four American participants in the Likert condition responded with the same ratings
to all 10 options in at least three of the tasks. Although we cannot rule out the
possibility that these participants indeed intend to allocate the same amount of
resources to all the options in those tasks, we suspect that boredom to be a far
more likely reason. As a result their data were removed from the analysis. In the
constant-sum condition, in only two of the tasks (out of a total of 384 in each subject
group) were the resources evenly distributed among all options and therefore all data
were retained. Similar to the previous studies, we first sorted the responses within
each task and then aggregated them.

Constant-sum condition

If Hypothesis 1 is correct then Americans, compared to Chinese, should assign more
of their resources to their top option, and leave fewer resources to be assigned to
lower options. Chinese, in contrast, should assign their resources in a more even
fashion. Therefore, we expected that if we compare options of the same rank, we
should see Americans assign relatively more resources to top-ranked options while
Chinese should assign relatively more resources to lower-ranked options.

Overall, responses were in the pattern that we expected. Americans participants’
ratings were significantly higher than those from Chinese participants for their top
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option (US: M = 29.615, s.d. = 12.273; China: M = 26.227, s.d. = 8.949;
W = 85127.5, p < 0.001); not significantly different for their second and third options
(2nd: W = 78059.5, p = 0.156; 3rd: W = 69369, p = 0.153); and significantly lower
from their fourth to eighth options (4th: W = 62144.5, p < 0.001; 5th: W = 65291.5,
p = 0.00531; 6th: W = 63644, p < 0.001; 7th: W = 64859, p = 0.00359; 8th:
W = 66189, p = 0.0128). The two lowest options (9th and 10th) were not significantly
different. This can be seen from Figure 4.8. This demonstrates that Americans
allocated more of their resources to the one option that they considered the most
important, whereas Chinese spread out their resources more evenly.

We evaluated Hypothesis 2 using the same procedure as before and again we
found supporting evidence using both metrics. With Metric A, we found that there
were fewer responses that were higher than the midpoint within each participant’s
range in the American data (US: M = 2.638, s.d. = 1.424; China: M = 2.831,
s.d. = 1.311), W = 65950, p = 0.009. This indicated that there was more
differentiation amongst the top half of the American responses than the Chinese.
Additionally, with Metric B, we found that the distance between the top and middle
(5th) option was greater for Americans (M = 21.789, s.d. = 15.234) than for Chinese
(M = 17.641, s.d. = 11.380), and that this difference was significant (W = 84666,
p < 0.001). Both metrics A and B supported H2 that Americans would be more
discriminating particularly in the portion of the task that is considered as more
important, while Chinese would be more evenly discriminating.

Likert condition

The overall mean values of the Likert responses were similar for American and Chinese
participants, at 5.543 and 5.391 respectively. However, because of the relatively
large sample size (N=128), Mann-Whitney U test indicated significant differences
(W = 7664474, p = 0.002), despite a small effect size (Cohen’s d = 0.040).

Similar to Studies 1 and 2, we tested H1 and H2 with no predictions on the results.
For H1, the mean ratings of the American data (M = 8.531, s.d. = 1.021) were slightly
lower than those of the Chinese (M = 8.638, s.d. = 0.615), and the difference was not
significant (W = 74027, p = 0.902). For H2, the results for Americans (M = 4.773,
s.d. = 1.597) and Chinese were very similar (M = 4.750, s.d. = 1.490) and the
difference was not statistically significant (W = 74348, p = 0.837).

We then compared the responses between American and Chinese participants
separately at each ranked position. There were no significant differences for the
first and second ranked option (W = 74027, p = 0.902; W = 77750.5, p = 0.154).
However, the Americans rated the rest of the options significantly higher than did the
Chinese (W = 82255.0, p = 0.003; W = 79094.5, p = 0.069; W = 80551.0, p = 0.021;
W = 80640.0, p = 0.020; W = 80176.5, p = 0.031; W = 78828.0, p = 0.089;
W = 80542.0, p = 0.022; W = 80153.5, p = 0.026). This seems to indicate that,
with the Likert scale, Americans considered that the lower-ranked options were more
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Allocation of resources in constant-sum condition
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Figure 4.8: Results from the constant-sum condition in Study 3. Error bars
show ±1s.e. Americans allocated relatively more resources to a fewer number of
options, while Chinese participants spread out their resources in a more even manner.
Asterisks mark the comparisons resulted in significant differences.

important than did the Chinese. However, the responses were mostly very similar and
the effect size was small in general. Only in the third highest option was the Cohen’s d
larger than 0.1. The pattern of overall ratings in the Likert condition is somewhat
different from those in the previous two studies but they should not be compared
directly because the three studies concern different quantities –– causal relevance,
probability judgment, and resource allocation –– such that different influencing factors
may be at work.

4.4.3 Discussion

We compared how people in the United States and China allocate a fixed amount
of resources in a variety of scenarios. As expected, most participants did not evenly
distribute the resources across all options, i.e., participants from both subject groups
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allocated more resources to what they considered the more important options, and
less resources to what they considered to be the less important options. Moreover,
the data again supported our two hypotheses as they apply in the domain of resource
allocation — namely, American participants allocated more of their resources to their
subjective top option while leaving fewer resources to the rest; Chinese participants
allocated their resources in a more equally fashion.

The relationship between subjective probabilities and the utility functions that
take subjective probabilities as inputs have been the target of much research. Past
research has demonstrated that the elicited subjective probabilities may not be
linearly proportional to elicited subjective expected utility because subjective utility
may be subjected to weighting functions that are non-linear. Although Studies 2
and 3 were based on people’s probability and utility judgments, we did not design
these experiments to examine the ways did people’s responses in these two studies
corresponded to each other across the two studies. Although these questions are
out of the scope of the present paper, they are important issues and warrant further
investigation.

Benartzi and Thaler (2001) found that some investors allocated their assets using
the “1/n strategy” –– dividing their assets evenly among all their options. Although
this strategy is suboptimal, they suggest that people employed this strategy because
it is a simple heuristic and because of their desire to minimize future regret — in the
case that they concentrate their investments in one single stock and that particular
stock does not go up in price. Our findings suggest that cultural differences may also
play a part in this kind of behavior. This potential difference is important because
it implies that people from different cultures spend their resources differently even
when the problems they face, their objectives, and the information they have about
a given situation are identical.

By using real-life scenarios, we did not study the normativeness of the partic-
ipants decisions. Rieskamp et al. (2003) used a repeated resource allocation task
to model people’s resource allocation strategy. They found that people’s resource
allocation strategy could be well approximated using a model that assumes people
base their decision upon their last successful decision. Combining their results with
the findings from this study suggests that the cultural differences may have been
influenced by past resource allocation tasks and their results. If different cultural
environments favor different patterns of resource allocation, then even though the be-
haviors are different, each subject group could be acting rationally within their own
environment. Future studies may be able to shed light on this interesting topic.

4.5 General discussion

In this chapter we examined the judgments of participants from cultures that have
been found to be more analytic or more holistic in their cognitive orientations. We
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studied whether people from these cultures exhibit different patterns of judgment
discrimination by using a causal relevance judgment task, a probability judgment
task, and a resource allocation task.

Findings from the empirical studies reported here provide strong evidence for our
theoretical predictions. Participants of analytic cognitive orientation (Americans),
when compared to participants of holistic cognitive orientation (Chinese), were more
discriminating in their judgments concerning their subjective topmost option (H1) and
particularly in regions considered more important (H2). The fact that our hypotheses
held up across three dissimilar domains — causal relevance, probability judgment, and
resource allocation — suggests that the results were not due to any particular stimuli
but are likely to be a result of underlying psychological differences in how people
discriminate.

Although in this study we assumed participants from different cultures were
different in their cognitive orientation, based on previous research, we do not assume
an essentialist view of culture — that people from different cultures are born with an
“analytic” or “holistic” cognitive orientation. Following the theoretical position taken
by many scholars (Needham, 1954; Nisbett et al., 2001), we take the view that within
their own environment, the adaptations of these cultures afford benefits as results
of ecological, historical, and sociological factors. Thus, we cannot simply assume a
monolithic view concerning the cultural differences in cognition. Additionally, there
are also high degrees of individual differences and that cultural level differences are
only manifest in aggregate.

4.5.1 Limitations and future direction

The current study calls into question the issue of normality. Are analytic individuals
more normative by being more discriminating for the top options and the more highly
valued options? Or are they non-normative because they do so at the expense of a
lower degree of discrimination at the low end? Unfortunately this cannot be answered
within the current study because there are no normative answers. Future studies will
have to address these issues by carefully disentangling the factors involved.

Our findings suggest that the constant-sum and Likert scales capture different
aspects of people’s judgment. In areas where a sum is divided amongst a number
of options, such as ones in the present paper, the constant-sum scale is shown to be
more appropriate. However, the processes with which people responded to the Likert
scale are interesting in and of themselves. For example, how do the different levels
of subjective values get mapped to the ratings on a Likert scale? How are reference
groups chosen? These questions deserve attention in future research.

Previous research has suggested that analytic and holistic cognitive orientations
may be malleable (Hong, Morris, Chiu, & Benet-Martínez, 2000). The tendency to
adopt a holistic or analytic cognitive approach in digesting and analyzing information
may be influenced by the immediate context and current mindset of the individual.
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In this way, it is possible for people from any culture to adopt more analytic or more
holistic cognitive orientations at different times and under different circumstances. In
everyday life the cognitive orientation of one’s own culture is likely to be the most
highly accessible. How the dynamics of immediate context and acculturated pattern
of cognitive orientation interact remains an exciting future topic.

Although we have demonstrated evidence of cultural differences in judgment
discrimination from three diverse domains, and have suggested this is likely to be
a broad phenomenon, it remains an important topic to find out how generalizable
this is to other domains that we have not tested. Moreover, we have only contrasted
subject groups from American and Chinese cultures. It is possible that other cultural
groups may display different patterns of judgment discrimination. Future research is
also needed to investigate how this phenomenon is manifested in cultural groups that
are not studied in the current report.

Our results demonstrate that people’s judgments in tasks without normative
solutions are strongly influenced by their cultural background. Investigating the origin
and mechanisms of the correspondence between culture and judgments presents an
important challenge for future work.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion
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In this thesis we have presented a series of studies that demonstrated the
important role inductive biases play in human reasoning. We will first summarize
the findings from the previous three chapters and then we will discuss some of the
future challenges.

In Chapter 2 we studied how people judge causal strengths in a simple causal
system. We estimated people’s priors on this kind of task using the technique of
iterated learning, and then collected a large data set of human causal judgments using
stimuli that covered a much wider set of contingencies than any previous research.
The results showed that the Bayesian model with our estimated priors can capture
broad patterns of people’s judgments. We argue that these priors represent people’s
expectations concerning the causal strengths in causal relationships and allow people
to make inferences that go beyond their observations.

In Chapter 3 we studied a more general case of causal reasoning in which there
are multiple potential causes. Our grammar-based model explained how people can
make farther-reaching inferences than seem to be licensed by the available data. We
showed that by leveraging the inductive bias of having simple causal systems, people
can generate inferences despite very limited and ambiguous data.

In Chapter 4 we examined cultural differences in judgment discrimination. Our
results demonstrated that North Americans display a higher level of discrimination
both concerning their highest-valued option, and among the set of higher valued
options. As both American and Chinese subject groups were given the same stimuli,
this result shows they must have also relied on something outside of the given data —
their inductive biases — while making their judgments.

These findings combine to demonstrate the importance of inductive biases in
human cognition. They show that these inductive biases play a crucial role in
explaining how humans can generate inferences beyond the given data. However,
they also raise a few sets of questions and hint at future directions for research on
human cognition.

First, Chapters 2 and 3 attempted to identify people’s priors in two different kinds
of causal systems, both through the use of the iterated learning technique. Although
these two studies both found empirical evidence supporting their hypotheses, some
methodological questions remain. These two studies relied on the technique of iterated
learning to estimate people’s priors. This application of iterated learning is based on
the findings of Griffiths and Kalish (2007), who mathematically proved that data
transmitted through iterated learning would converge to the prior. However, some
of the assumptions might be difficult to meet in an experiment. For example, in
Experiment 1 of Chapter 2, we found that one of the chains did not converge and as
a result, the prior that we estimated might not be completely accurate. Additionally,
in Chapter 2, we found that the prior identified implicitly through iterated learning
and one that was identified explicitly, through direct elicitation, were fairly different.
These observations suggest some limitations of the current studies and possible ways
to address them. Are there ways to improve on the general design of iterated learning
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experiments such that the assumptions of iterated learning can be met more easily?
Can we improve on the method of explicitly eliciting priors so that the estimated priors
using this method could result in better predictions of human judgments? Finally,
are there alternatives to iterated learning for identifying people’s inductive biases?
These questions have implications for research that is based on iterated learning.

Second, what are people’s inductive biases in their everyday lives? Where do
these biases come from? How “domain-general” or “domain-specific” are they? We
estimated people’s inductive biases in Chapters 2 and 3. However, both of these were
experiments carried out in web browsers; it might be possible that people’s inductive
biases in their everyday lives are different, even when they are faced with causal
systems that can be constructed similarly on an abstract level. With the technique of
iterated learning, it is possible to estimate the parameterizations of these inductive
biases in real life. But there are countless possible causal systems in the world, and so
we cannot possibly try to estimate all of them. Would the inductive biases of different
systems be different? If so, how different would they be? Moreover, we need to try
to account for how the inductive biases for particular domains were generated. One
possible explanation might be that they originated from people’s previous experience.
If so, will we be able to create general learning algorithms that could incorporate real
life data and recreate people’s inductive biases? These are some of the questions that
researchers who study human cognition and inductive biases may have to consider in
the future.

Third, in Chapter 4 we have found evidence of cultural differences in inductive
biases. Can we account for these differences using a computational account? More
specifically, can inductive biases explain these cultural differences? If these questions
can be solved, it would give invaluable insight to both cultural psychology and
judgment and decision making research. It would go beyond descriptive level
explanations that are the current norm for cultural psychology. It would also help
shed light on the actual processes that generated these judgments.

The next great challenge in cognitive science will involve applying what re-
searchers learn in laboratories to real life and seeing if our theories and models work
in our everyday lives. Understanding the influences of people’s inductive biases will
be an important part of this challenge and is something to which this thesis hopefully
helps contributes.
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